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PREFACE''

4.

This report is ,60IIR'.0* a number of studies supported under agrant

from the John Ad Mary 4. Markle FoundatiOn tRanes Communications
r

'legal analyses/Of such'areas as the deVelopment of cable television,
? ,

'the uses of 'telecoltiMUnications for the delivery of public serfice's,-4.

4 /

'Pglicy.Progiam. Work in thig field has inCluded'economic, social, and'
_

116

the problems of.media cross ownership,'and the effect of tel isiOn

nev on local...political awarenesS.

Th'e report' treats an area of increasing concern in the/federal
ic

regulation-sellision and radio broadedsting. In recent years numer-,

ous petitions based on.complaints about employment,practices or.progrm

Content have been directed b,r citizen groups toward particular:broad-

-cast stations, 'In many'cases these complaints are handled through

mutual agreement between the broadcast station and the .citizen group by

specifyink modifications ih practiCes and procedures. In others, adju-
.

;dication is required. However,:bhis proceLs raises a dilemma. On the

one hand, the Federal ComfUnications Commigsion is directed to regulate'

broadcast.services so that the "public interest, 'Convenience, and
,

necessityY are served. In this deciSionmaking process the public has

a right'to be heard. On th other'hand, the potential problem arises_

of citizen groups using petitioning power in an irresponsible and

abusive fashionitipairing t.he broadcaster's.ability to serve the

publicinterest,as.best he sees'it.

With tilis dilemma as its cwitral point 1:) focus, this report has
..-

several components: (1).it Ipscribes some of the avenues open to citi-

ens seeking to influence FCC policies;.(2) it deScribes the history
-..

.

of citizen participation, through petition and settlement, in broad-

)

cast licensing; (3) it traces the eyolutinn of an FCC policy statement
r

regarding citizen agreements and analyzes it-, especially in the light

of four recent cases before ehe FCC; and (4) it makes recommendatkons
,

. . ..

0

for future Commission p

4
licy ich suggest that considerable leeway

remains for Commission, proval ofcitizen settlementS, without infring-

ing on the rights and obligations of broadcasters.

_A-
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SUMMARY

Prior ta 1966 the Federal CoMmunications Commission waS able to

'regulate broadcast stations without any significant participation by

local citizen 'groups in the CommiSsion's lieensing decisions. Then,

in 1966, the'courts oidered the Commission to grant. standing to

citizen/groups so that they, too,cOuld file petitions\to deny the
.

1lic:2;ps'of incumbeht:broadcaste7. The Court'S action opened neu/

avenues forli,citizen participation in tile Commission's affairs, and

at the sate timg raised polity issues that have forced a rethinking
.

of the Commission's *Troach ,to broadcast regulation.

,Citizen _groups got off to a slow start in filing petitions to

deny, and nOt until the early 11570s dick'citizen petitioning begin

in earnest. In the early years of petitioning the Commission.acted

indecisively'toward citizen petitions. Ir delayed action in so many \

cases that a large,backlOg of over 200 unsettled petitions was in

'the Commissioners" hands.as of.August'1975: The Commission'also

actively attempted to block greater participation by citizen groups.

but was repeatedly and resoundingly rebuffed by the courts, which

ordered the Commission to ereatea larger role for citizen groups

in broadcast iicenO.ng procedures. 2

While the petitioning process was developing, it became evident

that defending against a citizen pe ition would be n expensive affair

for broadcasters. BroadciSters wou d have to.incur legarfeeg, detour

station personnel from their usual tasks, and suffer delays in license
,

renewals as a result.of citizen petitions. To avoid the expense of

defending against citizen petitions, broadcasters began entering

1
Office of Communication of United Church of Christ-v. FCC,

359 F.2d 994 (D.C. Cir. 1966).
2
1he"best exaMples of such court decisions are the three separate

Office of Communicatibn of Onited.C12urch of Christ v. FCC cases decided
,by the Circuit Court for the District of Columbia in 1966, 1969, and
1972, and repor'fed.,. respectively, at 359 F,2d 994; 425 E.2d 543;. and
465 F.2d 519.



agreeMents with those citizen groulisi thae, had filed pe:titions to Ndeny

their:licenses. In these agreements the 1?roadcaster typically,under-
,

takes to malce certain changes in his station's operaCions. The btoad-

casterS may promise to change his.employment policies, to support the

local production of broadca.st prograMming, to refrain'ftom broadcasting

certain types of programming, to attempt to broadCast gkeater amounts

of other types of programming,.and occasionally to,reimairse the

Gift:Zen group for it§ expenses in prosecuting the petition to deny.

In return fOr the broadcaster's promises, the citizen group usually

agrees to file a motion with the CommissFon to_withdraw its petition

to deny and to encourage the CommiSsion to renew the station's license.

The Commission became concerned over this process of petitioning

and settlement for a v.ariety of reasons. The Commission felt there

was a danger that citizen groups would usurp some of the Commission'S

own regulatory functions through the device of citizen settf6ment.

The possibility also Weighed heavily in the Commission's thinking

that citheen groups might abuse their new-found petitioning power;

some .agreements, through the inflexib1lity of ;their terDs, might in-
,

fringe on the hroadcasters' ultimate responsibllity to serve the public

interest. Thus the CommissiOn'recognizid a need to regulate the entire

aweements process.

The CommiSsion, however, did not find it easy to.decide on an

acceptable regulatory scheme._ After a period of confusion and:delay,

the .,Commision finally issued the Proposed Policjg Statement and

Not7:ce of Proposed Rulemaking in the Matter of7Agreements Between

Broadcast Licensees and the Public,
1 (hereinafter called,the Pro-

posed Agreements.RuleMaking). Although the document was adopted by

a unanimous vote, it was vaguely constructed and coda support many

conflicting interpretations. .In fact, at the time the'Commission

adopted the PropoSed Agreements RulemakingCommissioners Ben L.

Hooks and James H.-Quello each issued separate concurring opinions

which sttongly suggested.that they had fundamentally different per-
.

spectives on many iSsdes addressed by the Proposed Agreements

1Docket 20495, FCC 75-633 June 10, 1975).
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Rulemaking. Thus ityould be diffiCult to p'redict Commiss on policy

with any'precision simply from a readin" f..the Proposed A reementg

Rulemaking.

The Commissiou's actions in reviewing agreements foll wing t

adoption of the Proposed'Agreements FUlemakin4.often unde scored he

docUment's inherent viitgueness and capacity to support wid ly dive gent

.interpretations. The Commission lit in a sdries of 5-2 vofes'*in

which Commissionsrs Hooks and G en. . Robinson formed. th minority.

Hooks and Robillson supported a read ng of. the Proposed Agreements

\Rulemaking that would,adopt a policy of lesa afringeht feview of

'particular agreeients and lead to approval of More,agreements tha

themajoritywaswillingtoaccept.Mongthe.meMbersl'of the maj ritY,

-CoMmissioner Quello waA notablelas the most. vocal prop nent of a olicy.

.requiring revfew of all agreements and rejection of a 1 agreement

that imOinge on broadcasters' Ilexibil4y or that contain ovefly

speci ic clauses.

ile:the Commission was considering the Proposed AgreeMents

Rulemaking. it also had before ft.the roposed Reimbursement Rule-
..

making
1 dealing specifically with'the problems raised by broadcas er-

citizen agreements that.called for p ymen:41tf fees'from broadcast rs
a

to'citizen groups. The Potential f r im roper and excessive paym nts,

to citizen grody mand the danger o pro ting extortionist behavi[
\ 1

.by,citizen groups,appeared to be ajor concern for the Commissi n
a

when it embarked on 'the inquiry.

The Proposed Agreements RUl making was concluded six mohths

after it was initiated with the isSuance of the Agreements Repor

and Or4er.
2 The Agreements Rep rt.and Order outlined the Commis ion's

eitizen agreements could not inflexibly bind broadcaste .or

1Notice of Inquiry and Proposed Memaking in.the Mattel', bf
/Reimbursement for Legitimate and Prudent Expensesrora Public In
Group for a COnsultancy to a Broadcaster in Certain Instances,,
Docket 19518, yu 72-473 (June 7, 1972).

2
FinalReport and Order in the Matter of Agreements Between

Broadcast Licensees and the Public, Docket 20495, FCC 75-1359 '

(December 19, 1975).
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allow forvbxcessive'delegations-of responSibility to citizen groups;

brol4castersmust retain the right.tomodify4agreements if-they..

beljeve the hodifiCation is dn Oe.public intereAt; and all citizen ,

agreements incOrporafed into license applications will be treaped

as representatidns to the CommisSion and enforced by the Commison's
./

promise vse performance standards. .-

The,Pi4oposed Reimbursement Rl4iernaking closed shortly"there-
. - v

'L
after with the issuance of the Reimbursement.Report and Omer. The!

YelAbitrsement i:iort and Order drew hevily4eon the.principles Statecf in 4

the Ajreqments Report and Order and simply noted that the Commission's

policy toward.reitbursenients would be a direct extensio4 of.its policy

toward cit/ izen. agreements O.

The Agreements Report and Order and the heimbursement Report

and Order outline only the most basic principles that the Com mission.

intends to applY to citizen particfpatiori in the.licensing process:

In doing so:they ovetlook a variety of. speafic and ancrete ineas-

ures which couid lead to mOre effectivelcitizen participation in

broadcast,licensing without infringing on the legiteimate interests

of licensees. For example, the Commission could have pointed out

its ability to controj abuses of'the.agreements process through the

appli,cation of Sections 403
2
and 506 of the Communications-Act,

3

which outline various inliestigaeory powers and criminal.sanctions.

At the same time; the Commission woulkhave provided a more, expliCit

statement of an intention to treat .responsible, good faith citizen

agreemehts on a par with commercial contracts signed by broadcasters'

and to enforce with special care any agreement that seems to rectifx sub-

stantial faults biought to light by a petition to deny. By following
- _

-1
a policy designed to deter abuse but to.also promote legitimate

1
.

,Final Report and Order in the Notice of InqUiry and Proposed

. Rulemaking in the Matter of Reimbursement fbr Legitimate .., d

Prudent Expenses of cePublic Interest Grw fbr a dronsul .a cy to

a Broadcaster in Certain Instances, Docket 19518, FCC 7.-5 (Janu-

arY 9, 1976).

'_247 U.S.C. 403 (1970). .

3
47 U.S.C. 506 '(1970).
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\
jcitizen participation, the ComMissIOn could do'much to Create a regu-

11.

; -1..itoryienvirohment ba'secionta philobophy of-cookration and negoria,

tion Ixetween broadcasters.and,fheir. audience in inace of the present
,.

I eilvironment Characterized k'mistrust And adversary proceedings.
9.

Beyond the'iMmediate issues raised by the Agreements, Report and. ,. v
. . 1 A - .,

'..
I, , Order and the Reimbursement RepOPt and.Ordr lie the mOre fundatental.

probleag.of creating and nurtur4g a, responsible and effective citizen
..,

-. .

lobs4.', 'If the Sommissioriis to treat citizengroupS as an ally. in

promoting the public interest bn broadcasting--as the Cou has sug-
.N

, . 1-( *-
.., .

.
.

Tested --ttien the Commission must begin considering Vaiibus additional .

steps to prOmote citizen 'participation. -Althqugh.citizen gtoups can.
....

exert a-grat deal df levterage over roadcasterst thefact.remains ..-
.

:41at main), such groibps do nOt have accesd to the legal talent and
.

resources neéeasary for gfective representation before the Commig-
.-

sion. :The time seems rilie for the Commisston to onsider a variety

. ,of funding or coMpensation schemes which would reimburse publia) inter=
ft )..

, . venors fo"INQd/faith efforts in promoting and protecting the plibliek

interest in broadcasti ng. :.

.
_

Finally, large areas of relevant research yet to belinidertakea ,

deserve mentitn. Follow-up studies designed timeasure the impa-Ct
. .,

r ,

406

. .

and success of citizen agreements are necessary for a better under;
P .

standing of broadcaster-oitizen reiationg. 'Data on the:cost of liti- /

gaCion:and representation at the CoMmission aee sparse,.and_research

designed to collect this inforMation is critical t9.an4understandift
,

ot the economic. forces leading to petiticining and settlement.
/

The=
.

. -
same data, in conjunction'with a study of-the internal manageMent'

.,.. s
- . . .

practices of the Commission, could lead togiora; ctical suggestions for
.,

streamlining the Commission's opeption sa that broadcasterS, citizen_

gro0s, an& the Commission alike could benefit.
'

1See Office of Communication of United Church of Christ v.

425 F.2d 543,.546 (D.C. Cir. 1969) where the Court .obgerved thara
public intervenor tvgs improperly treated as.an opponent by the Com-
Mission, and not as an ally-in promoting the public interest.

2
See App. C for a discussion of the economic'motivations under-

.

lying the litrgitiOn7settlement decision.

8
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I. INTRODUCTION 4

e
The Communicetions Act of 1934

1
directs the Federal Communida-

tions Commission, to regulate broadcast services sd.thatkthe."public
.

interest, conviniencr, and necedaity'
,2

are. served. -This. rePort

4 'examinesthe role the.public plays.in determining the dimenSlop

of the public interest.

Few have ever been bold. enough to attempt a precise deinition

of what Congress meant as the. "pubricAtiterest It is a conc pt
-

as vague and as hard to pin down'as.the meaning of obscenity, f

which Mr. Justice, Fotter Stewart could only say, "I know it wh n I

see it. It is also a dynaMic cOncept, constantlychattging orer

g

time As technology advances with the spread of.cable televiS on

and with tRe opening.of UHF and additional VHF freqUenCieS,. an as
0

society becomes increasingly dependent on electronic media for news.,
*

eddcation, and entertainment, the definition:of the publlc interest

in broadcasting must expand adapt, and adjust lo e new reality.

Thus, even Ifsit is pOS'sible to articulate today's ubliC interest,

'it would take extraordinary prescienee to be able to:define it for

ell future circumstances.

Evidently, the "public interest" is a flex1b1e4standard, 'Subject
.

to artful inteipretation; Whenever.goveriment is guided.by suCh a

malleable rule, two questions are of paramount importance: (15 Who

decides? -.And (2) What Erocedure will'be usedin arrivng at a

'decision? In the cage of broadcating, the courts have ruledthat

the "Commission of course represents and indeed is _the prime arbiter

of.the public intereat."4 But in arriving at itsllnal decision as

.147 USC 151,'et. seq. (1970).'
2
47 U.S.C. 307(d) (1970).

3Jacoballis v: Ohio (Stewart,
4

197 (1964).,
4
Oftice of Communication-10f the United hurch

FCC, 359 F.2d 994, L003 (D:C. Cir..1966).

N.

concurring), 378.U: . 184,

-12

a .

of Christ v.
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co what is-end is not in,the public interest,.the Commission's regu-

Idtbry duties are "guide if not limited br our national tradition

-that public respOse :is the most reliable:test Of ideas and_pertor-

mancè_in.groadcasting as in most areas of life,

Thus,.-the public is viewedes a compei'dntand trtwbrthy party :...04.0".

,

. .

'1<!..th arspettal .to gauge erid,

-measure7WediMensions

of public

intexest. Tnkmake use of ehepUblicls Perspective cin the public.
.S I

interest the CommiSsion h-e's established a .wide variety orprocedures

to faCilitate.public participation in the management and regulation

of.hitoadcasting. These proCedures range in complexity irom the most

intormai suggeltion or Complaint to the, intricepe, time7consuming,
. .

and ex ordinarilyeXpensive license challenge wherein a party seeks
-

to oust a broadcaster from.his lknel and to take his place on the

dial.

Chapter II deicribes some of the avenues open to citiZens who .

wish to influence Commission 'policy and decisionmaking, . Three broad

categories Of .citizen partidipation are discussed: (1) direct contact

between broadcasteArand Citizens:, (2) citiien participation in tht

Commission's rulemaking process; and (3) citizen involvement in the

.Commission's broadcast lidensing activities. The chapter slso dis-

cusses how a citiz.en group might allocate its resources betcken the

Varottus avenues of participation.

Chapter rII focuses on two methods.of citizen participation that
4.

have recently gained Popularity but that have:also raised significant

and intriguing.policy, ssues for the Commission: ay petitions to

deny and (2) citizeh settlements. The petition to deny can be 'used

by citizen groups toAuestion whether a broadcaster is serving.the

iiherest. Maepe.tition is succeseful, a broadcaster mey,lose

his license as a result of citiz protest before the dommission.

But rather than prosecute a pet1tiithrough to its completion, broad7

casters and citiZen.greups often reach un4erstandings cisigned to
. .

resolve.Many of, the issues raised in the petition. These understandings,

1
fbid,



roUghly analogous to out-of-court seitlemeats in civil cases, are

embodied in citizen agreements. . It is the status of these private

agreements-designed to resolve issues of public concern that causes

many problems for..the Commission. 'The'relation between the petition

to'deny and tile Citizen, settlement is explored.and Some of the more

!frequently used procedures in arriving at 'cltizen settlements are 'N

.

exdmined. :The history.of the fretition to 'deny-and settleMent p cess,
-

is described,and sOecial attention is given to problems raised. y

agreements,that allow for reimbursement of citizen.group expenses.'

Some of the statistics generated by the,pecition and settlement .

processes are also considered.

.The Commission took explicit notice of the unique policy prob-

lems raised by petitions to deny and citizen settlements in June

1975 when it..fssued the PPoposed PoZicy Statement and Notice of Pro-

posed RuZemaking in the Matter of Agreements Between Broadcast

Licensees .and the Public
1

(hereinafter called the Proposed Agree-

tents RuZemaking), describea and analyzed in,Chap. IV. .Some Com-

mission policieS are crrticized, ana a series of recommendations

for additional or modified Commission procedures are developfa in

the chapter.

'since-release of the-Proposed Agreements RuZemaking, the Com-

mission has had the opportunity to apply its policies to a variety

of renewal controversies. In Chap. V application of the Proposed'

Agreements RuZemaking to four recent cases is examined and evaluated.

In some cases alternative grounds of decision are exploree. Th

chapter also considers a recent citizen settlement which has not yet

reached the Commission.but.which is sure to cause cOntroversy when

it does.

Chapter VI describes and analyzes the Agreements Report and

Order,
2

which contains%-the final stateMent of ComMission policy

1
Docket 20495, FCC 75-633 (June 10, 1975).

2. '

Final Report and Order in.the Matter of Agreements Between
Broaqcast Licensees dnd the Public, Docket 20495, FCC 75-1359
(December 19, 1975).
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toward citizen settleMent'. The Reimbursement Report-and Order
1

is

also considered in Chap. VI. Since the report tracks the history

of these two rulemaking proceedings'from the initial set of problems

that led to the original inquiry through to the Commission's final

rulemaking proceedings, some.observations on the success of the rule

making approach are also offered.'

Chapter VII contludes the report, bringing together major

factors in the development of the Commission's policy .and provi'ding

a set of recommendations for further research.

Appendixes A and B reproduce relevant portions of the PPoposed

Agreements Memaking aqd of the Agreements Report and Order. Appen

dix C is an economic analysis of the factors that determine wbether

parties continue litigating a petition or whether, they reach a

settlement. The analysis is presented in a'relatively nontechnical

fashion, so no prior exposure to economic tileory is necessary.

1Filal Report and Order in the Notice of InqUiry and PPoposgd

Rulemaking 1,72 the Mdtter of Reimbursemnt for Legitimate and Prudent

Expenses of a Public Interest Group for a Consultancy to a Broad-

caster in Certain Instances,-Docket 19518, FCC 76-5,(January 9, .

1976). %
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1.. U. MECHANISMS FOR CITIZEN INVOLVEMENT

.:WhenrConvess established.the Federat CommUnicAtion's Commigaion-
,

in 1934,
1

it prOvided the Commtssion with two powerful tool' to be .

7. I

usedi,ki regulating broadcasting in the public interest. The first -\
, .

is a ?road rUleMakInt pOwer-wilichrgrants.the.COmmission ttle authority
.

. .

to'regulate and contrbl the4bperatinEyrocedUresiof all'broadcast

/ Siat/iong within the United State.2 The second is the Commission's

power to grant; renew, and revoke broadcast licenses. Operating a

broadcast station requires a license frbrR the FCC.
3

Broadcast. .

licensees hold their licepselor a maximum of.three years and then

apply to the'Commission f 'a renewal if they, wish to continue:.?f,

operating.
4 Under:the terms of the Communications Act, the Com-

, .

mission cannot.renew the, license u less it first findd that the
o

renewal wouldserye.the "public inte est., convenienceand'

5
-)

necessity. n
.

.
. .

Not only dó&sthe public have e rightto make its voice heard

in rulemaking and licensing.procedures before the Commission; the

public also has a tight to approach broadcasters directly wi h ideas,

comments, and suggestions anrd-)to examine documentg which.broad agters

must keep in a public file.
6 Moreover, broadcasters have an affirma-

tive duty to seek-out cpmmunity reaction and to tailor parts of their
. .

prOgramming to commUdity needs and desires. Thus, the public can

attempt to influence broadcasting either by: (1) approaching broad-
t,

castexs ditectly; (2) becoming involved in the Commission's rulemaking
.

procedures; or (3) entering the Commission's license renewal pro-

ceedings.

1 Communications Act of 1934, 47 U.S.C. 151, et. seq. (f970).

2
47 U.S.C. 303 (1970).

3
47 U.S.C. 301 (1970).

4
47 U.S.C. 307(d) (1970).

5
Ibid.

6
See 47 C.F.R. 1.526 (1974).
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DIRECT- COlITACTETWETHE PUBLIC-AND.BROADEASTERS
,

There-are-thrte basic devices used:by the-Commission to ensure

that the public has at least a minimal opportunity to make itsopinions

known to broadcasters: ascertanment, announcements inviting public .

, partitipation in station affairs, apd the Public file.

Ascertainment \
_ ,

, ,

, The t'eddral Communications Commission_has t.ated that a broadcast
.

.

licenSee has.an oh1ig4tion Xo maIce_a "diiigent;positive, andeontiau--
,N

ing effort...to discover and fulfill the tastes, negds, aud'desires

his service area for-broadcast service.)1, Tirensure that broadcasters

make at least a minimal effort toward ascertaining CoMmunity broadcast
.,

fl

needs, 4 M t1)960 the Co mission issued the first in what was o becope

a long series o'f pol1cy statements and opinions dealing with.ascertain-

ment.

As .first outlined in.the .1960 Report, ascertainment did not require
.,_

.ticensees,to f;i. any material describing their attempts to gauge'com;.-

,

munity n) ds as part, of the renewal process: Then in" 1965 and 1966.in

al-
-

an attemprAb make ascertainment a,more rigorous and formalized pro-
,

ceduiecthe 'Commission amended Portions of tbe commercial broad

application forms so as.to require renewal appirtants to'outline
.

,

proceduvs.they used in contacting community leaders.
2

'There folloWed'a five-year period.of uncertainty as to xhe p?ecise

nature of FCC ascertainment requirements.. Durinrthis period, strete

ing roughly'.from 1966 to .1971, thedetails of ascertainment requiremente

for broadcast licensees we're developed 'cm .a case-br-case basis.
3

Hour!, ,

ever, by.1971:the.,Commrssion had received so many requests for

1Bcport and Statement of Policy Re: Comr*sion En Banc Progriam-

ming Ingliery, 44 F.C.C. 2303, 2316 (1960).

2 The AM-FM Fotms were amended by AmendMeni,of Section IV of

Proadcast Application Forms 01, 314, and 315, 1 F.C.C.2d 439 (1965), 4

and the TV forms were amended by ilmendment of Sectton IV of Broadcast

Application Worms 301, 306, 315, 5 F.C.C.2d 175 (19 6).

3 Some.01 the majo,r.,cases involved were Minshall Broa !canting Co., '

11 F.C.C.2d 796 (196X); :Vow. 'Pvire Broadcasting Co., 16'F.C.C.2d 995

(1969); and City .of Camdrn, 18 F.C.C.2d 412 (1969).

a
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claviification of its ascertainment rules, arid the ad,hoc procedure

had grown so cumbersome, that it' issued the Primer on Ascertainment
. .

of CommUnity ProLlemd by Broadcast Applicants,
1

(hereinafter called

the 1971 Primer), which summarized the ComMission's ascertainmenr

policy in'a question and ansWer formfit.

" The 1971 Primer descrIbes a four-step process to be followed '

by broadcast licensees. The first,siep is for the broadcaster to

'deterMine the demographic and soci economic composition of h city
.

of'license../ The second step:in the'1971 Primer's ascertainmen.
dm

process'must take place within ,six months of filing a license

renewal: management level employees or the principals of" the sta-

tion must'interview community leaders representative of a,cross 0%.

'Asecflon of the city of license as revealed by ,the,demographic
.

o
study.

2
At the same time, the. station must undertale a random

--

sample
.

survey of'the general public irCorder to collect.itS
(

reacfton to local' broadcastin*. The lOurth andfital step follows
-

the completion Of.the,surveys and requires the licensee to.list
. _ .

the problems an0 needs ascertained, evaluate those problems, And

then determine the steps it will-take tdrelate broadcadt,Ang aid
.,

c.,

.

.

station operation to conditions uncovered in the,course ot escertaint
-3 . .

.

_
.

ment. '- ,

'Although the 1971 Primer is. the most cbAplete avallatle ,gUi'de.

.to ascertainment requiremerits, the Commission has continued modifyl.
.

_ ..

. ing. and amending its procedures. 'Perhaps the most'signIficant

i.

J.

1
27 F.C.C.2d 650 (1971)..

2
. The interviews may be held in person, through joint meetings

(see Southern Caliprnia Broadcaster s Association, 30 F:C.C.2d 105
'(1971)) or through telephone iriterviews (tee Southern California'
Broadcaster's Association, 4'.C.C.2d 519 (1974)).

ine broadcaster isnot ttliged to broadcast programming treat-
ing all the problems uncovered ,as a 'result. of ascertainment. The
good faith judgment of the broedcaster is to,determine which problem*
receive covvage. Programs must be scheduled so that they are rea-.
sonably effective in reaching target audiences. If a broadcaster
proposes to deal with only one or two cdMmunity needs, Then a
"prima.facie" question a to the broadcaster's service of public
interest is raised. See 27 F.C.C:2d 650, 684-6g5.

-18
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modification' odcurred in 1973 when the Commission released its Final

Report and Order in Docket 19153, Formulation of Rules and Policies

Rel-ating to the Renewal of Broadcast Licenses.
1 The Commission wanted

to change' ascertainment from a six-month process culminating in the

tri-annual license renewal proceeding, to a continual, ongoing function

reguiring annual compilations. Licensees must now annually compile a

list of the ten most significant problems and needs of their service

areas and present a description of actual 'or proposed programming

.aimed at fulfilling those needs. The three annual 14sts covespond7
;

ing to the litense period must be submitted to the Commission as'

part of the renewal application. The station'mpst also,keep a copy

of its list on file and,open for public:inspection.
ir

Recently the Commission has outlined a further set.of changes

in ascertainment procedures which may,be expected sometime in the.

future.
2

The demographic compositio61 study required by the 1971

Primer; may be replaced by a more straightfo ard requirement for

1readily available demographic data. The ission would then pro-

vide a "community.element checklist" froiiwhich the community leader

survey wo_Itld be drawn.
3

,143 F.C.C.2d 1 (1973); 44.F.C.C.2d 405 (1973). This Report and

Otder deals.only with the commercial television renewal application
-Too.

form. The Commission, has proposed adopting the same ascertainment

4 reporting procedures for commercial radio renewal forms in its

- '4r41 1, 1975, Notice .ofilInquiry and Notice.of Proposed Rulemaking

in.Docket No. 20419, Re sion of FCC Form 303 Application for

ReneWal of Broadcast Staiion License, and Certain Mos Relating
Thereto, FCC 75-375(1975). ./' .

i
A.:--

.

2 Further Notice ofinquiry and Notice of p.elosed Rulemaking

.in Docket No. 1971.5,.Ascertainment of Communitli Problems by. Broad-

cast A pliagnta, ya 75-540. (May 15, 1975).
,

3 checklipt: with 19.elements has been promised. The elements'

are: agriculture, business, charities, civic, neighborhood and fra-

ternal Organizations; consumer services, culture, education, environ-

mdnt; government (local, county; state, and federal), labor, military,

minority and ethnic groups,organizations of and for the elderly,

organizations of and for women, organizations of and for youth and

tudentS; profeissions; public safety, health and welfare, recreation,

a difeligion. Ile checgtisttwould also ask for an indication of how

ma y American Indians,' Blacks, Orientals, Spanish-surnamed Americans,

and'momen were 'interviewed.

19
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The community leader survey interviews wou14 no longer all have

to be carried'out by principals of the station or by management level

employees: 4 certain percentage Colid be conducted by nonprinc pals,

and,nonmanagement level employees. And the blanket requirement that
,

all broadcast stations adhere to all parts of the ascertainment

requirement may'be modified to exe pt small parkeLstaylonsiOko

xecord-keeping and reporting'requi. ments.
1

Although the goal of.ascertainment--an ongoing and meaning
L .

dialogue between broadcasters and the communities fhey serve--i

seldom criticized, the Commission has been taken to task oi.rer t

specifics of its ascertainmepxocedures. The criticisms take
v

.two general forms: (1) Ascertainment *requirements are not stri t
6

enough and should be.upgraded,so as to increase broadcaster-con act7

with the community, and (2) scertainment requirements are not 'cost-

effective" in the sense that,they ,set up a cumbersome mechanism which
,

is ill-suited to the. task at band.--It should be realized that,the e

two criticisms are not necessarily at odds and that the Commission'

ascertainment policies can, at the same time, be crlticized for being
)

8

inefficient in tapping community resources and 1,49tiff1xient in the

degree of- involvement they elicit.
)

Similar criticisms of Ehe Commission's ascertainment policies

have been voiced by*Commissioner Glen 0. Robinson in his Concurring

Statement to the Commission's decision /is t4e Matterof Ascertainment

of Community Probleno by Noncommercial Educational Broadcait Appli-

cants.
2

Commissioner Robinson's concern is that the requirements of

the 1971 Primer "impose burdens and costs out of proportion to any

compensating public benefits.".3

1
It has been proposed that Any station licensed

A
to a community

with a population of 10,000 or less and located outside an SMSA
According to the 1970 tensus be considered a small market station
for ascertainment purposes. See Broadcaeting 21 (December 22, 1975),..

2FCC 75-921.. (July 10, 1975). That decision dealt with the'
extension of ascertainment requirements to noncommercial educations
broadcasters as well as to commercial broadcasters.

3
Ibid. (toismissioner Robinson, conCUrring), p. 1.

2 0
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so

Commissioner Robinson notes tile lack of evidence supporting the

hypothesis ,that ascertainment has ha& any beneficial effect on pro-

grammiztg and'focusesyl1on what he considers to be' one of the least

cost-effective aspects of ascertainlent: the public.survey require

ment. Commiss\oner Robinson uggess twonew options for bringing
4

public opinion to the attent4or of the broadcaseer, instead of, or

in conjunction with, the Pl)k :survey oftenconducted by professibnil

4
maTket research firMs for thebroadcasters: .(1).conductink a p.aft-in

" .. .

program held at regular inte4;a1s.duringprime time "during which.

'members of the,gerreral public.may 'call in and disCuss the.Oroblem§

and needs of the station's comrflunity of license, and (2) having

the broadcaster make time available to local citizens groups for

discussion Of problems in the tommunity.
2

These alternatives,

suggests Robinson, may prove tsc; be more effective: than tpe preseNt

ascertainment systetfh4ch has.produced dubious benefits to the

public Ohile mposing signifiCant costs on broadtasters mid adding

to the regulatory burden and paperwork at the Commission.
3

Public Announcement Requirements

Twice a month all broadcast licensees are required to air

announcements informing their audience of a broadcaster)s resPonsi-

bility to serve the public interest and inviting public comment On

the 'Station's performance.
4 These announcements are generally made

on the first and sixteenth days of each month throughout the license

period.

Six monthsbefore a'station's license comes up for renewal,-the

station must begin substituting special license renewal announcements

1 -

Ibid., p. 3.
2
Ibid.

. ,

For examples f'other studies of And views on ascertainment,

see,Joseph M. Foley, "Ascertaining Ascertainment: ImpaCt of the FCC

.112n:mer on TV Renewal Applicafieds," 16 Journal of Broadcasting 387

.(1972), and'Thomas F. Baldwin and Stuart'H. Surlin,=':4 Study of

Broadcast Station License Application ,Exhibits on Ascertainment of

Community Needs," 14 Journal of Broadcasting 157 (1970). .

4
47 C.F.R. 73.1202 (1974). 21 .
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in the place of regular public participation annoUncements. These

license renewal announcement must,pform thi.puhlic of the,date '

the station's license expires and must also inform.the publfc of its

right to inspect the hroadcaster's 'new'application in the:station's

-.public file. qurthermore,'the announcement must also advise the

public of its rigNt to aPproach the FCC directly with information
IF .

relevant to the broadcaster's abitit tO serve the public tnt4 erest.'-
-

These.public announcements do not actively,gusrantee,any con.tact,
.1 .

! 'between the .broadcasterVod his community--as does ascertainMent.
.

.

Rather, they OSsively inform.. the audience of their right to, become

inVolved in broadcast regulation. OnCe the announcement is made,

the public must Cake the initiStiveto-come forward with comments,

observations; and Opinions as to the role of broadcasting the

rcommunity. -

The Public File

Every licensee iS required to keep a-public file containing

documents relating to th# station's renewal application, ascertain-
-

ment procedures, ownership, employment practices, and programming. 2
.

The file mUst he kept at an accessible place in the community of-

license.and must be open for inspection during regular business

hours.
-

In 1971 the.Commisslon-Observed that some broadcasters requested

members of the public tO make adVance appointments and to specify the

particular documents-they Wished tO examine. The Commission felt that

these.broadcaster practices inhibited "full and free access by all

individuals and organizations to ihe pyblic records file,"3 and

ordered hroadcasters to eliminate Any procedures that unreasonably

hindered access to the file.

-147 C.F.R. 1.580(d) (1974).

247 C.F.R. 1.526 (1974).
3
F.C.c. Public Notice. 76880 (November 9, 1970..
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4

To citizen groups the publf file.is an important and 'often

irrepaceable source of infortationfabout local broadcasting: "Effec-
.

tive participation in broadcast regulation can require a great deal

of data,- and without,ready access to the public flie,..citizen groups

can be.confronted with8Most'insurmountable pro6lems in'appearing

before tlie Commissi-on ThUs, even though the public file,is a'rarelY

mentfibned °nnd little noced aSpect of public participation, it is
4.40

hard.to overstate its importance in woviding.tritical_information

for informed citizen,pArticipation.

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION IN R&LEMAKAG .

1,

-

The FCCIS:.pt4es and Regulations1. are an importarit. device in.

7- aintrolling broadcaSeers. The rules are.eXplicit statements of
. .

7.Commision,poliwi-and are Opposed to apply uniformly to all parties
, 4.-t
undei iheiCommission's iurisdictpn. THe Commission tiaS, for

L
example, dssbed rules designed to assure a repty tk personal attacks,

2

regulate certain network practices;
3 and limit the duplication.of pro-

4
gramming on Allir-KM combinations. -

-

These rules can be changed either on th& Commission's own

initiative or following an unsolicited suggestion%from a broadcaster

or member of the public
.5 If the Commission inteJnds to Change a

substantive rule on its own initiative, it must publish a notice of
6

the proposed rule making in' the Federal Register., rollowing the

'The rules are contained in Volume 47.C.F.R. (1914). The majqr

broadcast rules can be found. in Subpart D of Part 1 and Parts 73 and

74'ot 47 C.F.R.
247 C.F.R. 73.123 (1974).

3 47 C.F.R. Secs. 73.131-73.139; 73.231-73.239; 71-241; 73.658-

73.659 (1974).
447 C.F.R. 73.242 (1974).

5Rulemaking procedures are,controlled by Sec. 4 of the Adminis.tra-
.

tive Procedures Act, 5 U.S.C. 553 (1970). and 47 C.F.R. 1.4,11-1.427 (19.74)4.

Authority entitling an individual to file a petition for tulemaliing can

be found in 5 U.S.C. 553(e) (1970) and 47 C.F.R. 1.401=1.407 (1974).

6Except as provided for in,47 U.S.C. 553(a)(1), (h)(2)(),

and' (b)(3)(B) (1970).

23,
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A

notice is a comment-period during which memberb'Of the Tublic can

respond'to the .proposed -rule changes. A reply .period follows the,.

comment period', and ditring this phase individuals may respond to.

- previously filed comments. In some cases, heaxings and oral argu-:
!..

ments are also held.-

After all public comments have been received, the Commission
--

considers its proposed rule .change in.the light'of public response.

Thereaftgr the Commission decide either not.to change therule

at all, modify the rule it,initially proposedor accept the rule

4

as'it was initially pr osed. 'Tf the CoMmissivn still desires mare

)13
v

infOrmation, it may quest,additional commedti by issuing a further
. 0. .,

notice of,proposed..rulemaking.

Public Petitions for Rulemaking
,

.When a.member of the public, suggests a'rule change, he typically

files a "Petition for RulemakingTwhich_sets forth "the text or subs
.

siance of the proposed xule...together with views, arguments., and

data'deemed to support the action requested. Public notice of'
rir

the pettition is issued, and there follows a period of-public tomment.

llfter receiving the comments; the Commissibn codsiders the propoSed

rule just'as it would a rule change initiated by the Commission..

For example, much of the CommissOn's 'activity in the area of

children's television can be.traced directly to citizen involvement

in the Fulemaking process. A pevitfon for.proposed.rulemaking
. f

originally filed in February 19702 led to a 1974 ComMIssion policy

statement designed to "clatify" broadcasters' responsibilities..
3

War 100,000 letters were receilied by the Commission, and much of

,.t,he credit for the Commasion's involvement in children's television

can be given to the'citizen groups who brought the matter tp the

1
, 47 C.F.R. 1.40I(c) (1974).

V
2
See'Peti:tion of /lti,on fbr VhilcIren's TetevisionJACT),

Docket 19142, 28 E.C.C.2d 368 (1971). .

3 See Proadca:;ting 6 (Octobet.28, 1974) and Child;en's Tele-
vision Report and Policy :Ttatement, 50 P.C.C.2d 1 (1974).
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. Commission's attention and.maintained a constant, vigorouS,wdtch
, - 1 ,.

over its progress;
,..,

Recently the Commissiop annoUnced its intention of "insuring
.., ,: c

'Mat a representative.cross-section.of publIc iriterest groups have
-11- , .

,
.

Oe opportunity of Pkoviding meaningful COmments'in FCC proceedings.."

Tdward.this end, the Commisgion wilf issue weekly suhmaries.o,f major'. ,

actions, mail ihese sammaries to approximately 270 public interest

groups,' and invite th4 pkticApation Of those groups in..thelpro-
r'

ceedings. This procedure.marks a first, for the'Comdilssidn7-a move

from passively accepting 'pbblic involvement in the rulemaking pro-
.)

cedure to actiVely solicitIng public participatioy..

ir
Citizen Protest nnd the "Raised Eyebrow"

/
A highly informal but often powerful device for makinglbroad-

casters.responsi-Ve to citizen,protest is regulation by the"raised
....

, . .
,

eyebrole'--a form of tegulation\by innuendo.
3

The raised eyebrow

technique involves the cooperation of the Commission and the'public

in convincing b'ioadcasters that certain steps toward self-regulation

are in'The broadcaster's own interests. In a typiLl case of regula.-
. /

tion by raised eyebrow, the public may complain to the Comilassion
)

about certain broadcaster practices. The Commission may find it
. .

impolitic or impractical to approach the broadcaster through formal.

.1)

rulemaking or notifi atiOn channels and may, instead indicate a

"concern" over the actices through informal means: speeches,'

is

staff contacts, published articlbs, or diqa in opinions.

.1
Many citizen groups.are, however, unhappy with the COMmission's

decision'because it does not-adopt any roles firmly regulating'.
childrerYs progratming. They also feel the decision is based on ,

arbi.trary distinctions nnd is not stiong'enough in its stance against
some programming practices. See Broadcasting 6 (OCtober 281974).
The Commission's decision had j:peen appeale'd to the courts. .

2
, F.C.C. Public Notice 53701 (August 7, 1975).

3
The "raised" or "lifted eyebrow" is a phrase often attributed

oto Commissioner John Doerfer in his dissent in Miami Broadcastieg
Go. (WM, 14. R.R. 1211, 128 (1956).

2'5
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. If the'Commission's iryformalioncern is voiced louday enough,

then the'broadeasters:eventually get the mes.sage: either they clean

house themselves, or some governmental actioe may become necessary.1
.

-Regulation by ratied eyebr ow has not passed unnoticed or.
,

. .

- uncritisized by the courts. Judge David Bazelon has pointed.to

soms, of the "realities pf the relat onship between the Federal

f
,

Communicablons Commission And radi dlIcensees:"

40
One 'first notes a pervasive regulatory scheine'in,Ohich
the licensees. ardwdependent on the FCC and thtogovern:7
ment for Oleir economic well-being. The main threat
is., of course, that the government can put a licensee

4

out of business but I suppose thatoothe more pervasive
threat lies in the sub rosaIbureaucratic.hassling
which the Commission can impose on the licensee, i.e.,
responding to.FCC in4uiries, fording expensive consulta-
tion with counsel, immense record keeping and the ,

various attendant inconveniences. Next in rank in
potential threats lies government refusal to grant
economic and other'related benefits which the licensees
seek through the legislative or administrative-process,
such as the recent license renewal bil and the grant
of renewal by the Commission without a hearing. For
better or worse, a'licensee confronçI with the choice
between an econotic di?advantage a d'pleasing the
government through curtailment of constitutional

_iight will generally choose curtai ment. Thus, licen-
see political or artistic expression is particularly
'vulnerable to the "raised eyebrow" of the FCC; faced
with the threat of economic injury, the licensee will
choose in many cases to avoid controversial speech in
order to forestall that injury. Examples of this proc-'
ess are legion [Foottote omitted].2

a.

1
Glen O. Robinson, before he became a Commissioner, ob.served

that the Commission can wield a great deal of control over an indi-
vidual licensee since a "letter t the station from the-..Commission
or even a telephone call to the station"s Washington attorney...
will-generally be all that is necessary to bring-the licensee
around to the Commission's way of thinking..." and that the
"practice of informal control over or influence on individual
licensee practices is also followed on an industry-wide basis
through statements of Commission concern over particular practices
or announcements of proposed action.", G. Robinson, "The FCC and
the First Amendment: Observations on 40 Years of Radio and Telel-
vision Regulation," 52 Minnesota Lao Review 67, 119-121 (1967).

2
Illinois Citizens Committee fbr Broadcasting v. FCC, 515

F.2d 397, 407 (1975). For a recent discussion of broadcaster
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Bazelon'S major concern over raised eyebrow regulation is that'

it provides the Commissftin with.la tool that is powerful and'easily

abused. A small amount of informal pressure magnified by the raised

eyebrow can have a "chilling effect" on all broadcasters.and thus "

allow the Commission to.informally achieve an end which, if pursued

ehrough usual procedures:subject to the review-of the Codits, could

well be found illegal.
1

The Family Viewing Hour, recently adopted by the National

Association of Broadcasters, is an interesting example of how the

raised eyebrow can lead to a form of broadcaster self-regulation
2

that would be very difficult for the(Commission to impose: The
4

Commission's desire to control sex arid violence on TV was no doubt

influenced by public complaints directly to the Commission and to

Congress. It was reported that Chairman Richard E. Wiley of.the

FCC "negotiated the first draft of the concept with television

network 'presidents, u3 and a common view among broadcasters was that

the Family Viewing Hour was purely the result of government pressure.
4

,

self-regulation see Note, "The Limits of Broadcast Self7Regulation
Under the First Amendment," 27 Stanfbrd Law Review 1527 (1975). As

.other examples of regulation by raisedeyebrow; Bazelon pointedtcy
YaZe Broadcasting Co. v. FCC, 478 F.2d 594, cert. den., 414 U.S. 914

(1973), And Lee Roy McCourry, 2 R.R.2d 895 (1964).
1

.

TZlinois'Citizens Committee fbr Broadcafting v, FCC, 515.F.2d

423-425 (1975).
2-The:Family Viewing.Hour plan commits broadcasters to vpluntarily

reduce sex,and violence-in early prime time viewing. See Broadcast-

iig 24 (April 14, 1975). For the Commission to imposesuch rules
itself, it would have to engage in a form of content regulation that

might well be found unconstitutional. See Robinson v. FCC, 33i
F.2d 534, cert. den. 379 U.S. 843 (1964) (Wright, J. concurring in
the denial of rehearing en banc) and Illinois Citizens Committee fbr

Broadcasting v. FCC, 515 F.24 397, 424-425 (1975).

.

3 Broadcasting 24 (April 14, 1975).
4
Ibid., p. 25. Reflecting this view is the suit filed by the

WritersGuild of America, the Directors Guild of America, the Screen
Actors Guild, and-various individual writers, producers, and directors

alleging that the FCC encouraged-the NAB to censor prime time program-
ming in a Commission effort, to waive the provision of the First Amend-

ment and Sec:tion 326 of the Communication Act which forbids FCC censorship.
The suit seeks a preliminary and permanent injunction and asks that

.27
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The Commission was understandably sensitive to the issue, arid

Chairman Wiley claimed the plan was not "government imposed. _Despite

these protestations of innocence, there can be little doUbt that the

shadow of the Commission standing.in the wings had a powerful effect

on the broadcasters.,,. The raised eyebrow seems to be a powerffil Com-

mission toOl--one that citizen groups may'at times persuade the

Commission to use.

-

Complaints and Informal Objections

ThereCare uo hard and fast FCC rules for filing complaints against

broadcasters.
2

The informallsy of the complaint procedure adds to its,

popularity--over 60,000 complaints concerning broadcasting were

received by. the Commission,during its 1973 fiscal year.
3

The Com-

mission will pursue complaints that allege "specific facts sufficierit
4

to indicate a substantial violation.,' In most cases, the Commission

rimits its investigation to correspondence with the station, but in

some rare instances it will initiate a field inquiry. If as a result

of the complaint the staff finds.a violation, it may ask the Com-

mission to impose a forfeiture or require some form of remedial

action by the station.

.the Commission be enjoined from taking any action against stations
that do not comply with the family viewing hour% See Broadcasting
25-26 (November 3, 1975).

1
Liroadcasting'26 (April 14, 1975)..

'2
Four types of complaints do, however, require special procedures

or information: (1) Equal Time cOmplaints (see 47 U.S.C. 315 (1970);
,47 C.F.R. 73.120; 24 F.C.C.2d 832 (1970); 34 F.C.C.2d 510 (1972); and
"Use.of Broadcast and Calblecast FacilitieS by Candidates.for Public
Office" (F.C.C. Publication); (2) Fairness Doctrine complaints (see
Fairness Report, 39 Fed. Reg. 26372 (1974)); Applicability-pf the
Fairness Doctrine in the Handling of Controversial Issues of Publi
Importance, 40 F.C.C. 598 (1964), and "Everything You Always Wanted
to Know About l'airnss Doctrine Complaints," 10 Access 9 ( );

(3) Personal Attack complaints (see 47 C.F.R. 73.123 (197 ); and

(4) Political Editortes (see 47 C.F.R. 73.12 (1974)). or a help-

/ iul overview of compfaintaprocedures, see "Public and Br adcasting,"
rev. ed., Procedure Manual, 39 Fed. RIA,....,32288, FCC 74-94 (Sep-

tember 5, 1974).
3 "Publ c and Broadcasting," 39 Fed. Reg. 32288 (1974).

4Ibid., p. 32289..
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Whereas complaints.need not be related to rhe licensing of a

broadcaster, informal .00ections must reflect on the broadcaster's
-

ability to serve the public interest, convenience, and necessity.
1

If the abjection doesn't raise a substantial public interest qU-estion,

it is.dismissed by the staff-and the complainant is notified. If a

substantial pUblie interest question:Is raised, the Matter is,investi-

gated, and the outcome of the investigation will reflect on the

broadopter's qualifiCations for renewal..

CITIZEN PARTICIPATION IN LICENSING AND APPEALS TO THE COURTS

Broadcasters do not occupy their frequencies as a property right

in the same.sense that railroads may own rights of way, that corpora-

tions may own'factories, or that individuals may own their homes.

Broadcasters are granted temporary licenses to transmit over their

assigned frequencies. These licenses are assigned by the FCC, and
2

each broadcaster must apply for a license renewal every three years.

Broadcast licenses are not renewed in a single triannual burst

of activity by the FCC. The Commission has staggered the renewal

process so tHat every two months a new group of licenses come up for

renewal. Licenses are grouped by state, and the Commission,considers

all licenses in.a state or in a group;of states at the same time. The

Commission has specified the dates each state's licenses come up tor

renewal and has set time deadlines for"filing renewal applications and

formal citizen protest to those applications.
3

1See 47 C.F.R. 1.587 (1974) and "Public and Broadcasting," 39 Fed.
Reg. 32288, 32291 (September 5, 1974).

2
Seccion 307(d) of the Communications Act states that "No

license granted for the operation of a broadcasting station shalt

be for a longer term than three years.... Upon the expiration of

any license, upon application therefore, a renewal of such license
may be granted from time to time for a term not to exceed three

years...if the Commission finds that public interest, convenience,
and-necessity would be served thereby."

3 See.47 C.F.R. 73.34, 73.218, 73.518, and 73.630 (1974). Licen-

sees must, however, file their renewal applieations at least- four

months before their license renewal. date. Petitions to deny in

-::".y(% response to a timely filed application must be filed at least a
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. .

It is at the time of.renewal, when broadcasters.must demonstrate

they have acted in-the public interest, that citizen groups often

find the Commission mist receptive and the broadcaster most sensitive

to their complaints.

The Petition to.Deny

The petition to deny is specifically authorized by Sec. 309(d)

of the Communications Act.
1

The Act proliides that "[A]ny party in'

interest may file with the Commission a petition to deny any appli-

cation...The petition shall contain specific ellegations of fact

sufficient to show that the petitioner is a party in interest and

that a grant of the application would be prima facie inconsistent

with the public interest, convenience, aria necessity."2

Once a petition is filed it must be examined by the Commission,

and if the Commission "finds on the basis of the application the

pleadings filed or other matters which it may officially notice that

there are no substantial and material questions of fact," then the

Commission shall grant the license, deny the petition, and "issue a

concise statement of the reasons for denying the petition." The,

statement must "dispose of all substantial issues raised by the

H3petition.

month before the renewal date of'the station against Iiich the peti-

tion is lodged. If a station fails to meet its deadl e for filing
an application, then petitions to deny may be accepted up to 90 days
after the Commission has tiven public notice of its acceptance of
the late application (see 47 C.F.R. 1.516(d)(1) (1974)). If a

petition islfiled past the appropriate deadline, it is treated as
a complaint.unless the Commission grants a waiver. The Commission's
policy'with 'regard to waivers has, however, been described by some
as becoming increasingly strict as the number of petitions filed
increases. See Albert H: Kramer, "An Argument for Maintaining the
Current FCC Controls," 42 George Washington Law Review 93 n. 27 (1973).

1
47 U.S.C. 309(d) (1970).

2
47 U.S.C. 309(d)(1) (1970). Until 1966,- the Cammigsion refused

to recognize citizen- groups as parties in interest. For'a description
of the events that took place in 1966 and led-to the Commission's
acceptance of citizen groups as parties in interest, see pp. 35-39
below. -

3
47 U.S.C. 309(d)(2) (1970).

3 0
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If; on the other hand, the Commission does findli substantial

anemateriil,questioa n of fact as to"theability of the licensee to

serve the public interest, then the Commission must designate the

license for a hearing.
1

Thus, a petitioner does,not automatically

gain a hearing.aa.a matter .of right;.a petitioner must first convince'

fthe Commission of'sUbstantiaI and material doubts aeto the licensee'S

qualifications before the license can be designoted for hearing.

But what does it take to raise a substantial and material Ites-

tion of faot sufficient ,to throW a brOadcaiter into'a hearingl..Some

.
critics of *the FCC would argue thatonlY.ironclad evidence of the

most Venal sin could force.the Commission to throwa.betitio4 n into

, hearing, and once.the petition. is p4ced in heating, only .the voice

lof God.could Move the. Commission 'to actually deny reneWal of.a

broadcaster's license,
2 Nevertheless, 'parties continue to file

petitions;* an& licensees continue to take the threat of revocation

and the cost associated with hearings very seriously.
t

Some factors that may convince the Commission that-a broad-
.

caster deserves to be thrown into hearing are evidence of misrepre-

sentation to the Commission,
3

trafficking in broadcast licenses,
4

evidence of a serious offense or involvement in questionable busi-
.

ness practtces,
5 evidence-of excessive concentration of ownership,

6

1
Ibid,

2
In the 39 years from 1934 to 1973 the Commission has reviewed

tens of thousands of license applications and has revoked.only 65.

39 FCC Annual Report 222 (1973).
3Robinson v. FCC, 334 F.2d 534 (D.C. Circ.) cert. 4en., 379

U.S. 843 (1964).
4Richard B. Gilbert, 19 R.R. 574 (1960).
5
Mansfield Journal Co. v. FCC,.180 F.2& 28 (D.C. Cir. 1950,,

and Fraudulent BillingTractices, 6.R.R.2d 1540 (1965).
6For some of the FcC''S rules as to ownefship of broadcast

properties, see 47 C.F.R. 73.35(b), 73.240(b), 73.636(b) (1974),

and for the Commissibn rules as to- multiple ownership and cross-
ownership of newspapers and broadcast stations, see In the Matter
ofAmendment of Sections 73, .36; 73.240, and 73.636 .of the Com-

mission's Rules Relating to Multiple Ownership of Standard FM and
Television Broadcast Stations, 22 F.C.C.2d 339 (1970), and Second
Report and Order, 50 F.C.C.2d 1046 (1975).

31



a violation of the.Commission's equal:employment opportunigy rules,
1

or an abdicat on of licensee responsibility for.the material broad-

cast over his station.
2 But Unled6 a petitioner can come forward

.

with evidence of such specifqc violations of:established. CommisSion

rules and Policies, tpe chances of placing a licensee in nearing

are extraordinarily slim! Dean Burch,.former chairman of the'FCC,

\.4.ctually described .the public interest requirement in a renewal case

.as nothing very rigorous, as just 'sliding by."
3

But should the petitioner succeed in reaching the hearing stage,

he would still have to go through a full-fledged Commission hearing

before a broadcaster's license could be revoked and if the license

is revoked-the broadcaster would be able to appeal the Commission's

. decision to Ihe courts.
5 If the courts uphold the Commission, then

.

the-Commission's action in. reVoking the broadaaster's license becomes

.final, the frequency becomes Vacant, and the Commissionssets off on

a search for a new occupant for the new silent frequency.

Prosecuting a pei'ition to deny through its entire course can

obviously be a tedious and costly affair for all involved. To avoid

the cost and delay that is inevitable in seeing the petition ta deny

through to its completion, broadcasters and petitioners often attempt

to settle their.grievances without invoking full Commission process.

This process of petition and,settlement is explored.in later chapters

of thia report.

,

1
See 47 C.F.R. 73.125(a), 73.301(a), and 73.680(a) (1974). .

2aSee Report and Statement of PoZicy Re:' En Banc Programming
Inquiry, 25 Fea. Reg. 7291, 7295 (1960) and the Commission's rules
as to network affiliation contracts: 47 C.F.R. 73.131, 73.135,

73.231, 73.235, and_;73-.658(a), (e) (1974).
3Hearings on Broadcast License Renewal Before.the Subcommittee

on Communications and Power of.the House Committee on Intersta.te

and Foreign Commerce, 93d Cong: 1st Sess., Sec. 93-95, Pt. 1, 61

(1973), "Testimony of Dean Burch.:

47 U.S.C. 309(e) (1970)..

See pp. 24-26 below fova description of the appeals process.5

2 2
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Com etin lic tions ,

The sironges challenge that can be Mounted against an incumbent

broadcaster is a i tually exclusive application for,the broadcaster's

frequency. Unlike in a petition to deny--in which the challenger asks

the CoMMisSion to revoke the broadcaster's license and search for an

apPropriate licensee-7in a competing.application the challenger asks

the Commission to depose.the incumbent and rant t icense directly

. to the challenger. The Courts have ruled th t a 1 comparative

hearing is,Tequired for all competing applications. Thus, a party

.who files a competing application is guaranteed a. hearing as a'matier

Of right, whereas a party who files a petitiOn to deny must first

demonstrate the existence of substantial and material;questions of

.fact.

Not only are the requirements tor a hearing different in petition

to deny and competing application situations, bu the public interest

test applied,to a licensee facing.a competing a lication is Stricter

than the test applied to a licensee defending a ainst a petition to

deny. Although the public interest test in a competing application

context.is stricter, that does not m ean it is any better defined than

the weaker petition to deny standard,

Prior,to.1970 the standard evolved on a case-by-case basis.
2

A

'major question was whether an incumbent deserved special treatment

1.

lAshbacker Radio Corp. v. U.S., 326 U1S. 327 (1945).

2See Hearst Radio, Inc. (WBAC), 15 F.C.C. 1149 (1951); Herst
Radio Inc. v.,FCC, 167 F.2d 225 (D.C. Cir. 1948); Seven League Pro-

ductions, Inc. (WIII), 1 F:C.C.2d 1597 (1965); RKO General, Inc.
(KGJ-TV), 5 F.C.C.2d 517 (1966);.and the chain of cases leading up.

to the revocation-of WHDH's license: WHDH, Inc., 22 F.C.C. 767,
(1957); Mdssachusefts Bay Telecasters,-Inc. v. FCC, 261 F.2d 55
(D.C. Cir. 1958); WHDH, Inc., 29_ F.C.C. 204 (1960); Mdssachusetts
Bay Telecasters, Inc. v. FCC, 295 F.2d 131 (D.C. Cir.), cert. den.,

366'U.S. 918 (1961); WHDH, Inc., 33,F.C.C. 449 (1962); WHDH, Inc.,
25 R.R. 78 (1963); WHDH; Inc., 16 F.C.C.2d 1 (1969); WHDH, Inc.,
17 F.C.C.2d 856 (1969); Greater Boston Television Corp. v. FCC,
444 F:2d 841 (D.C. Cir. 1970), cert. den., 403 U.S. 923 (1971);
WHDH, Inc., 33 F.C:C.2d 432 (1972). (The length of this list of
citations is an indication of how complex a hearing process can '

become.) 'For a .narrative depeription of the WHDH case, see H..
Geller, "The Comparative Renewal Process in Television: Problems

3 3
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simply because he already occupied the frequency. 'The.Commission

was clearly willing to use incumbency for its probative evidentiary

value, i.e., A broadcaster's past performance iS a Valid indicator

of his ability to serve the public interest in the future, but it

was uncertain whether that would be the full'extent of the Com-

mission's use of incumbency, or whether it would come to have a

positive, substantive impact in the hearing process.

Then in 1970 the Commission issued a policy statement aimed

at defining the standards to.be applied in w.k.scomparatiVe renevIal.
1

According to that policy statement, a broadcaster would be entitled

to renewal if. "its program service...has been substantially.attuned
2

t( to meetingthe needs and interest of its area. In order for a
,

- challenger to be entitled to a c d:parative evaluation, the challenger
_

would have to demonstrate thataihe broadcaster's past service was

not substantial.
.

Because the concept of "substantial service" was vague and
%

ill-defined, the- Commission issued a Notice of Inquiry designed.to

elicit suggestions as to how to make the standard more precise.
3

But before the Commission could get its inquiry off the ground, the

Court struck down the policy statement as a violation of the chal-

lenger's right to a hearing:
4-

the Court read the law as requiring

a full comparative.hearing irrespective of the prior showing. 5

and Suggested Solutions," 61 Virginia Law Review 471, 478-483 (1975),
and Comment, "The Aftermath of WHDH: Regulation by Competition or

. Protection of Mediocrity?," 118 University of Pennsylvania Lab
Revi 68 (1970).

1
Po Icy Statement Concerning Comparative Hearings Involving

-

Regular Renewal Applicants, 22 F.C.C.2d 424 (1970).
2
22 F.C.C.2d 424, 425 (1970)-.

3
In Re Formulation of Policies Re 'ting to the Broadcast Renewal

ApPlicant; Stemming from the Comparats Hearing Process, Notice of
Inquiry, 27 F.C.C.2d 580 (1971).
' 4

Citizens Communications Center . FCC, 447 F.2d 1201 (D.C.
-.-

Cir. 1971).

.

5
This was an application of e Ashbacker doctrine. See p. 22

above.

\-
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Although the- Court's aecision has been eriticized as a misreading

of the 'Commission's policy statement,
1 its effect still stanas, and

.4 full comparative hearing is. required. Equally important, the Com-
,

mission hss never completed Its rulemaki g, although encouraged eb do

so bythe Court. Thus.it remains wit.h t a definitive statement of

.p_olicy and is in the same situationin which it found ftself before'

- 1970: 'dealing with competing applications without the guidance of

objective standards.
2.

,Appealing Commission Decisions to the Courts. -

.
The FCC does not always have the final say...in licensing matters.

After the Commission has issued a final order resolving a petition to

deny or a competing application, either party may.Aappeal the Com-

mission's decision to the U.S. Court of Appeals for eh? District of

Columbia.

argi 1-See Geller, op. cit., pp. 471, 486-487, where the COurt is

criticize4 for (a) misreading the Commission's definition of sub-

stantpl service, and (b) falling prey to the same definitional

probl4m for which the Commission was criticized--a vague definition

of the incumbent's required public service showing.

The Commissionitself claimed the Court misread its substantial

service requirement as meaning minimal service. Formulation of

Policies Relating to the Broadcast Renewal Applicant;$4 mrrring from

the Comparative Hdaring Process, 31 F.C.C.2d 443 (1971).

2 For an analysis of tWO comparative renewal cases ihich the

Commission decided during this period--Mbline Television Corp.-,

31 F.C:C.2d 263/(1971),.and RKO General, Inc. (AUJ-TV), 44 F.C.C.2d

123 (1973)--se6 Geller, op.'cit., pp. 489-496.

47 USC 402(0 ( 970). Declaratory rulings and rulemaking

procedures can also be 4pealed to the Court. See Red Lion Broad,

casting v. FeC, 3952U.S. 367, 372-373 n. 3 (1969). Some Commission

decisions may be appea d to courts other than the Court of Appeals

for the Disvrict of Ccaumbid. Sze 47 U.S.C. 402(a) (1970) and 28

U.S.C. 2343(1) (1970). Policy statements are .not clearly "final

orders" of the Commission, and it seems they CanAfappealed only

if the courts find,they are "ripe for review." The precise defini-

jion of ripgness is unclear, but one court has described it as "the

fitness of issues for judicial decision and the hardship to the

p:arties of withholding court consideration." Abbott Laboratories

v. Gardner, 387 C.S. 136, 149 (1967). For fUrther consideration

af the "ripeness" issue; see Citizens Communications C nter v. FCC,

417 F.2d 1201, 1205 (D.C. Cir. 1971).
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In Appealing a case from the CoMmission.to the Court the parties

can only raise issues that have already been presented to the

Cognised:opthe parties ciannot expand the scope of the cape to include

issues on which tne Commission has not had an oppörtunity,to pass.

If an issue has not been considered hy the Commissianv4he Commission
-

must+be given an opportunity to' consider it piiorto its coming

before the Court.
2 .

-rgm,44.72e, the scope of the Court's review is limited even

when.an issue'has.been fully.;considered by the Commission. The Court

will "defer to the experience and expertise'o'f the Commission wiithin

its field of specialty and [will] reverse only when.the CommissiOn's

,position is arbitrary, capricious or unreasonable. Andlis to the

Commissions interpretation of'its own Statutory 'authority, the
- .

Supreme Court has held thaF such interpretations "shouldbe follOwed-

unless there are compelling indications that it la.wrong.
4

The right of judicial review is available to-any pefion "who is

.aggrieved'or whose interests are adversely effected by a broadcest'

licensing,decision.
5

:Evidently ihis inclUdes.the parfies filing a

petition or a competing,application.';Eurthermore, the Communications

Act allows for intervention by anY"intereSted,persOn,"6 so' a party

who has not been involved. in Commission proceedings may be able to

147U.S.C. 405 (1970) provides diet the "filing of-a.'petition
for rehearing shall not be a condition precedent to judiciaol review.
of any...decision.-..except where the party'seeking such review:
relies on questions of fact Or law upon which!the Codimissione..has
been afforded do opportunity to pass." For aft application of Ai I'

provision, see Office qf Communication of the lin-I:fed Church of
Christ v. FCC, 465 F.2d 519, 523-524 (D.C. Cir. 1972).lk

2
For example, in Pinellas Broadcasting-Co. v. FCC, 230 7.2d ,.

204, 206=207 (D.C. Cir. 1956), cert. den. 76 S."Ct. 650°(1956), .

the appellant attempted to traise a new'iSsue, and the Court refused
to consider it.

3
West Michigan Telecastersi-Inc. v. FCC', 396'F.2d 638, 691

(1968), as cited in Stone v. FCC, 406 F.2d 316, (D.C. Cir. 19.2).

4Red Lion Broadcasting v. FCC, 395 U.S. 367, 381 (1969).

547 U.S.C. 402(b)(6) (1970).,
6
47,U.S.C. (e) (1970).

36
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enter a case after it has beerf-appealed to the courts.
1

A party who

has not.participated in the tommission's decisionmaking process may,

.

:hOwever, have great difficulty raising a Commission decision for

review.?
f

.BUDGETING CITIZEN GROUP RESOURCES

No individual AOT group of individuals can devote limitless

resources to attempts to intiuence the direction of broadcasting.

Consequently,scitizen groups must apply some discretion in allocating

their resources ,that they'have the maximum desired effect on the
,

Ideally, a citizen group will budget its resources so that the /

first,koject it undertakeP will be the one that is most cost effec-

tive,A...e, the one likely to.yield the greatest possible return for'.

the energies invested. 'To a citizen group the perceived cost effec-

tiveness of a project depends on the likely outcome of the project

; and'the cosi-of paiticipatiOn., The "likely outcome" of a project'

-is.a function of the probability of success (in the case of a'petition

,

1But there is no guarantee that every party to every Commission

proceeding has a right to appeal. There may be legal limitations, on
standipg.before the.courts,that do not apply before the Commission.

See Sprunt &. Spn v. United States, 281 4l.S..249 (1930). Note also

that the Supreme Court has held.that standAg to appeal under the
_Administrative Procedures Act is available Where a party alleges
that,an'Interest "arguably within the zone Of interest to be pro-
tected or regulated" by,the Commission has been adyersely affected.
(AddoCiation of.Data P1vcessin9 Service Orgs. v..Camp, 397 U.S. 150,

.153.(1970)). For further consideration of the question,of standing,

see Sierra CZub v. Morton, 405 U.S. 727 .(1972); E. Gellhorn, "Public

ParticipatiOn in Administrative Proceedings," 81 Yate Law:journal'

. 359 (1972) and pp. 35739 below-....)
247 U.S.C. 405 (1970). .The party could file a petition for

rehearing and thus become.eligible to raise the issue for judicial

review, but the Commission is of the opinion that in order to form

adequate grounds for review, a-petition for reconpideration must-

state the petitioner's grievance with particularity and demonstrate

a'goOd faith Jause for failure to participate in earlier proceedings.

47 C.F.R. 6(b). (1974). The,CommiSsion's opinion is not,'however,
-

binding o the courts, and the'courts may well'review an action even
though the Commission claims that a valid petition for rehearing must

first be filed. See Citizens Communications Center v. FCC, 447 Fad

1201 (1971).

3 7
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for ruiemaking, it would be the probability of the Commission adopt-

ing the pr. oposal rule or a similar rule) and the value.that the

citizen group attaches to success (in the case of a petition for

rulemaking, it would be the importance of having the Commission

adopt the proposed rule or a similar rule). But a project-Veeir-a-

very attractive likely outcome may be so expensive to undertake $

that citizen groups may either lack the necessary resources, dr

discover that they can accomplish more by undertaking a larger

number of less expensive projects whose overall outcome is likely

td be more cost effective than the outcome of the single expensive

project.

Consequently, citizen groups,canndt look to the .probability

of success alone in determining how they will'attempt to influence

broadcasting. They must also look to the costs of participation

and make choices that appear most colkeffective. After the most .

attractive project is selected, the citizen group should then turn

to the next most cost effec ive project'and proceed until its budget

is exhausted. This process describes an optimal decision rule for

a citizen group.

Bpth the cost of participation and the likelihood of success are

under the Commission's control. The cost.of participation may be

affected by Commission rules as to the need for filing multiple

copies, the high costs of transcripts,
1
and the strength of the

evidentiary showing needed to prevail at the hearing, to throw a

petition int/hearing, or to convince the CommigSion to adopt a

pew rule. The likelihood of success is clearly a function of Com-
.

mission policy and attitudes toward the type of petitions, appfi-

cations, complaints, and proposals for rulemaking that citizen

groups typically file. de0

Thus,* if citizen budgets remain constant and Commission policy

and the cost of appearing before the,Commissiottremain constant but

-1
See Gellhorn, op. cit., pp. 359, 391-393, for a discussion of

multiple copy rules, transcript costs, and various means of reducing
these costs.

3 8
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.fors single mechanism that becomes More expensive, then citiZen

groups can be expected to.realloCate their resources.so as to use

less'of the more expensive mechaniSms and,more of the other, now%

less costly mechanisms. Similarly, if the Commission adopts.a new,

hard line toizard a fotmof citizen participation, but'keeps,the \

costs of participation constant, then energies will be diverted to

otilerforms where the likelihood of sucgess is greater. So should

the Combission decide to make one form of citizen participation

relatively unattractil.ie-either by increasing costs or decreasing

the likelihood of successOen, unless citizen groups cut back

oh their budgets, the result will be 6 increase citi*en participa-

tion through.other channels.

The courts have virtually ensured the existence of at least

some nontrivial means of.citizen participatiOn at the Commission.

"[T]he Congressional mandate of public participatioh" is not limited

"to writing letters to the Commission, to inspection of recOrds, to

the Commission's grace in considering listener claims or to mere non-

participating appearances at hearings.
"1 But at the same time, the

courts have allowed the Commission wide latitude in shaping the form

of that participation. "The Commission should be accorded broad-dis-
.

cretion in establishing aneapplying rules for such public participa-

tion.
"2 Furthermore, the courts have also noted thatuphe.expeuse .

of participation in the administrativelarocess" is "an economic

realitY which will operate to limit the number of.those who,will.

. seek participation, thus by implicdtion recognizing the Commissi

, ability to ration access to itS own processes through-the cost of

proceedings.'.

The ability to ration between alternative means of.cititen par-

ticipation is not, owever, the same as the ability to curtail overall

1Office of Communication of USed Church 1 Christ v. FCC,

359 F.2d 994, 1004 (D.C. Cir. 1966).

pp. 1005-1006.

3Ibid., p. l00.6I For a further discussion of legal rules as
rationing devices, see K. Scott, "Standing in.the Supreme Court--A -
Functional Analysis," 86 Harvard Law Review 645 (1973).
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citizen participation. The Commission's ability to achieve the

former is much greater than its ability to achieve the latter. Con-

.sequentl, the Commission should realize that attempts to m4ke Ar-

tain forms of participation unattractive may simply result in greater

demands for 'Participation through other forms, and may not really

result in a significant reduction of the overall citizen involvement

in Commission affairs.

The implications of this observation are rather straightforward.

The Commission has the oppOrtunity to make participation more or less

expensive and more or less likely to satisfy citizen ,groupedemandst_

Should Ole Commission either make participation more expensive or

less likely to lead to satisfactory results for citizen groups,

then there might be a tendency to believe that citizen participation

will automatically diminish. Unless there,are other changes in

citizen group budgets or priorities, the'preceding analysis demon-

strates that sdcti a-conclusion would be incorrePs citizen partici-
,

pation might be redirected to other forms of,participation and

involvement, but its overall intensity would not necesvrily decline.

The chapters that follow consider alternative Commiision policies as

to citizen participation in the petition,to deny and settlement

process.,

CAPSULE SUMMARY

Citizen groups can attempt to influence 'broadcasting (1) by

approaching,broadcasters directly; (2) by becoming involved in the

Commission's rulemaking procedures; or (3) by entering the ,Commission's

license renewal proceedings. Direct contact betwelobroadcasters and

.t.he'public.iadifitated by the Commission's asCertainment process,

public.annOuncements,by broadcasters that.describe their duties and

obligations to the community, and-by.the.public file which must con-
.

Lin inforMation describing the station's operationS. Rulemaking

proceedings dan either be initiated by the Commission, or they may

result from citizen suggestions. In either case the public has the

right to comment 'on the proposed rule. Citizemgroups can also par-

ticipate in the Commission's licensing procediite.by filing petitions

40
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to deny or ,competing applications. In many instances a citizen

group.can appeal a final Commission decision' to a federal court

for judicial review.

A.

40
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III. GROWTH OF THE CITIZEN SETTLEMENT AND

THE PETITION TO DhNY

0
A citizen settlement is an agreement between a broadcaster and .

A citizen group in which the broadcaster makes certain assurances

to the citizen group with' regard to the operation of his station.

In returns for these assurances the citizen group agrees erther to

withdraw a formal complaint from before the Commission or not to

file a formal-complaint with the Commission. here is no.formula

or set procedure for citizen groupaand broadcasteri to follow in

reaching a citizen settleMent. Consequently, there are practically

as many different ways of arriving at a citizen settlement as tiltre

are settlements. -

Although individual settlements may differ widely in their

terms and in the negotiating strategies.leading up to their sign-

ing, two general patterns account for the majority of citizen

settlements. The first can be described,as a ,"pre-filing"'settle-

. ment,,and the second as a "post-filing" settlement.

In negotiations leading to a pre-filing settlement, the citizen

group and the broadcaster typically engage in a series of conversa-

tions with-either the tacit or explicit understanding that should

the negotiations fail, the citizen group will file a formal complaint

against the broadcaster. The complaint,could conceivably take the

form of either a petition to deny or of a competing application, but

since most citizen groups lack the financial ability and technical

expertise necessary to mount a credible competing aPplication, by

far the most frequently used form of complaint is theopetition to.

deny. If negotiations are successful, the citizen group does not

file a petition with the Commission and the broadcaster formalizes

his understanding with the citizen group either through (1) an amend-

ment to a,license renewal application already filed with the Com-

mission, (2) a change in an application yet to be filed with the

Commission, or (3) a signed understanding between the parties to

the-settlement.
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In the case of a pre-filing settlement, the Commission itself

may never be aware of the fact that a broadcaster and a citizen grOup

have reached a settlement: The Commission will be totally unaware of

an agreement's existence if the settlement is cast in-uk.ms of a
I ,

change in renewal, applications which the Commission hasn't yet 4denf,,,

or if the agreement results in an amendment to an application

already before the CommissiOn but-the cause of the amendment is

not identified for the Commission;, or if a private understanding

- is signed but simply not brought to the Commission's attention.

Evidently the fact that an agreement may be reached but never

brought to the Commissionls attention creates potentially serious
4

problems for any Commission attempt to control and monitor agreements.

Post-7filing settlements occur after the citizen group has filed

a petition to deny with the Commission. Many petitions to deny were

initially filed because early negotiations failed, i.e., a pre-filing

settlement could not be reached so the citizen group filed a formal

complaint. In a typical situation, negotiatiots continue even though

a petition has been filed. Once an understanding is reached, the

broadcaster files the agreement with the Commission as an amendment

to its license application. The citizen group then files a motion

for the withdrawal of its petition and urges the Commission to

expeditiously grant the broadcaster's license.

Whereas pre-filing settlements may escape notice by the Com-

mission, it is virtually impossible to conceal a post-filing settle-

ment. If a broadcaster facing a petition to deny amends his renewal

application and then the petitioners file a motion for withdrawal oT

their petition to deny, the Commission will infer that the changes

in the application are consideration for the withdrawal of the

petition and that a settlement has been reached.1 The only way

to avoid-Commission notice of an agreement would be to cast it in

terms of a private understanding between the broadcaster and the

citiZen geoup and have the Citizen group withdraw its petition with

1 The Commission has engaged in such inferences on numerous

occasions. For a recent example,.see Letter to Frank Lloyd (KTTV),
FCC 75-1028 (September 9, 1975), 3; and p. 123 below.
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no action on the broadcaster's part that could be interpreted as'

quid pro quo for the agreement.

A further consideration in post-filing agreements is the fact

that the Commission's staff may decide to pursue an investigation of

a broadcaster's qualifications in spite of a request by a citizen

group to withdraw its petition to deny. If the Commission pursues

an independent investigation, then the broadcaster May actually gain*,

'nothing from the citizen group's agreement to withdraw its petition.

Thus, it'may occur that broadcasters really receive little effective

consideration from the withdrawal of a petition, in spite orhaving

.agreed to a settlement.

Figure 1 describes the-flow o negotiations and Commission

action leading to a citizem settl ment and following.Commission

-.notice of that settlement. The flow begins with a citizen group

.complaint [1] that may be first taken to the broadcaster [2] or

taken directly to -t-Eir-Ummrisi'ionL1].. If taken to the broadcaster,

a pre-filing settlement with no Commission noilt-e'may result (Di-

and then [10]). Alternatively, the Commission may'ileceive notice

Of the settlement, and then the settlement may be'reviewedOpwthe

Commission ([51 and then [7]).

If a pre-filing settlement is not reached, whether or not t

citizen group has first.approached the broadcaster, a petition to

deny may be filed [3]. If the petition is not first dismissed by

the-Commission [4], a settlement may be reached [6] and the Com-
.

mission either may [7] or may not [15] get notice of the settlement.

If the Commission does get notice, it may either reject [8] or

'approve [9] the settlement. If the settlement is rejecEed, the

1
A recent case involving a settlement and Broadcast Bureau

opposition to a citizen groupomotion for withdrawal of a petition
and request for grant of an application without hearing involved

'WACT in Tuscaloosa, Alabama. There the ,Broadcast....Bureau is

opposing the citizen group's request and seeks to prosecute on
its own initiative because it feels that stantial issues
remain unresolved. See In Re Application f New South Radio,
Inc., Broadcast.Bureau's Opposition to J int Request for Grant
of Application without Hearing, Docket 20463 (August 15, 1975).

4 4
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CoMmission may decide either to continue the prosecution on its own

'initiative [11] or it may just let events between tl}e broadcaster

and citizen group run their course [12]. And if the settlement is

approved, then the Commission still has the option of prosecuting

on its own initiative [13] or of letting events run their coiiig

.[14] which would probably mean dismissing the petition and allowing

the tenewal.

Thus, there are six possible relations betweCn the Commission

and a settlement. In two ([10] and [I5]), the Commission is unaware

of the settlement's existence. In the remaining four; the Commission

may either approve or reject the agreement and an independent Com-
,

mission,investigation.may or may not be initiated ([11], [12], [13],

and [14]). ,

A HISTORY OF SETTLEMENTS

The process of citizen settlements asitirt described is rela-

tively young. The "birth" of settlements can be traced t&March. 25, ,

1966, when the U.S. Court of Appeals,for the District of Columbia

Circuit handed down its decision in Office of CommIgnication of 0
1

-------Unite4Elmrch-of_Chmst v. FCC_ (hereinafter cited as UCC I). That

'case decided-the question of citizen group standing in the license'

renewal process and for the first time allowed citizen groups to

formally enter the licensing'process before the Commission.

Standing-

Standing is a legal term that,de4/ribes whether a party is

permitted to eKter a preceeding: a party granted standing by the

courts,may enter, whereas a party without standing has no grounds

on which to enter the proceedings. In the context'Of a priiiate

two-party suit, the Supreme Court has explained that.the purpose

of allowing a third party to intervene iy to prevent a "failure of

justice.
u2

Although license proceedings before the FCC are to be

1359 F.2d 994 (D.C. Cir. 1966).
2
Krippendorf v. Ryde, 110 U.S. 276, 285 (1884).
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guiaed by the public interest and are therefore never purely private

legal encounters, the Supreme Court's maxim that standinvis appro-

priately granted when a "failure of justice" would result if stand-
*

ing were denied is noneth less appropriate in the,context of FCC

1.
proceedings. 4 .

In UCC I, 'Standing 4as described as a "practical and functional"
._ ..'

conce, pt "designed to insure thatonly those with,a.genuine and legit-

"1
imate interest can participate in% a prOceeding.- Prior eo UCC I, ,

the Commission granted standing in license renewal proceedings only

%to parties complaining either of trapsmission interference or-of

economic injury.
3 Persons who were not threatened with transmission

interference or economic harm as-a result of.h licensing decision

did not have a genuine andlegitimate intertst in the'Commission's

eyes. Since citizen groups had no occasiog to complain of inter-

ference or economic injury, standing before the Commissipn was

effectively limited to broadcasers who could make Auch claims.

Consequently, renewal battles were fought strictly betWeen 'broad-

casters and other commercial interests, with citizen-groups left on

- the sidelines.

In UCC I fhe Court expanded standing before the Commission to

include responsible representatives of the listening and viewing

audience.
4

The Court realized that expandi- ng standing to include

citizen group, would not be viewed as an unmixed blessing: although

on one hand the Court noted the special'value of public participation

before the FCC,
5 it also recognized the possible dangers of encouraging

1354 F.2d 994, 1002.

2See NBC V. FCC (10,4), 132 F.2d 545 (1942), aff'd, 319 U. . 239

(1943).
3FCC v. Sanders Bros. Radio Station, 309 U.S. 470 (1940).

4The Court left to the Commission the task of determining who

r
was and o was not a responsible representative competent to repre-

sent the interests of the station's audience. The Court suggested

that the Commission use its statutory rulemaking powers to further

refine the definition of standing. 359 F.2d 994,1005-1006.

5
359 F.2d 994, 1004(

.

1005.
,
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"spurious petitions from private interests not concerned'with the

quality of broadcast programming" who "may sometimes cloak them-
.

selves with a semblance of public'interest advocates."1 tn the

balance, however, the Court felt the benefits of public participa-

tion outweighed the dangers of abuse and that the Commission was

competent to control access to its own petitioning, hearing, and

decisionmiking procedures so as to insure responsible repreaenta-
.

tion of apdience interests.
2

Ns/

Aside from serving a jurisprudential purpose, standing also
>

serves alrationing function. As standing is granted to more

gants, the right of accessto the courts is expanded and the volume.

of litiELetion can be expected to increase. As standing is restricted,

the rights of access are narrowed and the volume of litigation can be

1359 F.2d 1006.
. 2

The Court did, however, offer.some examples of parties the
,

Commission might f.ind qualified to iu,ter licensing proceedings.
The examples cited by the Court were"community organizations
(such as) civic associations, professional societies, unions,
churches, and educational institutions or associations..."-359 F.2d
994, 1005. - r

Although the Court allowed the Commission great discretion in
'fashioning_standing requirements, the FCC has not articulated a
coherent policy as to standing. Most refinements in standing cri-
teria have come largely'through the courts as a result of appeals
from the Commission's ad hoc procedure.

That a single individual could-have standing as "a repreienta-

tive of the listening public" was decided in Joseph v. FCC, 404
F.2d 207, 210 (D.C. Cir. 1968). Furthermore, in Hale v. FCC,3 425

F.2d 556 (D.d. Cir. 1970), standing was grante to individual resi-

dents of the licensee's service area. ,Thus, s eer numbers alone
may not be dispositive of representativeness when it comes to
determining standing.'

Whe.ther residence in the area of iervice is_an imortant factor
for standing purposes is as yet somewhat unclear. In Martin-Trigona

v. FCC, 432 F.2d 682 (D.C. Cir. 1970), it was intimated that resi-

deno may be a factor, hut the result of that case can be explained
on other grounds--the issues raised in a licensing context were
better posed as matters for a rulemaking. In Alabama Educational
Television Commission, 24 R.R.2d 248 (1972), however, the Commission
held that it was not necessary that a party be a resident of the com-
munity sèpzd by the licensee. In the Alabama Educationa case the

Commissi n determined that as long as the intervenor's pa ticipation A

would pr mote the public interest, residence in the service area .......

wds not 4 prerequisite for*anding.
_

4.9
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expected to decline.
1 The bility of the Commission to use stand-

ing and other procedural tools as rationing devices was implicitly

-4. recognized by the Court.
2

But rather than contrbl aCcess to'Com2-

mission process by limiting the rights of particular individuals

to appear before the COmission, the Commission.seems t haire

decided-to restrict the types of.issues.that may validly be raised.

in licensing'procedures
3 and to ncrease the strength of the evi--

dentiary showing a petitioner has to make in order to throw a'broad-

caster'into hearing. The courts have noted and reaffir ed the Com-

missioes wide discretion in'setting the standards neces y for'a

asresult of a Detition to deny.
4

And as to the subject

matter that may warrant review of a petition through a hearing, the

Commission has'.repeatedly required very strong.showings in the areas

of concentration of.control, employment discrimination, nd ascer-

tainment.5 The effective result of these policies has be o to limit

enewal hearinis to specific instanCeS'of licensee misConduct or to

especially egregious violations of Commission polh'y.
,

Along with standing to appear in license renewal pro6edures

came wheit later turned.out to be a more powerful--although pOr

cedurally similar--tool: standing tochallenge the transfet of a'

Lia"Y
1See K. Scott, "Sta ding in the Supreme Court - A Functional

Analysis," 86 Harvard Law Review 645, 670-683 (1973). ."

2
359 F.2d 994, 1004-1006.,

3In two cases the courts have aided the Commission by,deciding

that certain issues are more appropriately deali.with in raemakings

than in license proceedings. See Martin-Tri ona.v".. FCC; 432 F.2d

682 (D.C. Cir. 1970) and Hale v. FCC, 425 F 2d 556, 560-566 (D.C.

Cir. 1970). In both cases-the petitioner aiteillpted to raise issues

related to the concentration of media controf. .,

4The statutory basis can be found in 47 U.§.c.-309(d) .(1970)

and was interpreted, for example, in-Stone. v. FCC, 466:F:2d 316

(D.C. Cir. 1972).
5
For an analYsis of Commission po1i6f /r1' Oese areas, espe-

cially in light of Stone V. FCC, 406 F.2d 316 (D.C. Cir. 1972),-
see "The Federal Communications Commission: Fairness, Renewal '

'and the New Technology," 41 Gedrge Washington'Law ReView 683, .

691-697 (1973),
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broadcast license.
1

Broadcasters are sensitive to citizen group

oPinions at licende renewal time, but when broadcasters seek to

transfer their licenses,.citizen groups have the ability to delay

multimillion dollar transactions for months through the filing of

petitions. Not surprisingly, broadcaster sensitivity to citizen

opinion can be magnified when a multimillion dollar transaction

hangs immediitely jn the balance.
2

The pattern outlined for peti-

tions to deny in F g. 1 is also applicable to petitions opposing

transfers.

The First Settlement and 'Its -Repercussions

'In AUgust 1968, KCNC, Inc., the licensee oi KTAL,..TV in Tex-
:,

. arkana, TexdS,.filed an application for renewal.of its license.'.

Cen January 12, 1969; locaf'citizen groups aided by the Office oi

.Communi

de.nY

aons ofth'e United Church of Christ filed a petition to

Al2s licen-de. The citizns alleged-that KTAL fkad failed

to survey a.sinele leader of TeXarkant's.black.commun4y aS part
, ...

. of lts ascetainment study, even though approximately.26 percent

of Texarkana's community wad black.,., Furthermore, the citizens
N

.dharied that 'KTAL had failedto adequateiy serve Texarkana--RTAL's .

. city.,of licensebecause of'inconvenient placement'of Color origina-
,.

tion equipment and failure toreApond to, 'citizen inCluiries.3

While the petItion was still pending before the Commission, KTAL

ahd the local,citizen groups embarked.,o a series of negotiationd
:

IA) U.S.C. 310(b). (1970) states that "No....station license...
shall.be iransferred..,:except upon application to'theCondlission
and upon finding by the Commission that the public interest, con-s
ven4ence,.a d necessity will be served thereby." Ihet as citizen
groups'can etition an application for renewal, they can Otition
'an applicat on for transfer.

2
FOr a -examPle of citizen participatiot in a.transfer, see

the desdription of citizen involvement in ttie*CapT Cities sale,
,-

pp...43-48 beloW. . i
. '

. °

.

3
The Commission'noted that none' Of these ch-arges were effec-

tively refuted (AdMC, Inc..) 19 F.C.C.2d 109 (1969))i Other.ckirges
included.discrimin*fory advertising, inadequate local programming, '

.inadequate news coVerage, and'equally discriminapory programming
practices: See 19:F.C.C,.2d 109,.112-113 (Commissioner Lee, con-

.- chiring).
.

.
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in a citizen agreement. On June 8, 1969, KUL filet

with the Commission as an apendment to its renewal

In the agreement .the station pledged to employ At

least two full-time black reporters and to take other ateps to

-achieve a balanced racial composition on its work force. The sta..

.tion also iddicated it would present programming covering contro-

versial topics and that there would be monthly meetings between

station representatives and a local citizen advisor!,,hoard.
1

In

return for KTAL's'agreement,.the citizen groups agreed to withdraw

.

their petition'and actively support KTAL's request for a renewal.

On July'29, 1969,'the Commission, acting in reliance.on the
'.2

citizen agreeTent, renewed KTAL's license. In passing, the Com.-.,
.

mission said ii believed it "should encourage licensees to ineet.with

community-oriented groups te.settle.compThints of local broadcast

service. Such cooperation at the community.level should prove to

be more effective in improving local service than would be the
4

imposition of strict, guidelines by the Commission. v-
P

Shortly after KTAL's license Was renewed by the Commission, the

United thurch of Christ notified the Commission that KTAL had agreed

to reimburse the Church for $15,137.11 in expenses the Church had

incurred on behalf of the Texarkana citizen groups. The reimbu sement

arrangement specifically stated that payment orthe funds would not

be contidered a condition precedent to the remainder of the agreement.

By a vote of 4 to 3 the Commission.decided not to allow the reim-

bursement.
4 .7

.

The Commission'a decision not to allow reimbursement admitted

that "the settlement of the issues between the station and the

petitioner listener group is generally a desirable goal" but argued

1The text of the agreement ca4 n be found et KCMC, Inc., 19

F.C.C.2d 109, 120-122 (1969).
2 1

KCMC, Inc., 19 F.C.C.2d 109 (1969).
3
Ibid.

1

4KCMC, Inc., 25 F.C.C.2d 603 (1970).

' 5 25 F.C.C.2d.603, 404. 5 2
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-that reimbursement was not necessary to effectuate settleMent. The

majority pointed to twoossible dangers arising from-teimbursement

of citizen groups: (1) the danger of promoting "overpayments (e.g.,

'inflated fees).or even opportunists motivated to file Insubstantiala .4'
titions in order to obtain substantial fees," and.(2) the danger

t "settlement of the merits of the.dispute might be influenced

bY 61e ability to obtain reimbursement of expenses fr451

1 ,/ -
see.

"
To Avaid these dangers the Commission formulated a-general

principle--it decided that "in,no petition to deny situation, what-

eyer the nature of the petitioner, will we permit payment of expenses
*

or other financial benefit to the petitioner."2
t °

COmmissioners Dean Burch and Nicholas Johnson, writing in dissent,

argued that there was- o reason to deny.reimbursement when ihe public .

interest was served.. T prevent thelabuse of reiMbursemerit which the

majority feared, Burch and Johnson suggested four conditions that

would have to be met before ajeimbursemene agreement could be

approved:

1. That the petition to deny was filed in good,faith by
a responsible organization;

2. That the petition raised substantial'issues;

3. That ihe settlement also entailed solid, substantial
resat and

4. The there was a detailed showing that the eXpenses
cla med were legitimately and prudently made.i

The Church appealed:to the courts, and the Commission's decision

was overturned. The Court rul.ed that "the public interest standard

cannot mearithat the:Commission may, totally prohibit.reimbursement
,4

in all petition to deny situations.' In fact, the Court went even

1

2
Ibid., p.-605.

3
Ibid., pp. 605-606.

4Office of CommunicTtion of United Church of hrist v. FCC,
465 F.2d 519, 524 (D.C. Cir. 1972).

Ibid.
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further:to claim that voluntary reimbursements may actually terve

the public interest because "public 'participation in decisions that

involve the.publiC interest is not only valuable but indispensable"

and such "public participation is necessarily furthered"
1

by allow-

ing respotsible reimbursements..

. -The Court did not, however, specificallj, find that reimburse-

ment was appropriate in.the KTAL agreement. Rather,, the:.Court

remanded the question to the Commission "for a determination of

whether the expenses" incurred by the Church of Chritt.Were actually

"legitimate and prudento Upon remand, the Commissiotdecided that

-the expenses were Indeed legielmate and prudent, and the reimburse-

ment was,allowed.
3

On june 7, 1972, only'twd'and a half m&4thaafter the Court's

decision, the-Commission issued a Notice of Inquiry and Proposea

Rulemaking looking into the issues raised by reimbursement to

citizen:groups. Although the inquity;Was narrowly focused on

reimbursements for future citiZen group cdtsultant servicelkto

116

1
465 F.2d 519, 527 (1972.). A large-$ortion of the Court's

opinion reliei On an analogy extending 47,0:S.C. 311(c) ,(1970),

which allows reimbursements.when aL competing applibant withdraws

his application, to situations in whtch.a petitioner withdraws his

petition to deny. The Commission-itself had, previously extended

the "spiriL" of 311(c) to cover Elituations in which it did not

actually apply (see National Broadbasting R.R. 67 (1963)),

and the Court was of the opinion'that an e ension of-311(c) to;

cover reimbursement in the petition-to-deny ontext would also

be in the public interest. See 465 F.2d 519, 525-527.

2
465 F.2d 519% 528 (1972).

3KCMC, Inc., 35 F.C.C.2d 240 (1972).

4Notice of.Inquiry and Proposed RUlemaking in,the Matter of
Reimbursementdor Le.aitimate and Prudent Expenses of a Public

_Interest Grourfor a'Consultancy to a Broadcaster ih Certain

Inetances, Docket 19518, FCC 72-473 (June 7, 1972). Two other

reimbursement cages cited in the Notice are: (1) the WGKA case

(see In Re Applicatioh of Strauss Broadcasting CO. of Atlanta,

31 F.C.C.2d 550 (1971), Letter to GCC Communications of Atlanta,

Inc., FCC 71-886, and Citizen Committee v. FCC, 436 F.2d 263

(D.C. Cir. 1970); and (2) the KBTV case (see Letter to the Vice

President of CCC, 33 F.C.C.2d 625 (1972)).

5 4:
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broadcast stations, it raised substantially the same issues that would

be encOuntered in a more broadly defined examination' of reimbursements.

The CommiSsion specifilOally.requested commenta on si issues:

1. What showing should be required.to estahlish eugood
faith agreement?

2. Should there be a limit on the dollar amount to be
0 reimbursed?

3. Should the agreement between the broadcaster and the
group specify what services the group is expected to
perform?

4. Should there be a limit on the periodqor such'con-
sultancy agreements?

. Should there be a periodic review of the arrangement?

6. What review procedures, if any, should be specified
by the Commission...(e.g., filing reports or _detailed
accounts of sums paid or work done)?1

,

While the KTAL case was making its way through the Commission and

the courts from 1969 to 1972, other petitionS were being filed, other

agreements were being reached,.and policies were being set in noVel

contexts..

Tr nsfers and Citizen Involvement:, The Capital Cities Sale

On February 26, 1971, the Federal Communications Commission

proved a lanamark agreement which was pari of an intricate $110 Mil-

lion transfer of broadcast stations from Triangle Publications, Inc.,

'to Capi,01 Cities Broadcasting Corporation,'and from Capital Cities

to various third-party publishers. The carefully negotiated contract

invo1-V7e7d combined tti-FM-TV operations in Philadelphia, New Haven, and

1Notice of Inquiry and Proposed RUlemaking in the Matter of
Reimbursement for Legitimate and Prudent Expenses, Docket 19518,
FCC 72-473 (June 7, 1972), 2. A final decision in Docket 19518 was
finally reached in January 1976--three and a palf years after the
inquiry was opened. The Commission's final-Maision is discussed
on pp. 148-150 below.
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Fresno, aswell asTV stations in Albany, New York, and Huntington,

West Virginia. -

The transfer did not pass unopposed. A Petition to Intervene

and Dieu was filed b'Y the Citizens ComMUnications Center (CCC) on its

own behalf and on behalf bf the Law School Study Group.. The petition

questioned the propriety, of the package transaction with its spinoffs

to third-party buY,grs and,challenged the transaCtion on the ground.s
,

- that it violated. the CommisSion's Top-59 golicY.3

Under the Top-50 policy, a.transaction involving an increase

the concentration of tontrol.of largemarket television stations;
- .

,such as those'in the Capital Cities:sale, Could not be approved unless

there.was "cbmpelling public interegt.showin," that the bene'fits of

the transfer would outweigh the detrimen s.
4

Thus, to consummate the

tranaaction amd overcOMe the required "eompelling public interest

showing," Capital Cities Would,have to.convinde the Commission that
-

,the petitioners' objections were groundless and that the public

interest would, in the balance, be served-by the traqsaction.

The stage was then set for a series of meetings between Capital .

Cities,. CCC, and minority group representatiVes in Philadelphia,

N 1
See In Re Applicatibn of Triangle Publications;'Ine., and

Capital Cities 4iroadcasting Corp., 28 F:C.C.2d 80 (1971 . The 'sta.-.

tions involved in the transaction were: WFIL (AM, FM, T ), Phila-

delphia, Pennsylvania; WNHC (AM, FM; TV), New Haven, Connecticut;

KFRE (AM, FM, TV), Fresno, California; WTEN (TV), Albany, New York,

and its satellite station WCDC in Adams,.Massachusetts; and WSAZ

(TV), Huntington, West Virginia. Afso.included in the exchange was

Triangle's syndication ogeration. Capital Cities was to sell the

Huntington and Albany stations to third-party buyers. The contract

was written in such a manner that each transaction was contingent

on every other transaction, i.e., if one part of the deal fell

through, the entire deal was off.
1

t
2CCC charged that the transaction from Triangle to Capital

Clties which would immediately spin-off stations to third-party

purchasers violated the Commission's policY against trafficking

in broadcast licenses.
3Television MUltiple Ownership Rules, 5 R.R..2d 1609 (1965);

Report and Order in Docket 16068, 12 R.R.2d 1501'(1.968). The Com-

mission's Top-50 policy emerged from a concern over the trend toward

increased concentration of ownership in the 50 largest markets.

4
12 R.R.2d 1501., 1507.

5 6



New Haven, and Fresno. Capital ,Cities wanted.some arrgngement that

could help.,it'make the "compelling public interest showing" required

to overcome CCC's Top-50 objections to,the transfer. CCC and the

minority groups wanted greater responsiveness to community needs and

concerns from the new owner of the Philadelphia, New. HaveA, and

Fresno stations. The end /result of.over a month of round-the-clock
negotiations between the parties was a million dollar, three-year.

.

Minority Program Project which involved a commitment to develop

programs responsive to the prObleMs, aspirations,,and cultures of

the black and Spanish-surnimed comMunities in Philadelphia, New
a .

Haven, gnd Fresno.
.

Capital 'Cities expected the project to-generate at least six'

hours of programming per year per station and that.at least half

of the programs would.be.broadcast in prime time. Control over

the expenditure of funds and pro

4
ram scheduling and prodiction was

to remain in'Capital Cities' h s, but CaPital Cities promised to

consult extensively-lith advisory committees in each:of the'three

cities affected by the.agreement. In the event Capital Cities .

declined to accept an advi, sory committee's programming proposal,

Capital Cities was obliged to provide_a written statement of its

'reasons tOr rejecting the proposal.
s.

Furthermore, expenses of approximately $5,000 incurred by the

minority grouvrepresentatives with whom.Capital Cities was to.con-

fer in its ascertainment procedure were reimbursed by Capital Cities.

At the time of the decision in the Capital Cities case, the original

KCMC decision had been issued by the Commission,
2
bu

't

the appeal to

the Court was, still pending:
3

Thus, at the time the reimbursement

1
According to.the tetms of the agreement, annual payments of'

$333,333 were to be deposited in accounts controlled by minority-
groups. The annual payments were to be allocated in the following
manner: $135,000 for Philadelphia;.$110,000 for New Haven; and
$88,333 ior Fresno.

2
.KCMC, Ir0., 25 F.C.C.2d 603 (1970).

3Office of Communication af the United Church of Christ v.

FCC, 465 F.2.d 519 (1972).

57
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question cattle up for review, the Commission"s policy with.regard to

reiMbursltent of petitioners' expenses was even more inhospitable

than it is today.
4

%The Commission admitted that the reimbursement "raised adRues-
.-

tion".under its KCMC decisionl nevertheless, it managed eo approve

the reimbursement and at the same time avoid the issue of the pay-.

ment's. validity under KCMC by stating that the payment in the Capital

Cities' 'case was "fully consummated".and "of minimal significance in

the present context." This.suffidiently distinguished KCMC from the

Capital Cities' transaction, in the ComMission!s mind, /to that the.

Commission feit'it unnecesSary to "deOide whether it [the Capital

'Cities reiniburseMent plan] comes with4 our KCMC holding."

As a result, of the understandin s reached between Capital Cities,

.CCC, and the .local minority -groups; CCC withdrew its Petition to Deny

in January,1971. The understanaings between the...parties were pre-

- sented to the Commission as amendments to.Capital appliOa

tions. CCC then informed the Commission tfiat it felt the amended

applications indicated that the public interest could be served by

prompt approval of the transfer.
3

The Commission considered the amendments to the application

,and weighed them against the dangers of further concentration in the

1
See pp. 39-41 above.

2
28 F.C.C.2d 80, 82 n. 2 (1971). Whether the Commission's dis-

tinction of the,KCMC and Capital Cities reimbursement,is adequate is
not -as simple and straightforward as the Commission makes it sound.

The CommissiOn could just as easily have found great similarities in

the two cases and decided against compensatiOn in Capital Cities as
it did in KCMC. The hitch in this case seems to be the Commission's
desire to see a $110 million deal go through, 'and not see it fail becaue
of a $5,000 payment.- Thus the emphasis on the "minimal significance"
of the payments "in the pre'sent context." In a different context in
1971 the Commission could well have quashed an identical reimburse-

ment scheme.
3 CCC noted'that it still had reservations over the package form

of the transaction and over the spinoffs, but claimed that these

reservations were outweighed by the public interest benefits of"the

agreement.
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Top-50 markets and was "persuaded that Capital, Cities has made the

fnirequired 'compelling public interest showing'.':..

In a Concurring Opinion
2
'Commissioner Nicficilas Johnson character-

.

ized the $l million Minority Program Project as.a .6mmendable innova-

tion to be encouraged.. Johnson also said that but for the agreement

he would have opposed the transaction.
3

To Jahnson:

The Capital Cities agreement clearly amounts to an
.important breakthrough for public participation In the
'process of administration and governante of the.public
airwaves. It may well be that FCC licensees have.the

.responsibility under law to provide,such programmilig--
,and more--already. Butthe fact remains that.they
don't do it, and the FCC doesn't insist upOn it. At
a time of mounting public outrage against the excesses
and abuses of the corporate dominance of American broad-
casting, it is at least heartening to see that humble
citizens can extract some public service commitment
from bigrbrOadcasters. '[Footnote Omitted)4

Not all the Commissioners were this enthusiastic over the Minor--

ity Program Project. In a short Concurring Statement, Commissidhei-

Robert T. Bartley expressed some concern Over broadcaster control of

programming.
5

Bartley "would have preferred to see.Capital Cities

. "remain more flexible in itsdetermination of community'needs and

program§ to meet such needq. But Bartley felt that Capital Cities'

represel4ation that "it will retain control over programming under

the Minority Program Project" was sufficient to overcome his doubts .

as to' the delegation oT broadcaster responsibility.7

128 F.C.C.2d 80, 84.

Ibid., pp. 80, 90-194.
3 ,

Ibid., p. 90.
4
Ibid.,,pp. 92-93.

5
Ibi ., pp. 80, 89-90.

6
Ibid., pp. 89-90.

p."90.
.

52
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Early Problems with Settlements

From 1966, when citizen groups first obtained standing before

the Commission, until 1971, the Commission had no occasion tp formally

question the substance of a ditizen agreement. But then in December

of 1971 the Commisaion for the first time expressed disapproval of a

citizen agreement.1' Stations WAVO-AM-FM in Decatur, Georgia, were to

be transfer111,frbm Bob Jones UniVersity, Inc., to Robert W. Sudbrink,

but a petition to.deny filed-by the Community Coalition of Broadcast

ing (CCB) of Atlanta was delaying thetransfer. On November 18,

1971, WAVO filed'an amendment o its assignment application. The

amendment contained the terms of an agreement reached between the

. citizens-and,the station.

.
The agreement touched on the stations' hiring practices, but

more importantly.tO thie COMmission it also provided that the licen-

see wouldrmake maximum use of all available network pr6gramming of

special interest to the Black community," that the programming would

be aired "atthe regularly scheduled time.," and that;it.would not be
,

"pre-emptedwithout advance consultation with representatives of the

CCB.
"2

Furthermore, the agreement observed that:
,

LidenseelAinderstands that in deciding what constitutes
the tastes, needs, desires and interests of the varioua
public served, the views, opinion and leaders which are
representative of their Members, a d the authenticity of
portrayals of mindrity life, cultut and.valdes, the
ultimate judge must be the minorityicommunity itself.

,

The Commission refused to read-the preceding clause literally

for it would, in the Commission's eyes, abandon far too much broad-

caster responsibility. Instead, the Commission construed the

language of the agreement to mean that:

1Bob Jones University, Inc i2 F.C.C.2d 781 (1971).

Ibid:
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The licensee, in determining the problems, needs and
interests of the minority groups and the authenticity
of portrayals of minority lif culture and values,
will consult with and seek the views and opinions of
the leaders of representative minority groups in the
'6Ommunity.1

As for the broadcaster's commitment to air regularly Scheduled

network programs of interest to the black community, the Commission

said that the language of the agreement "woub7appear to improperly

curtail the licensee's flexiality and discretion in the matters of

programming and program scheduling."2 But in spite of these reserva-
t

v

tiohs with the.agreement, the Commission dicknot rejAct it outright

and.proceeded to approve the transfer.

The second instance of the Commission's questioning an agree-

ment occurred in August -1973 when th\e Commission reviewed an agree-

Iffentibetween the Boston Community Media CoMmittee (BCMC) and WROR-AM. 3

Again, the major ground of the CommisSion's objection was that the

agreement amounted to an impermissible delegation of the broadcaster's

responsibility. A econd cause forfoncern by the Commission focused

on WROR's promise to make various contributions to community groups.

The agreement signed by WROR required it to pay an annual "subscrip-

tion fee" of the greater of either (a) $1,000 or (b) 1 percent of the
t

sta.tion's net profits. The Commission_voiced "serious concern" over

this payment provision and said that while it had "no objection to

ilicensees reimbursing anyon for services renderedin assisting it

in the operation of its facility," it did object to thepresent a ree-
,

,ment because "it in no way appears to relate to services rendered nor

does it bind BCMC to do anything. Consequently, our'approval of such

a provision would be clearly contrary to'the public interest."
4

, Ibid., pp., 781-782.
2
Ibid., p. 781.

3
Heftel Broadcasting-Bostox, Inc., 42 F.C.C.2d 1076 (1973),

recon. denied as moot, 29 R.R.2d 396 (1974), rev'd, BCMC Minority
Caucus v. FCC, 32 R.R.2d 599 (D.C. Cir. 1975).

4
42 F:C.Cld 1076, 1077..

61
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4,

The third case of Commission disapproval Of citizen settlement

,
also raised the by-now faMiliar theme of broadcaster respOnsibility

. .

and ctelegation, but this time the issue Was ftamed in.a-novel.con-

text, Instead of the familiar complaints and settlements focuaing

.
on minority group hiring and prograMming, the Twin States Broad-

casting cases dealt with the problem of format changes.
1

....
_

. . In February 1972 'he Commission granted an application for the

segnment of the licelise of WXEZ-FM, Sylvania; Ohio, from Twin States..

Broadcasting, Inc., to Midwestern Broadcasting Company, Inc. WXEZ had

been a progressive ro

intended to change irs

format. Concerned ove

Sylvania formed the Cit

station under Twin States, but the new owners

prOgramming to a more. "middle-of-the-road"'

the of their station, rock fans in

ittee to Keel; Progressive RoCk and

filed a petition fo ec. . ra4pn of the grant. The Citizens

Committee claimed that the formdt'Change affected the publiC knterest

and requested that the Commission hold 'an'evidentiary hearing. The

Commission denied the request,2 and the Citize Committee apliealed

to the'courts. On May 4, 1973, the Court overruled the Commission

and remanded the case for further proceedings.
3

Before hearings could begin, the Citizens Committee and Mid-,

western negotiated a settlement under which WXEZ'agreed to conduct

a program preference surgey of the Toledo area*.° Thp survecwas to

be conducted in the event WIOT, the only other source of progressive -

rock in the area, ceased to provide adequate rock programming prior

to October 1976. If the survey revealed that either (1) 20 percent

(If the population expreased an unsatisfied desire for progressive

rock or (2)'a progressl.ve rock forMat would be economically feaSible,

then "Midwestern shall change the format f Station WXEZ-FM to

1Tvin States Broadcasting, Inc., 42 F.C.C.2d 1076 (1973)
45 F.C.C.2d 230 (1974).

2
35 F.C.C.2d 969 (1972).

3 Cittzens Committee to Rep Progressive-Rock 1.7. FCC, 478 F.2d

926 (D.C.'Cir. 1973).

6 2..

a
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oft

provide such a progressive rock format.
.1

[Emphasis addedby the

Commission.]

The Commission was of- the opinion that the mse of the single

word "shall" caused Midwestern to improperly "relinquish its flexi-
,

bility to make programming decisions during the upcoming license

term."
2

The Commission therefore refused to approve the agreement.

Following the Commission's-decision, a second round of negotia-

tions between WNEZ and the Citizens Committee took place. These

negotiations resulted in an agreement which was .substantively

similar to the one earlier rejected by the Commission, save fot

one faCtorinstead of obliging the statial to follow the re'sults

of the survey, the station now agreed to examine the survey results

and "exercise.licensee discretion in determining whetirr...changes

n, its programming practi,ces.wouldipe consistent with.its oblige-

tions as a licensee." 3
4..

The change in wording' seemed to turn the trick:with,the Com-
.

.

mission.- Under the new agreement, the.Commission found that. Mil-

western had "relinquished none of its programMing responsibilities"
4

and the agreement was approved.5

142 F.C.C.2d 1091, 1092.
2
Ibid., p. .1092.

3Ibid., pp, 230, 231.
4
Ibid., p. 232.

5
Althoughsthe WXEZ case was thF first case of citizen s ttlement

:

being "used to resolve a 'format change.controversy, it was n t the
first,time the petitioning process had been used by citizen groups
in an attempt to pre ent a station from changing formats. `On Sept-
ember 4, 1968, the C mmission apOloved the transfer of WGKA-AM-FM. ,

in Atlanta Pom Glens ken Associates to Strauss Broadcasting 7Compady.
WGKA had been a classical station,. but Strausa.planned to convert it
to a "blend,of popular favOrites, Broadway hits, musical standards,
and-light cfassics." An Atlanta Citizens Committee.opposed the format
ch aN and filed a petition for reconsideration on,aptember 25. The

ComMis ion allowed the transfersand refused to blOTEthe format change
on AugUst 25, 1969. The issue was, however,'remanded for hearing
after the Citizens Committee appealed the Commission4s action. See

Citizens Committee v.. FCC, 406 F.2d 263 (1970). In Lakewood Bro:ad-

casting Service, . v. FCC, 478 F.2d 919 (D.C. Cir. 1973), and in
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THE CONTENT OF SETTLEMENTS

Although the pace of petitioning and settlement increaaed, the

Commission avoided any serious confrontation of the policy issues

raised by citizen settlements until June 1975 when it issuedthe .

Proposed Policy'Statement and Notice'ofProposed.RUlemakingin the

Matter ol'Agreements between Broadcast Licensees.anNe PUblitand

opened Docket 204951 (hereinafter called Proposed Agreements Rule-

making). In the meantime, the Commission seemed to face only the

simplest issues and to delay consideration of any complex mattera.
2

Categories of Agreements. .

By the time the Proposed Agreements Wemaking was promulgated,

the Commission had enough experience with settlements and petitions

'that it coilld aee agreements beginning to fall into five major cate-.
,

goiies: (1) employment, (2) programming,'(3) program.produciion, ,

(4) community involvement in stAion policymaking, and (5) reim-

bursements. ,

1. Employment. The most usu 1 complaint,with regard to employ-\
.
ment waa that minority groups and w men wete underrepresented on the'

station's workforce. o remedy this Situation, citizen groups often

obtainecrassurances f om broadcasters that they would atrive to re ch.,

minotity-emhloyment goals by a certain,date.3
. ,

(

Cstszens Commsttee to Save WEFM v.,FCC, 506 F.2d 246 (D.C.-Cir. 1974),

the Court also considered the format change question and, after soMe-

initial confusion and inconsistency, seems to have reached the posi-

tion that a format change, whenopposed by listeners., may be cause

for an evidentiary hearing,. For a More comPlete examination of the

fozmat change problem, see. Note, "Judicial Review of FCC Program

Dtvisity Regulation," 75 Columbia Law Review 401 (1975).

1FCC 75-633 ( une 10, 1975)-.

2
See pp. 64-68 elow for.an examination oNthe resulting backlogs

141M11400lays in the p itioning process.

3 See Commitment of McGraw-Hill Broadcasting Company, Ino., term

24 (1972), and references 1n.33 F.C.C.2d 1099 (1972);'and the descrip-

tion of the KABL Agreement.in Broadcasting, April*24, 1972, p. 32.

For a discussion of ,some measurement problems in determining the

representativeness of a station's workforce, see Stone v. FCC; 466

F.2d 316 (D.C. Cir.1972).

6 4
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At times, stations may commit themselvesto hiring minority

group members for specific positions,1 and to make special efforts

to place minority groups in higher level positions.2 Generally,

as can be seen from ,the Commission's comments in the PropOsed Agrle-

3
ments ftletaking, . the more sPecific and precise the station'ycom-

-mitments to hiring and the stronger the voice allowed to citizen

.groups in hiring decisions, the more likely Is the Commission to

be disturbed by the nature of the agreeMent.

2. Programming. The cpntent of a broadcaster's programMing is
*P

often criticized, by citizen grouPs for having unfavorablerepresenta-

dons of minority groups or exceasiveviolence, or for insufficient

programming aimed at the needs of the station's minority group

audiences.' In broadcaster-citizen group agreements, broadcastets

often promise.to increase the number of hours of programming aimed,
. ,

at minority group audiences, to improve the image and portrayals'of

minority groups on the programs they present, and to be more sensitive

to the problems of sex and viorence on televi . In at leas; one

agreement a station promised not to broadcast any f 42 animated tele-
,

.-

vision programs 13ecause they were deemed'"un itab e for younger

chilOten." The station,, KTTIO also promis d t air a "caution to

parentg" before broadcasting any program that mIgJit be harmful to

1 Specific mention of positions such as reporter, community
affairs director, and editorial board member can be found in the KTAL
Agreement at terni 1 (see KCK, Inc., 19.F.C.C.2d 109, 121 (19 9); the
WAS Agreement between Cecil Heftel...and Create, Inc., and Pi tsburgh
Community Coalition for Media Change, term 8 (1972); and in the Com-.
mitment of McCraw-Hill BroadCasting Company, Inc., term.24 (see sme-

Life Broadcasting and McGraw-Hill) Inc., 33 F.C.C.2d 1099 (1972)').

(Note: Some of the dOcUments cited in,this footnote and in follow-
ing footnotes are not readily available in any publicly distributed

.documents. To examine these documents, anyone maY ask to see the
6appropriate station'file in the public reading room of the FCC in
WaShington, D.C.)

2
See Commitment-of MCGraw-Hill Broadcasting Company, Inc.,

term 22 and 33.F.C.C.2d 1099 (1972).'

See Appendix A, 111.5,
4
_Los Angeles, California.

6 5
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children._ The agreement specified 81 programs that required such..,a

warning.
1

With the rise of format change complaints, agreements as to

station:formats have also become more common. The agreements gener-

ally attempt.to commit the.broadcaster to.make a goodfaith effort

to maintain the availabifity of a certaill format in a..community.

Again, the gteater the specificity and inflexibility of the agrfte-

ment,the more likely ComMission disappr6val.
,

3. Program Pioduction. Along with.complaints as to the types

of programs that stations broadcast, citizen groups often feel that

the lack of facilities and trained individuals in.lbcal coMmunities
0 .

limits the ability of broadcasters to obtain ptogramming especially

suited to local community needs.
2

Thus, citizen groups often seek
-

station support for ttaining'pregrams and commitments for equipment

and technical a§sistance so that lo6al.community groups can acquire

e ability to produce their own programmins. Often stations agree

to broadcast a certain percentage of the programs-Troduced by these

local groups.
3

4. Com4xnity Involvement in Station Policymaking. Citizens

frequently coplain of station insensitivity to the needs and problems
)

of local communities and that ascertainment procedures are insbffi-

cient guarantees of station involvement. Flirt ermore, citizens are

aware of areas of station operation in which t ey desiip to become

invblved but which cannot be effectively inclu ed in any agreement.

.TherefOre, citizen groups often attemrt-Cigain 'some voice in

ongoing statiotpolicytAkins procedures.

1Commitmedt of Metromedia, Inc. .(KTTV),' 410. See Letter tot

Frark Lloyd, FCC 75-1028 (September 9, 1975), and pp. 120-125 befaw.,...

.
See the KTAL AgreeMent, terms 1, 3, and 11, 19 I.C.C. 2d 109,

3In an agreement reached with wfix, a community-involvement

program was adopted: See pp. 125-132 below;. WPIX, Inc., FCC 757929

(August 12, 1975); and the discussion of the Capital Cities Agree-

ment, P. 45'above.

121-122, '

66
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Citizen group parti,cipation may range from a p omise by the sta-

tion to coduct periodic interviews wieh community lea
'2

rs
1
to an

elaborate system of advisory councils ,to actually granti a seat

to an outsider on the station's board of directors. 3

5. Reimbursements. As previously mentioned, citizen grou

at times attempt to be reimbursed by broadcasters for the expenses

incurred in the course of prosecutifit the petitions or cotpefing

applications.
4

Citizen groups also attempt, to recover the costs

that may be incurredt-ss a result of their'providing advisory serv-

ices to the broadcaster or as the result of their serving on various

citizen committees.
5

4
Although these five areas cover most terms that can be found,

in citizen_ settlements, broadcasters and citizen groups at times

may als6 include terms that are not as widely used:_ These miscel-_

laneous terms often deal 4ith rather innocuous subjects such as

radio talk shows
6
and truthful advertisilig.

7
Recently, however,

7

a clause has been appearing in citizen agreements that is sure to

draw attention from the Commission-n arbitration clause.

the terms of an arbitration clause, the broadcasterand.citizen

groups agree to submit any grievances or disputes over the execution
9

C
itment of Metromedia (KTTV), 3. ee LetAir to Frank

Lloydl,F C 75-1028 (September 9, 1975),,and pp. 120-125 below.
2 \
Coniitment of McGraw7Hill Broadcasting, terms 1-15. See

13 F.C.C. 1099 (1972).
3
See WPIX, Inc., 4CC 75-929 (August 12, 1975), and'pp. 125-132

below.
4
Cases,involving reimbursement are KCMC, Inc., 35 F.C.C.2d 240

(1972); Office of Communication of United Church of Christ'v. FCC,
465 F.2d 519 (D.C. Cir.. 1972); WPIX, Inc., FCC 75-929 (August 17,
1975); In Re Application of%Triangle Publications, Inc., and C*ital
Cities Broadcasting Corp., 28 F.C.C.2d 80 (1971); and Hettel Broad- Ao,
casting-Boston, Inc., 42 F.C.C.2d 1076 (1973).

5
See Docket 19518 discussed on pp. 42-43 above.

6
See Draft Agreement between Northwestern Indiana Broadcasting

Corp. (WLTE) and Gary aiman.kelations Commission, p. 6 (1973).
. 7

See Agreement between Sheri
Inc, (WAMO), term 15

Broadcasting Corp. and Crea.te,
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of an agreement to an arbitrator and to abide by the rulinvof that

arbitrator. It seems that this.clause is being inserted Y some

citizen groups,in,an attempt to circumvent CoMmissionvreview. Given

the Commission's sensitivity to the problem of broadcaster responsi-

bility and delegation,.it seem that arbitration clauses that'appear

.to bind the broadcaster to the j_ ni,of a third party will be
_-

viewed as suspiciously-by-the Commission as are agreements that seem to

bind the broadcaeter to the judgments of a citizen group.

Capsule.Summary'

In. 1966 citizen greups gained the right of standing in the Com-

mission's licensing Procedures as a result of the Court's, decislion

in UCC I. The first citizen settlement growing out of the petition-

ing .process involved -KTAL-TV in Texarkana ahd alio raised significant

problems with.regard to-reimbursement arrangements between Citizen

groups and broadcasters: In the early days of'settlements some

sizable agreements were reachedmost notably in the-case of the

Capital Citles Transfer. Shortly thereafter, however, the Com-
-

raj-salon-began-to-express ebncern over the possibility that citizen

settlements were cOming to involve exceesive delegations of authority

from brondcasters to citizen groups.. Commitments as to employment,

programming, program production, community involvement-in station

polipymaking, and reimbursement began appearing regularly In citizen

agreements. The Commission did not

toward.citizen.agreements, and as a

sion, a large backlog of unresolved
-

to pile up at the Commission.

have an explicitly stated policy

result of its prolonged indeci-

petitions and settlements, began

STATISTICS OF THE RENEWAL, PETITION TO DENY, AND AGREEMENT PROCESS

An Application of the Caseload Change Theory

Lawyers and economists have recently begun studying the processes

of Judicial administration and the incidence of litigation with the

1
For examplee

term 35, and Eltraft

of arbitration c1ause40, see WJAS agreement,
WLTH Agreement., p. 4.

6 8
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type of rigor Oeviously applied to analyses of more substantive

provisions of the law: Out of these studies has grown-a Eheory of

caseload change that haW great descriptive value for this examina-

tion of the growth of the petition to deny and settlement process,
1

The volume.of litigation over any subject can be related to

tido factors: .the volume of the underlying activity and the predicta-

bility of the associated,law. The volume of the underlying actiVity

and the volume of litigation are positively correlated, whereas the
1

predictability of the law and the volume of adso*Aated litigation

are inversely correlated. _Thus, if Ve concentrate on litigation

associated with automobile driving, then.as more people take to ehe

road the volume of auto litigation will increase; and as the law

surrounding auto driving becomes more established, the volbme of

auto litigation will decrea8e.
2

In the case of petitioning and settlement, the underlying

activity is almost any event that involves broadcasters, and for

which the Combission allows citizen participation. For all practi-
. .

cal purposes this amount& to license renewals, approval of transfers,

and an occasional grant of a new channel. _Since these activities

have been increasineOver time, they can be exp ected to account for
T

at least part of the growth of the petitioning process.
3

1
In the discussion of the theory of caseload change, the renort fol-

lows the exposition of G. Casper and R. A. Posner, "A Study of the Supreme
Court's Caseload," 3 Journal of Legal Studies 339, 346-349 (1974).

2The increased relationship)between the certainty of the law
and the volume of litigation can be ascribed to two factors: (1) as

people become aware of the law, they engage in fewer "marginal"
activities that-are eventually deemed illegal; and (2) as the'proba-
bilities associated with winning a case become more predictable,
the chances of reaching an'out-of-court settlemerNincrease. For

an examination of the latter point, see App. C.
.V.

3
From .1963 to.1973 the number of commercial television stations

licensed increased from 525 to 695; the nuniber of commercial AM sta-
tions increased from.3,999.to 4,367; and the, number of commercial
,FM stations increased from 1,090 0 2,412. Along with this growth
in the number of licensed spaseions has come an incredse 1.n the
volume of renewal and tradtler applications'filed with the Com-
mission. See,39 FCC Annual Report (1973).

69
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But citizens did not have the legal right to enter licensing

disputeAuntil 1966.
1

And once they gained that right there was

practically no precedent availatde to them that could be used as

a guide to prospective Commission decisions. Consequently, the

law was not very predictable, and a certain amount of "exploratory

litigation" could be expected until a body of precedent accumulated.

: Figure 2a demonstrates the general relationship between the

volume of litigation, the volume of the underlying activity, and

the certainty of the law. ,When.a right is first defined, at time

zero, there is relatively great uncertainty as to the outcome of'

particular cases. Thus there is a quick initial rise in the volume

of litigation--this initial rise is exploratory litigation--and as

experience and precedent accumulate, uncertainty declines and the

level of litigation begins to track the underlying activity more

closely.

Figure 2b presents two measures of the volume of petitioning

Utigation--the number of petitions to deny actually 'hied and the

number of stations against which the petitions were filed--and

plots them against time. The number of petitions to deny seems

to have first.increased and then declined, but the total number

of stations facing petitions'has risen steadily from 1969 to 1973.

The difference in these two trends can-be explained in terms of

economies of scale. in.petitioning. A single petition eo deny can

be addressed at more than one statipn. Since petitions often

allege that a station has not responded to.the nee4s and- desires

of its community of-service once a petitioning group.has determined

whnt it feels to be the needs and desires of the community, the

marginal cost of demonstrating that an additional station has nOt

fulfilled those needs may be relatively small. Therefore, in

terms of maximizing "returns" for petitioning energy (if returns

are measured as the number of stations against which.a petition

is filed), the ldeal situation would be to file a single petition

against all stations serving a given community. It seems that

See pp. 35-39 above.
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I i tigat ion"
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NOTE: A similar illustration appears,

G. Casper and R.A,Posner, "A

Study of the Suprime Courts Caseload,"

3 Journal of Legal Studies 339, 347 (1974)
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SOURCE: Data for this graph wer drawn from

information supplied by the FCC's roadcast

Bureau as reported in M. Kutler, iCitizen

Parficipation in Broadcast Regulat on: A Study

of the Loocil Agreement ProcesJ unpublished

master's thesis, University ennsylvannia

(May 1, 1974),

2 -6-Caseload change over time



such a strate'gy w'as, applied by citizen groups who filed a market-.

petition against.28 stations.serving Philadelphia.
1

Because O.f .the economies of scale reflected in the number of

station's defending against petitions, the number of petitions filed

seems a more accurate measure ofthe volume of4titioning activity.

The 1969-1973 trend shows a steady increase in petitioning activit9

from only two petitions in 1969 to 68 in 1972; fo -lowed by a decline

to 50 petitiohs in 1973. Although a decline.in e.number of

petitions filed in.a single year is hardly conclu ive proof that

the petityming activity graphed in Fig. 2b actually tracks the%
4

hypothesized trend depicted in Fig. 2a, it is an initial indication

that petitioning activity may be slacking off.

There is, however, an additional factor-operating in the

petitioning procss which is not explicitly accounted for in the

caseload change theory.and which may lead to a prolonged growth in

petitioning activity. An implied assumption of the caseload change

theory is that potential parties are aware of their rights and that

changes in the underlying activity and certainty of the law alone

affect ihdividuals' desires to vindicate their rights. In the case

01, of petitioning activity, many citizen groups may still be relatively

unaware of their rights to petition the Commission. The very right

to enter licensing proceedings is not yet ten ydhra old, and the

substantive law to be anlied in such cases is yet younger, or in

some cases even nonexistent. Therefore, a continuous process of

education and information is taking place among citizen groups.

New groups are forming, and older groupS are still discovering new

rights. As new parties discover legal rights--even if the under-

1ying activity remains constant and even if a great deal of rele-

vant precedent is generated by a small amount of initial litigation--

the tbtal amount of litigation may well increase with time.

, I
See Broadcasting 30 (August 7, 1972).. The major complaint of

the petition related to the employment practices of Philadelphia
stations. There the citizens group, had to analyge the Philadelphia
labor maiket only pnce and then compare each slation's employment

.practices against the Philadelphia profile. I

7 3 4
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. Inciden,Ce of Petitioning and License Revocation

lb a broadcaster one of the critical questions raised by the

petitioning process, concerns the chances of being confro9ted with

, a petition tO deny. And once.a broadcaster is confronted with a

petition, he will want to know what the chances are of actually

losing a license.

The theory of caseload change, although related to these

questions, is really unable to answer them fUlly because it

focuses on the trend of litigation over time and doesn't specify

the amount of litigation that can be expected at a given point

in time. To answer these questions, data such as those contained

in Table 1 are required.

Table 1 reveals that for the 1971-1973 period, the chances of

any given renewal application being subject to a petition to deny

were less than 1 in 25, the chances of being designated for hearing'

for any cause (regardless of whether a petition was filed) were

about 1 in 200, and the Chances of having a license renewal appli-

cation denied were less than 1 in 600.

According to Table 1, the FCC received 10,250 renewal appli-

cations and granted 9,557 of them. Over the same three-year, period,

156 petitions to deny.were filed against 342 stations. Thus the '

probability of having a petition to, deny filed against any given

renewal application was 3.34 percent, and the probability of

actually having.a license renewed during this period was 93.24 per-

cent. Fifty-six renewal applications were deSignated for hearing--
,

0.55 percent of all renewal applications.filed-eand-only 16 renewal

applications were denied--0.16 percent of all renewal applications

'filed.

The chances of facing a petition to deny seem to be very small,

and the chances of being designated for hearing or of having a

renewal denied.verge on the infinitesimal.

Table 1 also generates a sdrprising estimate as to the probe-
,

bility of losing a license purely as a resultiof a pet tion to deny.

The Commission must first designate a petition for he ring and go

through its hearing process if it is to finally revok a license.

7 4
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Table 1

BROADCAST LICENSE RENEWALS, PETITIONS TO DENY,
AND DESIGNATIONS FOR HEARING

Activity Before
the Commission

Fiscal Year.. Three
Year
Totals1971 1972 1973

Renewal applications filed ' 3,297 3,254 3,699 10,250
-

Renewalsvgranted 3,518 3,113 2;926 9,557

Petitions to deny filed 38 68 50 156

Stations against which
petitionsyere filed, 84 108 150 342

Petitions set for hearing 1 1 0 2

Renewals set for hearing 19 211 17 56

Renewals denied 5 4 7 16

SOURCEt Hearings before the Subcommittee on Communications of the
Committee on Commerce, United States Senate, 93d Cong. fd Sess.;
Part 1, Ser. No. 93-93, p. 352, "Statement of Charles M. Firestone."

NOTE: Since a single petition to deny may be addressed at more
than one station, the total number of stations subject to petitiOn .
is generally greater than the total ilumber of petitions filed.

'

7 5
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Table 1 allows us to estimate the probability of a petition being

designagbd for hearing. Since on1S7 two petitions were designated,

ekat probability is on the order of 0.02 of 1 percent. Table 1 also

allows us to ebtimate the probabilAy of having"a license revoked

once it is placed in hearing. If it is assumed that all licenses

that were revpked were first in hearing, then there are 16 chances

in 56 of losing a license once it is placed in hearing. Thus the

probability bf losing a license, given that it is already in-hearing,

is roughly 29 percent. Now if/the probability of getting into a

hearing as a result of a petition is multiplied by the prObability

of having a license revoked onee it is already In hearing, the

resulting estimate of the probability of a petition leading to a

revocation is 0.0058 of 1 percent.'
,

But basing such calculations solely on the data in Table may
..

well be misleading. The FCC is noted for the delay involved i its

proceedings, and many cases tha began during the three-year period

mapped in Table 1 were not res
,

A petition to deny file in 1

?1in 1975, and rally of t e rene

lved in

72 may

1

t AI/three-year Period.

ill be under.consideration

d may have initially been

filed long before 1971: From 1970 tp September 1,274 a total of 247

petitions to deny were filed, hut as of September 1974, only 116

(46.96 percent) were resolved and 131 (53.04 percent) were still

per4ing.
2

More recent data indicttte that as of July 1, 1975, the "

1
Applying this method of calculation also assumes that the two

probabilitie6 are ndependent, i.e., the ;act that a station's
license was.designated for hearing,following a petition to derq,
has absolutely no influence on the chances f the hearing leading
to a revocation. Since the Commission requires a fairly strong
showing before it will designate a petition for heari6g, this
assumption is probably not satisfied: a station designated for
hearing as a result of a petition could well be more likely to
lose its license than a Station designated for hearing because of
other factors. But even if a licensee who is designated for hear-
it.1,g as a result of a petitionis twice as likely to have his
license revoked, the overdll probability of petitioning leading
to revocation is still only 0.0116 percent.

2
The data were supplied by the FCC ed were reported In L. Gross,

"Citizens WiCh Clout," TV Guide 31, 33 Oarch 8, 1975).

7 6
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number of unresolved petitions to deny had grown to 158, and 248

-.tations licenses were affected by these petitions.
1

6/idently the Commission is sitting on a largqbacklog of

petitions to deny, and there is no firm,evidence indicating exactly

how the Commission will rule on these petitions. An,examination of

the 116 petitionsjesolved between 1970 and September 1974 indicates

that 67 (57.76 percent) were unsuccessful, 48 (41.38 percent) were
(NJ

withdrawnand_only one (0 86
P

ercent) was able to get into hearing.

Although it is tempting to extrapolate'from these figures and ebn-

clude that the Commission will resolve its backlog petitions in the

same proportions, such a projection would be dangerous because the

more comPlex the issues raised by a petition the more time the Com-

mission will take in resolving that petition. 'Thus, the 116 resolved

petitions probably raised simpler issues on th whole than the 158

petitions presently pending at.the Commission.

The statistles with regard, to the dispositIon of the 116 peti-

'dons between 1970 add 1974 may, however', be useful in determining

the incidence of post-filing citizen settlements.
3

Since a citizen

set;lement is generally accompanied by a withdrawal of a petition to

deny, but since a petition may be 14riehdrawn for a variety of reasons

unrelated to settlement, it would stand to reason that the 48 with-

drawn petitions approximate an upper bound for the number of post-

filing settlements revoked during that period. Therefore,, it can

be estimated that at most 19 percent of the petitions filed between

JI970 and 1974 were resolved by citiien settlements.

Delay in the Licensing Process

Delay is an unfortunete fact of life in dealing with the-FCC.

Broadcasters claim that the delay.caused by petitions to deny is.

extremely costly, has a demoralizing effect on station staff, and

, 1
Data supplied by FCC staff, August 1975.

'mit
,Data'supplied by FCC as repbrted in Cross, op. cit,

.

3See pp. 31r-35 above for the distinction.between pre-fi4ing,
and post7filing settlements.

7 7
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is a strain on community relation .

1
From the citizens' po'tThrop..of

view, delay often means that they are trapped in limbo and uncertain

of the state of their petitions for long periods of time.

Table,2 provides recent data deacribing the delay involved in

the renewal process. As of June 1975, there were 1,828 license

rene151s_pending before the Commission, and 1,187 (or 64.93 percent)

of all pending renewals were pending for more than 90 days. Since

December 1973 the petcentage of applications pending 90 days or more

has ranged from a low of 51.74 percent in'September 1974 to a .high

of 72.42 percent just three months later in December 1974. Thus the

delay for June 1975 seems fairly typical of die-Commission's proceed-

.ings over the preceding year and a half. In Table 2 the Commission'a

oWn notes explaining fluctuation; are revealing. In May 1974. ana June-

1975 the Cdmmission noted the relationship between dalay and the lack

of articulate, substantive principles to be applied in renewal pro-

ceedings. Both ambiguity in policies such

tunity (EE0)"and "promise vs. performance" an intricate review

standards were cited as fktors causing additiblal delay. In June

1975 the Commission also nOted that an increase in the number of

petitions to deny caused additional delays in Commi sion proceedings.

:The-delays encopntered by licensees subject o petitions to deny

as Equal Employment Oppor-

are more severe than those usually encountered b broadcast,ers. As

of August 15, 1975, the Commission had readily available data as to

the status of outstandirfg petitions against 140 stations. Of these

140 stations, at least 116 (oi .82.86 percent) IZTere facing delays of_
A

90 daya or more in obtaining their licenses, whereas tpnly 64.93 per-

cent of the tOtal population of licensees faced delays greater than

90 days. Table 3 indicates that the oldest petition as yet unresolved

by the Commission Optes from December 1970 and that the average delay.
2 .

'for a license witty a petition outstanding is at least 16 months°.

1Comments of the National Association of Droadcastere, In Ow
Matter of Agreement between Broadcast Licensees and the-MAI)lic,
Docket 20495 (July 25, 1975), P. 3.

2
For an analysis of some of the effects of indecisiowand delay

on the decision Whether to continue fighting a petition nr to rea611
a ,settlement, aee App. C.

7 8



Table 2

THE'STATUS OF AM-FM-TV RENEWALS ,

: A .

Item Receipts Disposals

4

Total
Pending

Fending
90 Days
or More

Percent
Pending 90

Days or More

Total for. L973
.21.-

3,912 3,661. 1,928a 1,241a 64.37a'

1974: 'icti'may .382 377 1,933 1,170 '60.53

;

.Fal.uary 136. 154 1,915 1,171 61.15
March 330 355 1,890 1,215 64.29
April 168 . 126 1,932 1,347 69.72
May .-.: 450 335 2,047 1,256 61.36 /
June 163' 60 2,150 1,354 62.98
Ju4

st-
. Au 44

555 487
228

2,218
2,414

1,234
1,271

55.64
52:65

,September . 287 .455 2,246 1,162 51.74
October

.

277. 89 2,384 1,481 62.12
. November , 171kis 516 2,039 11372 59.42

December 1,35' 100 2,074 1,502 .32.42 .

.,

Total for 1974
, ..

3,428 -3;282 "NA NA NA '

1975: January. 210 246 '2,038 1,426 69.97 .*
February 219 120 2437 1%416 66.26
March 196 365 1,968' 1,298 65.96

.

April 132 , 124 1,976 1,316 '66.60

° May' 158 A18
..

1,716 1,136 ., 66.20
June 259 '147 1,828 1,187 64.93

''''?Total for first
half of 1975

.

1,174 r,420 NA
,

NA NA

NA =Mot applicable.
SOURCE. 'ederal Communications Commission, Office of the Exe utive,

Director, FCC anagement Data Notebook, Washington, D.C. (1975), p. 9.

aMeasured s of December i973.

COMMISSI N NOTES: In additio'nto main stations, applications_pend-
ing figures include auxiliary transmitters (AM-FM-TV), alternate main
transmitters (AM-FM-TV), and subsidiary communications authority (FM
only). Under FCC rules, Aeparate renewal applications are required
for each of the above trazismitte5s.

Mhy 1974: May receipts exceed 1974 average monthly input by 150,
causing "under 96 days" category to increase-substantially. It is

expected that as Commission provides guidelines for policy issues
.stIth ag EEO and, "promise vs, performance" fewer cases will be referred
to Commission, thereby expediting renewals'processing.

June I974: "Under 90 days" backlog has increased with receipt of
renewal applications from Texas stations. Texas contains 159 more
broadcast stations than states (Kansas, Nebraska, and Oklahoma) sub-
mitting app,lications during previous xenewal'period.

7 9k
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Notes to Table 2 (continued)

July 1974: Deadline-for.filing renewal applications, previously
three months before expiration of license, has beeff-changed to four
months before expiration. As a result of this change, applications
were received during the month for two distinct filing periods. Over- 10

lap of filing periods hae temporarily inflated backlog.
August 1974: "Under 90 days" portion of backlog continues to

increase as a result of the change in'deadline for filing renewal
applications.

September 1974: Temporary increase of backlog due to overlap
of fildng periods hassubsided.

October 1974: A task force of 6 attorneys has been assigned to
renewals processing. Once attorneys complete training, significant
reductions in backlog are expected.

February 1975: Work during Vhe month was focused on applications
which had been deferred from previous months. While total backlog -
increased, the number of applications pending 90 days or more was
reduced.

June 1975: Total of applications pending at end of June (1,82.8)
is 419 short of June 75 goal. Failpre to achieve/goal is attributed
to: (1) the requiremendi for greater in-deii.th anAlysis of station
employment practices and affirmative action,planprAich, in turn,
require a more in7depth analysis of the demographic characteristics
of the areas in which stations are located, and (2) an increase in
petitions to deny and competing applicants.

^

41,

.1

8 0
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Table 3

. AGE OF UNRESOLVED PETITIONS TO DENY

License Period
for which Petitign
Was Initially Filed

Number of Stations Facing
Unresolved Petitions,

as ,of It/15/75 tj

1975: August. 1

June 1
411011 1

February 1_

1974: December 1
October 1
August 10(

June 1
Aprik 1
February 1

1973: December'l
October 1
Augustl
June 1
April
February 1

1972: December 1
October 1
Augdst 1
June 1

P

1970: December

5--

16

3

3

31

8

10

2

6

7

4,

4

5

6

1

0

4' 4

10

10

0

2

Total stations facin out-
stanaing petitions

*140

'4.SOURCE: Federal Cbmmun4ations Commission, Broadcast Bureap,

_August 1975. ,

0

1t
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Broadcaster'lleaction,to Petitioning and Settlement

Broadcasiers are understandably concerned over the growth of

petitioding andysettlement, and many are becoming quite vocal in *

expressing their displeasure with the entire process. Aside from /

the additional cos and delay that a petition can force on a broad-

/-caster, broadcas ers claim tlare id a danger of the petition's.
_.

being used 4s an instrument of extortion. Before an audience of .

his colleagues, one broadcaster claimed that broadcasters as a

grobp "have allowed the benefits of our openness, ofrour,responsive-
-

nesSi to be frequently twisted by small, vocal minorities that' may

or may not have the,good of the entire communit at, heart:"
I

Follow-

Ing the Capital Citied transacti , there Were also fears that a

pattern had beelset, a. fear that citizen group "could foresee this

as a harbinger, with other stations being la siege.to.for a lump .

sum of money." There was also susp c as to the circumstances

surroanding the transaction. How-much blackmail was involved can
*

on be guessed it, because."nvne will say these things outside
2

of t executive lunch.
-

In a filing before,the FCC, the National Associatiogef Broad=1

casters has claimed that:

As the CoçnmissLon is'fully aware,:mady. agreements are
not alway the product of good faith bargaining and
public sp rited motives. Too often a broadcaster
moving the filing of an application for renewal or
transfer o ,license e unters, for the Pirst.,time,
individuals or groups which claim to "represent
sizable portions" of the li6ens e's community of .

service. the "public interesçt group.thereupop
makes. demands ranging from as ertaiment...to the
.ridiculous...[and] A[ny] relu tance on the part of
-the licensee to the above demands brings forth from
the group threats of a Petition to figny.3 .

1-,John Schneider-, President of the CBS'Broadca t Group,. Address
before the Georgia Association of Broadcasters, as quoted in Gross,

op.. cit. . .

Ibid.
3 Comments,of tbe,National Association of Broadcasters,-/h the

Matter of Agreemen'ts between Broadcast Licensees and the Public,
Docket 20495 (July 29, 1975), pp( 2-3.
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4

4

The.Storer Broadcasting Company has been much more specific in

its claims of abuse, Storer claims that:

(a) In one 9prket a 'public relations' firm offered to see that

no,petition to,deny wopld'be filed if the;firm were retained for

$2,000 per Month.

(b) In another,*arket peesons pUr,porting toqllake demands oh
. -

behalf pfia:pareicular group were not .in,fact authorized

to do ,40%

_(c) Finally,,Storer,(as well as many others) has severartimes

beenl3resented with ultimatum's which, if *ceded to, 'would

4i.e0te away jts:licensee responsibility. This often

*esqlts from competition between graupstliaiming to,repre-.
:

pool, the same constituency and, in consequenCet'seeking

impress that offistituency rather than Conduct a

ialogue.
1

Storki,fe"els that "u iseiplined and irresponsible dialecticShave

comned with flawed'pr cekures to create unreal tic eXpectatiOns,
.-

- and 1 coercive bargaining situation.".-Thesuits, accordi g to

Stover, have been a "polarizing an& counier-ptbductiveexerci
,

directing the licensee's effarand reSourceSfrom its primary

negative. #te presi-

dent of'the broadcast dilion af Capital:Cities.,Made*the.following
. .

comment on.citizen settlements and the programs'that result from

settlements:'

.
public service efforts."

But not all broadcaster reaction has been

You.can't judge these programs or.their effectiveness
by the same standards you would use'tto judge entertain-
ment programs. Zhe'very.fact that IbrAle*.had the.

4

.
, 4

,

1

.

CommentS 0 Storer, Broadcasting CompanytIn'he.MatteP of
'Agreements betOeen Broadcast .Li.ceriSees an the PubiicTieckei 2.049,5

(Ray 25, 1975), pp'. 576.

A
2

p. 6.

1a.



opportunity to present their message from their view-
point, that can't be judged in rating points. The

input we received, the awareness, the sensitivity
that all of us who participated received 'can't be
judged that way.

We would like to think that we made a contribution
to the entire communityto the minority community,
and the area we're licensed to. It's made us better
broadcasters, and, frankly, as we've gone through
these individual experiences,-hopefully it's made us
bettef human beings.1

And NBC obsera that it has

%. entered into agreements with groups representing sub-
stantial segments and interests in the community, and
elieve[s] that those agreements have served salutary
purposes. Discussions leading to those agreements

, have seemed to sharpen NBC's programming and opera-
.

tional objectives in a manner consistent with both the
goals and objectives of community groups and the public
interest; at the same time; they avoided' unnecessary
proceedings at the Commission which would have directed
the efforts of the parties as well as the Commission
from other endeavors.2

-

Evidently there are tw011icamps in the broadcasting comnonity:

those who fear the petitioning and settlement proceis and those who

'view it as a potentially cohstructive opportunity for improving

community relations. Although sqe broadcasters are willing to

defend their particular experience in petitioning and settlement,

the majoriiy seem ready to condemn th procedure and would like to

see theCommIssion restrict citizen par icipation in licensing as

strictly as the courts will illow.
. _

1
Joseph,Dougherty, President of the B oadcast Division o

Capital Cities,' as quoted in Gross, op. cit.:, pp. 31, 34.,

'2
. Comments of National Broadcasting Co:, Inc., In the Matter

ofAgreements between Broadast Licensees'and the Publie, Docket
20495 (July 25, 1975), Tp. 1-2.-
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Capstile Summary

The statisticS,of the petitioning and settlement process indi-

cate that broadcasters as a group face a low probabiliii of being

confronted with a petition to deny and a practically infinitesimal

probability of losing their licenses as a result a the petitioning

process. The large backlog that has developed in the Commission's

review procedures seems to-have become a inore 'significant cost factOr

for broadcasters than has the probability of losing a license. While

the backlog, of petitions accumulated, broadcasgErs began voicing a

broad concern over the inroads citizen groups.are making in the li-

censing process.

goi

4 .

a



IV. THE 1975 PROPOSED AGREEMENTS RULEMAKING

. By the time the Commission finally issued a Proposed Policy -

Statement, the problem of citizen settlements had become relatively

severe. Broadcastets were calling for Commission action to protect :

them froM allegedly extortionist citizen group petitions and settle-

ment. Citizen groups were unsure of tile legal itatus of many ha$

won agreements and of_tbe.negotiatinvstrategies they shou/t-follow

with broadcasters. TheCommission itself was staring at a sizable

backlog of petitions that had accumulated over years of indecision

.° and delay. In such an environmeyt it Would be hard for the Commission

to avoid addressing the problem raised by citizen settlements.

Drafts of possible Policy Statements weEe being prepared as

early as Tebruary 1975,
1
but strong differences of opinion among

the COmmission and staff put off a final decision for four months.

At one point the CommiSsion seemed soidivided that it was doubtful

whether any Policy Statement could be reached. The possibility'of

issuing a livtice of Inquiry.simply stating a. Series of policy issues

and requesting comments--but offering no direction to broadcasters
'

or citizen groups--was-exploied.
2

Months of internal disagreement finaity came to an *end when the..:.

Commission'adopted its Proposed Statement anO(Notice of Proposed

making in the Matter of Agreements between Broadcast Licensees and the

aPublic
3

(hereinafter the Propos6d Agreetents Rulemaking). The.Com-

mission's vote was unanimouS in approving the document. But With

such a history of divisiveness, how could the unanimous votele''

exPlained? Had tte--Cdtinfon finally reached a strong-policy con-
. ,

A
sensus as to a difficult problem or.was there some other rationale.''

for a.eaaftimous-4gcision in such a controliersial area?
1.

.,/

1Broadcasting 15 (February 10,-1975).
2
Broadcasting 6 (February 24, 1975).

3
Docket 2049.1,ACC 75-633 (11N.;ne-C-10, 1975).

iI
*,
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1

The explanation for the Commission's unanimity in adopting the

Propooed,Agreements Rulemaking rests in the doCument's ambiguity. The

document is vaguely phrased and allows for many potentially contra-'

dictory readings. A'strong opponent of citizen,agreements who feqrs

the danger of citizen extortion and seeks to protect broadcasters'

control could vote for the document almost as readily as a strong.

supporter of the constructive benefits resulting from citizen parti-
%

cipation in broadcasting through the petitioning and seitlement

process./

MAJOR ItPIC OF THE RULEMAKING

?"The ull text of the Proposed Agreements Memaking is set out

in App. A. Unfortunately, the.Proposed Agreements Rulemaking is a ,

poorly document Which skips from policy issue to policy.
,..

,...

issue with no pardnt design. If closely read, it seems that the

i'rr-posed AgreementelNemaking,actually deals with four major topics

that troubled the Commission in dealing with settlements: (1) the

standardsifor broadcaster tesponsibiUty, delegation, andaccounta-
, M

bility; (2)ihe procedures to be followed by the Commission in
I

enforcing citizen settlements; (3) the procedures to be used by

the Commission in deciding whether or not to review4agreements

along with the strictness A the,scrutiny to be applied fit the

J

event of review; and (4 )t g conditions unsier which reimbursement -

1may be allowed, and the t at of abuse of Commission process.

, Under each of theserajor.topic headings the Propobed Agreements

117416mking
2

seems to make .variety of points:

1
,

This did-in fact happen. Commissionertames H. Quello who

pposes agreements and Comm fanner Ben L. Hodks who supports
agreements both issuedAnc rring opinions'when tpe Proposed Agree,-

mento kulemaking was adopted. See pp. 78-79 bell", for an analysis

. sof their-concurring opinions.
,

2'
The ¶ citations refsr to paragraphs in Elle original document -,

ariaproduced in App. 4.

87
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Broadcaster Responsibility, Delegatiort, arid Accountability
.

).,

-

ik.

il

i1. The

T
ltimate

At
ReSponSibility

1

for Station Operatons Lies

with the Broadcaster. %The ultimate responsigtlity for

the planning, selction, and supervision of all matters
. ,

broadcaSt must remain with the licensee and his standard

of service must be the public interest. A licensee can-

not be hbld accountable to essentially private interests.

ii 4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 12, 15

2. Broadcasters Have a Right to Enter into PriVate Agree-
.> ,

ments which Serve the Public Interest. A broadcaster

has the discretion to sign private agreements,coAgerning

'the programming and operation of his station in'the

public interest. S 5

3; Licensees Have the Right.and Obligation to Modify Agree-

ments in the Public Interest. Since a licensee cannot

be inflexibly bound, by an agreement, he must be able to

modify the agreement if a reasonable good faith jugtment

indicates the public interest would be served. SS 12(a),
i

15

',It A. The Broadcaster Has No Duty or Obligation to Enter into

Agreements.' Althougli, local discussion and dialogue is

to be encouraged, the dialogue need not 'result in formal

undertakings by the. broadcaster. S T

Enfordement Ot:Settlements.

5. The Commission Construe Agreements in a Manner

Fetvorable to their Implemdntation. Whenever a question

of ambiguity or intetpretation arises in wcitizen settle-
,

ment, the ommission will construe the language of the

settlement so that it will be consistent with Commission

policieS: The CommissiJ19tes, however, that sometiMes

- when the terms,of'an a eement clearly run counter to.

'8 8
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Commission policy, it will reject the agreement.
1

There

are no inherent limits on the scope of permissible agree-

ments.2 TV 8, 12(b), 16, 17

6. To the Extent an Agreement Surt.endeis Licensee Discretion

It Has No Force or Efftct. If an agreement entails an

inflexible, binding obligation which runs afoul of the

requirement of licensee responsibility, the Commission

will consider the agreement as having no force or effect.

VII 10, 17

7. Agreements Included in Renewal Applications Will Be

Treated as Representations to the Commission:t The agree-
f,
ment embodiesrepresentation:to the Commission and not

binding contract with the citizen group. A significant

modification of the representation should be brought to

theiCommission's attention, and the Commission may inquire

intç any modifications on its own motion. V 12(a)

8. An Agreement Should Not Be Viewed by the'Parties as Insula-

tion Ag inst Future Challenge. Simply because a settlement

/

4. has be signed, the _citizen group should not be considered

. as having abandoned its right to petition. The decpsion to

file must remain in the cittzen's discretion. V 8 n. 1,

Procedure and Strictness of Commission Scrutiny

a,

9. AgreementsAst Be in Writing, and It Is Preferakle that,
,

They Be Included in a Station's Renewal ApplicatiOn. -The

Commission will not honor agreements and will ordlinarily

ignore documents that represent negoelations only leading
,

\ 7-
.

1The Commission cites Twin States Broadcasting, Inc., ZF.C.C.2d

1091 (1973) for this proposition.
,

2
But rhe COmpission does note that there are activities cledrly

extraneous to its regulatory junctions and refers to the contribution

arrangement noted in Black Identity Association, FCC 71-378 -(1971).
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up to the filing of a renewal application or of an amend-

ment to an application. ¶1 13, 14

10. The Commission-yin Not Act as a LocaZ Mediator Nor WM

It Draft an Inclusive Set of Regulations Defining Perris-
.

sible Agreements. The 'Commission lacks the resources to

monitor all aspects of the settlement procedure, and it

will 1(ot attempt to"certify iroups as bargainers on behalf 4

. of the public. ¶ 11

11% The Commission Does Not Expect Agreements to Be FiZed with

the'Commission Unless'They Are Part ofan AppZication or

Accompany a CompZaint. All Agreements, However, Should be

Deposited in a Station's PubZic FiZes. ¶ 14

Reimbursement and the Possibility of Abuse .

12: "Good Faith" on All Sides is a Key Assumption and a Claim

ofAbuse of Process kill Be EXamined by the Commission.

The Commission recognizes the danger of groundless com-

' plaints and upon a showing of reasonable cause to believe-

- that there has been an abuse of community dialogue, the

.
Cemmission will consider appropriate actien. IT 7, 15

A selective reading.of these 12 points can either give the
.

4

.11. impression that the Commission wants to,restrict the agreement process

or'that-dt wants to seethe process expand. By emphasizing points 1,
,

1, 4,'and 6, the Proposed Agreements Rulemaking seems to say that a

broadcaster-has an ultiMate, nondelegable responsibility which cannot

bilkimited by citize agreements, and any agreement that does-not

allow for aufficien discretion or. unilateral modification by the

broadcaster has no orce or effect. On the'other hand, by emphasizing

points 2, 5, 7and 8., the Proppeed Agreemepts Rulemaking seems to say

that a broadcaster may enter.into an agreement that will b0,treated 35
,

.a formal, binding Tepresentati 'to the.ComMission; that any ambigui-

ties will be construed in favor of implementation ofthe_agtlyment;

41."
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arhat even after the agreement ie signed', the citizen group rethns

the right to file further petit-I-Ohs.

TH&CONCURRING OPINIONS

Evkden11ywhen ii/oomes to the Proposed Agreemens .
_.14-ma7ilng;

policy is much more in the eyes of the-beholdet than in th .rUlemalcing

of the Commissi6n, Witness the Concurring opinions of Commissioner

Hooks and Quello. Their attitudes and.convictions as to the merits

and dangers of citizen agreemenes.are sa different that it e often

hard to believe both are concurring to the same PPoposed Agreements

Rulemaking.

Commissioner Uooks
I
downplayed the potential for citizen agree-

,

mentä impilging on-licensee discretion. -To Hooki, cftizen settlements

restrict a license "no more than network Or union employment contracts"

or than "the FCC's'programming dictates." Hooks woUld like to see."the

rules and policies finally adopted give the highest legitima* stature

and wiaest breadth permissible to- such agreement's," As to some of he

"tentative restrictions on allowalDle items for agreements," Hooks

'Would."like to see those.lifted [the] fi I order" because-they -

"appear'to be unduly"protective' f broadc st interests.
2

4
.Whereas Hoolts would like to legitimati e agreement , Quello

... wo rather see the Commission rely on eXisting asce tainment poli-
.

-cies and complaint pwcedures as the-primary mechanism for oitizen

involvement. QuellO also suggests that there be "no.official howl:-

edgment of .p.ivate agreements...except upon complaint that a licensee

has abrogat d-his responsibilityas a result of such agreem nts,"

and that such Commission review "should be strictly limited a

determination.as to Whether there has beee an abrogation of responsi-

c_ bility. 113 Thus Quello urges the Commission not to,"concerR itself
,

1AgrOnents between Broadcast.Licensees and the.Public (Com-
missioner Hooks, Orrcurring), FCC 75-633, p. f (June' 10, 1975),

2
Ibid., 1).. 2. ,

3Agreements Between'Broadcast Licenalte and the Publiq, (Com-
missioner Quello, concurring), FCC 75-633,..p. 1 -(June 10, 1975).

9 1
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e existence or non-existence of any private agreement so long

licensee meets his overall public responsibility.ul,.. Quello .

also observes that "indAdual grdups that demand agreements are not

acqountable to the public, to this Commission nor even to the licen-

.sees with whom they 4otiated"
2

add are therefore potentially

ruptive influences.in He broadcasting and should be given libtle

credence before he ission.

Thus at the out t was clear that the Proposed Policy.State-

ment was subject to two widely divergent interpretations. Hooks

cou/d vote for the stateMent. and see it leading to a larger tole for

citizen agreements in Commission policy; puello could also vote for
4

the statement and see it leading to a,sharp limitation of the role

of'citizen agreements; and in doing so, both could point to .the ,PrOD-
at

posed Agreements..Pulemuking for supi5or?:..,

BROADCASTER AND CITIZEJOROUP RESPON§E'
. .1111

When the Commi issued its' Proposed Agre.ements Rule*king,

it also called fOilintereSted parties to file comments with tfrj Com-
.

,

mission. With just a few excet)tions, the comments filed by broad-
.

,c ers and-citizen groups followed a predictable atterd:.

a4casters emphasized those portions of the ProposedAgrocr

ment .ThAlemaking which seemed Most threatening to broad aster free-

dom,a t likely tg strengthen the handEof cit4en g)oups. The
0J

broa4 asters consistently 'called oh the ComMission to-remove, any

quail ications'on their,discretimnhials requested Commission

a.ctio to, protect the,m-from the threat ;of. ' tizen blackmail." In

a-fairly typical filing CBS)echOed Commi'ssioner QUello:

CtS has Certain basic reservations about the value of
private agreements and the Policy Statement, by insti-
tu ionalizing theLreVivw -of such agreeMents, ger:k/es
only to intensify our concerns. e b'elieve there g
1 great dyl more td be gaineçl by.maintaining a

(



continuin dialogue with.the public and ascertaining-

community n ds'and interests than can-be *rived from

egtering into.accords with fragmented segmets'of.the
community "represented" by groups which,oftpn appear

only at license renewal ime. BS urges tHW Commission

to make no official acknowledgment of.agreetents; first,

because there is no .necessity .for giving agreements such

,

recognition, and second, because there will be serious

adverse repercussions. In any event, we urs the Com-

; mission to make unmistakably clear that it i not the

purpose of the Policy Statement to regiment or, insti7

tutionalize the relationship between licexcseés and

"citizen's-groups" toothe detriment of more informal,

on-going, good faith relationships.1

)41/

Citizen i4-oups emphasized the driser that the Proposed Agreements

RUZemak

1:

,g Would stifle effective public partitipation in broadcast

reaplat ri,.' A typical comment was that the "proposed statement
....'F'. . o....

reflecEs an oVersolicitous protectionism-towerd licensees" and.that

the "gmmission should recognize citizen 'agreements as a form of. ,

self-regulation.
2

:
There was a belief that:the Commission has mis-

takenly charaOrized...citizen agfeements as being potential instru-

ments for usurping broadcaster.discretior,3f when no such threat really.
.

-exists,-and that broadcasters were hoping that the Commission weald

insulate them' rom a growing save of "b4padcast consumerism."

-

i

..
AN ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED'AGREEMENTS RULEMAIING . . \, .

.When broadcastersdnd citizen grOups become involved in commpnt-
,

ing on a proposed rulLaking, they assume the role of advocates,. not

objective analysts; and tailor their observationa as to best .serv4
-e

their own iTurposes. Thus neither side has an incentive to propose a

.

"balanced" solution to the problem. Each side strives to influence

It
1

4.
Comments of CBS, Inc., in the',Matter of Agreementa betwe4 Broad-

Cast Licensed.'s and the Public, Docket 20495, (July 25, 105), ç.. 21.*

". 2 Comments of the POlic Interest ResearchGroup et al., In the

*ter of Agreements between BrOadcast Licensees,and the Public,

-0/6cket 20495 '(July 25, 1975), p.:

3
'

Comments of National Citizens Commitfee for roadcastink, In
the Matter '6f'Agreethents,bq.tween Broadcast License s and the 1)4blic,

Docket410495 (Jtilj 25,'105), p. 2c,..

9 3 wooA
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. .

the CoMmission to adopt its own recommendations, and the task of
4 11,

steering a middle course.falls on the Commission.
-- .

It appears that anfoptimal Olicy for the Commilksion should

biguous s atement of dammission policy--so that valuable broadcaster

)!recognize.at least three factors: (1thevaluelbf a.clear unam-
.

and citizengroup resources aTe.not consumed divining .the Commission's

true intent throughlorotracted litigation in the Commission and in

the courts; (2) the need to protect broadWers from abuse of!
(

.

process and to prevent irrespopsible delegations of authority--so
, , ,

that broadcasters will not have to fear bad faith\de ing,.threats

1 of extortion, and a loss of control over their own sta ions; and

(3) the valua.of effective citiZen participation in roadya t

licensing--so that licensees.sh.the CommissiOn may bebefit froth

citizen groups' good faith af ttempts to improve the qualit of

broAdcast service. .But it is clea5Ahat there will bs inev able

trad,e-offs between the need to propect broadcasters and,the freedom'
. .

given to citizen roups
r
to enter into agreements. A policy too prof
"

tective of BroadcasterAs'. interests would choke off effective citizen
/ 1

..,

.

paiticipatior and a policy too lax in controlling citizen participa4*
. 19.4

k
ion could leave-broadcasters vulne le to abuse'of-pidcess and lead

o problems with delegatiop of broadca ter responsibilit
.

'1.4 problem of deciding on an optim polifither fore raises

difficult questions of degree: How much pre ection d /4oadcasters .°

require? How much credence.should.be given to oitized agre tents
,

anillparticipation? .And,how should the'Commission balan the trade

off between legitimate broadcaster calls for ptotection and equally

legitimate citizen desires for effective particiRation? These

problems arise in each of*the four mirjor topic ai..ead treated by

the Commission in th Proposed Agreements temukingi (1) broad-

caster tespp 1 ty, delegation and accoUnt ility; (2).Aforce,
F

ment of settlements; (3) Commission proceddte and the strictness of

its scrutiny; and (4).reimbursement and the possibility of abuse.

This chapter^oCthe repott examines Commission policy'in each

of these four afeas as it is reflected in the-Proposed Agreement0

RttleMaking..and otheriComtisSiop,acyons. Within each area the

9 4
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Commission's policy is desCribed and evaluated. In ach.of. the fours

areas, suggestions are presented as toAhow the Co isSion m 11,!\

tedde ambiguity and inconsisteritLy in its own policy, increa e its

protection of les444mate broadcaster interests without signifIcantly

restricting citizen participatio4T-and improve citiZens' a,111ty to
i

play an effective role in broadcast licensing without threatening .

legitimate broadcaster interests. Thus, the main-goal Of:the analysis.

: is tO outlirke procedures that stimulate responsible and effective
,

citizen participation while protecting legitimate broadcaster.inter-

. 0(ests%,

STANDARDS FOR BROADCASTER RESPONSIBILJTY,
DELEGATION, AND ACCOUNTABILITY

No other portion of the Proposed Agreements RideMAing is as
4

difficult to interpret as those sectionstreating broadcaster respon-

'sibility. Ih-STSingle paravaph the COmmission uses the terms

"resPonsibilit31," "delegation," dd "accountability" to. describe

Snbstantidlly the same principle esOonsibilitY," "delegation,"

and'"accountability" are, however, stinct concepts, and

the Commission's overall approach in the Proposed Agreements Me-,

mak.fng suffiers becdUse'of failure to'adequately distinguish between

these threeliterms.

It is entirely possible for a broadcaster to Olegate large and

significant attunts of authority and yet remain fully responsibfe

and accouniablle for his station's operations. Most any broadcaster

-delegates dutieS and responsibilitiesoto his employees and alloWS,

them to make significant Operating decksions. AlthpOigh this undeni.-..

ably constitutes delegation, it is not necessarily inflexible and

irrespOnsibledelegation, nor does,.it imply a lack of acCounta-
,

bilitY--the broadcaster remains liablê for hislemployees' actions.

'On the other hand, it is of cour possible for ebidadcaster to

delegate dutieS in an irrepponsi le fashiOn. But then thebrc\Atd-
.

caster remaNe accountable to t e Cobilission for the resOon'sibility
. --

of his delegation and Can be pe alized'for hia actions.

1Proposed Agernents Riaemaldng;wgee'App, A, ¶9.

I
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A more precise description of thd broadcaster's situafion is
4.10

that thebroAdcastermust remain aCcountablelarthe respOnsibiliTty

/-?f4is delegations. To lump "delegation;" "rIpponsibIlity," and

"accountability" etbgether'setves only to confuse Matteis. Enle6-

.tion per se is not the isSUe: it is the'responSibility of the'

8elegation which Is at the heart'Of the matter.

Consider the relationshiO, between a network artd an affiliate.

When a broadcaster signs an affiliation. agteement With a netWork,

he delegates a certain amount of discretion over the content::of_

own proeaMming'.. The Commission has noted that "in 'reality,

the station licensee has little part in thesreation;,pfoduction,

selection, ana c9trOl of network progfam offering."1: Yet the.Com-

mission states that the broadcaster "has the.duty of determining
. )what pro ams shall be broadcast over hig'station's facilities, and

,

cannot lawf lly.delegate this duty...to the network.'
2

;)In the,con--

text of net ork affiliation, the Co6missionhas recpnciled the

fealities quiriRg'delegatiOn and.the responsibilities governing

'delegation by requiring the liCensee not to Plawfu11y bind himself

to accep rograms in every case when he cannot;Sustain the burden
.

1,1of pro that he has a better program. The test in the Com-
, .

mission's_eyes.is.that a broadcaster is not operating in thrpublic

interest "if he agrees to.accept programspn'any balls ather ehan

bis own telasonable 'decision that the programs, axe s'atsfact6ry.
"4

- Thus the Commission has'in the pasttecognized that broadcasters '

delegate Significant amounts of responsibility. The Commission has

nat forbidd the egation; ather it has Ouflindd standards tO be,

applied -tor testing the respons i ty of the delegations.. Why not

apply the same standards of broa seer responsitility in the apea

6

*1
1960 Report and Statement of Policy Re: Commission En Banc

Programming In4uiry, 20 R.R. 1901 (1960).

2National Broadcasting Co. v. UnitediState*s, 319 U.S. 190,

205-206 (1943).
3
Ibid.

4 Ibid. 9 6
,

lu.
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1.
I

of citizen.eettlements that areapplied to-commqrcial network hn--
, .

.tracts? Is there any reason to didtingui4 the test.jor responsible

delegation in.the business sphere'from a fest for respontible dele-
.

gation in dealing with citizen groups?

No doubt delegationt arising in commercialcontexts can be

distinguished ffom delegations arising out,of citizen settlementS. .

'A delegation resulting from a commerCialcontraae.is the outgrowth,

of a decision based on economic considerations largely. independent

of.Commission control. A. delegation resu lting from acitizen agree

mentis:the outgrowthlof a decision based on legal and administrati
?

consfderations almoit totally within the Commission's control.
1

B

. is this diStinction'a valid'ground on which the Commission,can build

two separate standards of broadcastr responsibility: 'one standard

for commercial contracts and one fpr-citizen settlements?

It Would seem not. As long as a citizen group is petitioning

in good faith and not.ab using ComMission$rocess, the only pressure

brought to bear on a broadcaster. is pressure sanctioned by the Com-
.

mfssion and deemed to be'in the public inkrest. This pressure is

no less virtuous, legitimate,;or responsible than the pressure of

legitimate economic forces which dictate commercial decisions by

broadcasters. To argue otherwtse would be to undercut the Commis-
.

sion's authority by argUing that the will of.the broadcaster in the

marketplace.should be accorded'a special status which allows delega-

tions that c'annot be made as. a esult of CommissiOn rgzul'ation and

ptocedures. This is quite an untenable position. Consequently;

whatever standards are applied in testing pe legitimacy of broad-

catter responsibility and delegation and the adequacy o accounta-

bility in the commercial sphere should apply ditectly to citizen

agreemepts. A conscious double standard is indefensible.

Commercial contracts often contain clauses designed to over-

come the Commission',s concern over broadcaster delegation of author-

ity. The National Association of Broadcasters;cites the following

1
(

See App. C fOr an examination of thq_Commission-dominated
factors.that influence parties to settle rather than litigate.



language as.a typical "Savings Clause in a cotmprcial cOntract:

- .

Anytning in tnis agreement to the contrary notwith-J
'sta ding,'it i underSstood.and agr ed that the ltcea!

'see etains ultimate and complete authoritywith
resp t to all programming, eMployment, ,iand Other
oper tional policies-and that the licenseeAvay, nd
shall, change, alter,:modify or delete anAcvf its
undertakings herein when, in its judgment,.the
public'interest reqUires."

. -

Since'such,a provision assuages the Commission in commerci_al

contracts, a.similar provision in citizen agreements should also .

overcome Commission c-oncern o'ver-uhtfue delegation or inflexibIlity.-
a

In. cases where a citizen agreement does-not already Contain suet-1;a
v

. .

"savings Clause," the Commissionvmay follow one of three courses of
,

action: (1) it-may reject the,agreemeht;
2
,.(2) it.May suggest to

amend the agreement on its own notion and request the patties to

agree to the amendment; or .(3) it May siMply infer that all agree-

ments have an approPriate "savings clause."3
-

Rather than reject an agfeement and'cause concern, expense, ed.

delay for all parties-involved, or relY 'on al'tacit xeinterpretation

of an agreementr-a reintefpretation which may not:1)e clearly under-.

. stood by the citizen groups and broadcasters-7-the Commission should '

preferably suggest_54nt the parties agree tO add a .savihgs.clauSe.

to their agreement, If the parties agree' to a ,saVings clause,
dfafted by the Commission, then there can be no causelof concern

over inflexible delegation of broadcaster iesponsOility. Only if-

. a -citizen group refuSes-to accept a savings cladsesimilar to the

one signed by networks and other commercial organiZatiOns might the
'

Commission object to potentially inflexible delegations,'

,

1
Comments jyf the National Association of BroadcasterI,In the-

Matter of Agreements betweer Broadeast Licensees andthe lic

jaily 25, 1975), p. 8.

'As per Proposed Agreements RuZemaking; see App. A,H1110.;

3
As per Proposed Agreements Rulemaking;. see App..k,

. 8
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AdminIstratively,.,.this'prodedure-ahoUld be easy-and:inexpensile.

r -
'; 4

to. adMinister-; .
A corof.a-CommIssion-drafted savin s clause is!

-sent.tO tile,citiien,gibrnps withdtawing.their-Oetiti.n as well a

to-the'hr:Oadcastersnarity to he agreement: The.sayings tlause

could beOgordedsbnes.,
\ -

.Othei,'underStandings...
, .

CommisstOn,

part .of. the' tensee's

toimake it clear that it Supersedes'all

Once. thed8Cument 1.4 signed and retUrne91
'

iould le appended to tbe IgreeMent arid made

renewal flle. factl, the Commission/may

,

I

find it el( ditious to adopt a policy of requiring eal parti s to

an citizen agreements to.sign. savings,clauses. That.way tI Com-'

mission cou1d.6en avoid the'task.of rtviewing agreeMents t "Aeter-g

mine whether they raise the possibility'orinflexible delegatiorft.
.

.

Fthe,Commissioh does not adopt a standar savings clause but

ins ad'app.roVes-ceriain types of clauses and Iecti other claudes,
,

then broadcasters, citizen .grOdps, anci tbreii lawyer's will eVentnally

discover- an appropilate.7formula.for a' savings,clause

ably pasS CoMmission.reView. The end result Would be gubstantively

ethe same as a'Commission-drafte&savings.ckuse. 'However', Without

-ail initial clear statemebt o what vthe Comftission requires in the
_

form'of a_savings clause, resources will have to be devoted to

finding the appropriate clause, and some agreements may-be itivalidatied

in' the course OT sarching foi the apfirOpriate clause. By providi4

a -standardized savings clauir at the dutset,-the.Commission.cold save

broadcasters and citizen gr6ups the costs of searching for the appro-
-.

priate.lormula and at ,the same save itself from the .tasksof

reviewing a variety of savings dlauses in Searth of thbse that fit
t

the Commission's mole.
ro* -

It should be/noted that at the same time the ir-0-11111-S-STOTI was con-
,

sidering the'F7,oposed Agreements Raemaking, it als6 had btfore it

Docket 19743, Inqui2t into SUbscr4tion Agreements between Radio
1

Broadcast Stations and.Musical Format Service Companies. That

docket focuses on music format companies which supply radio stations

. Iya 73-540 (
/

:

410; l973) .
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. With Pre-packaged format§ and require their subscribing stations to
li.

sign contracts which may "hinder or inhibit the eierciSe of licensee
.

discretion:and flexibility in matters of:the selection and presents-

tion, of non-musical, prorams. As examples of potentially testric-

dye terms;in.such a contract, ihe 'Commission notes the folhwing

provisions:
, .

(6) Ali discussion, talk, spcirtS or special events
programs broadcast...wil be of a public.affairs
or.religiOuS nature.,

(7) .Stations'Iregular news programs will originate
froMhontnetwork and norv-oral sOurces which
normally.will,exclUde thb use. of "actuality" ,

phone-o?,tape reports. Station plans.to devote
ftve (5) percent pr less of the,total time sta-
tion'S on the air to neWs programs.' During the -

hours 8.:00 A.M. to Tidnight, station plans td
have One newscast each hour of.two (2) minutes
duration or less.2

./7
.+

These terms are much mofe specific than. mbst terms Ivund in citizen

agreementaor network a/ffiliation contracts.

The issues raised in Docket 19743 as to the legitimacy of music

format contracts canndt be separated from the,policy the Commissionk . 1

..

adopts as to.broadcaster delegation in citizen agreemen s. If the

Commission allows such Music format contracts when the contain

appropriate savings clauses, then it must also allow citizen agree-
s

ments modified by similar saVings clauses. If the Commission even-
.

tually decides to deny the Nalidity of music format contractS in

spite of savings clauses, then the test applied by tne Commission

§houid-be identiCar-to, the test applied to determine the accepts-
- pbility of) citizen settlements.

3

1
Ibid., p. 1.

4 ,

''i2
Ibid., AppendiX, "Example of.Restrictive Provisions.in Sub-'

. .scription Agreeme4 betWeen Broadcast.ficensee and Musical Fokmat .

Company,' p. 1. .
.

.
.

.

,

3
The Commission has-observed that music fOrmat contracts'con-

tain savings clauses that allow the station to make modifi
se

ation
p . -
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COMMISSION PROCED0RES FOR ENFORCIW.AGREEMENTS

Whenever.an'agreement is reviewed hy te CommiSsion.; iit may be
'11

.accepted or rejected in-whole or in part. But how Fill the Commis-
,

, .

slim decide which terms to enforce? How wil the Commission enfora----,

acdeptable terms of :agreements? How-kill t e Commission'trleat

uaCceptable terms? Should the Commission enalite'broadcasters'
eft.

for entering into irresponsible agreements? And how will the. Com-

miSsion treat'scitizen group pledges not to file petition to deny?

The Proposed AgreeMents Memaking suggests.that-acceptable -

terms of agreements will be enforced as any promise made to the

Commission and will be judged on the Commission's promise vS. per-

formance stan4.ard.1,
Unacceptabre agreements, which inflexi-

. bly bind the broadcaster, would.be treated as having no force or.

effect.
2 The only criterion.distinguishing acceptable from unac-

ceptable terms.astar as the Proposed Agreements RulemakinOs

concerned is whetheraen inflexible delegation has taken place.

Is.this distinction, bled solely on a test of inflexibility, suf-

ficient for purposes of.enforcementl

A distinction based solely.bn a test of inflexibility seenig

'to Overlook the fact that.agreements may conceivably Oontain'tertis

which allow for great-broadcaster flexibility but at the same time

.purport to bind the broadcaster to actionS over which the Commission

would not exert control on-its own initiative.' Consider, for

example, an agreement that contains (1) an appropriate sayings

clause; (2) a statement thtt the station will not broadcast vio-

o lent programming; and' (3) a list of programs considered violent

which the Statibn.piomises not to broadcast. The agreement as

in programming if the "public interest concurrence and necedsity,

or the efficient operation of the station so require.." Ibid., p. 1.

1Proposed Agreements Rulemaking; see App. A, 1112a.

.3This hypothetical agreement is .dimilar.to one actually'signed
e

by:a Los Angeles television station, KTTV. See pp: 120-125 below

for a discUssiort of that agreement.
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.a whole does noe.bind the brOadcaster inflexibly because ii Ontainb

.'an appropriate savings clause. Thus it would seem thdt the romise
, I .

.

.

..

vs. performance test should be flppli51 in enforCing the agte
,

But this reasoning leads tO a contradietion. .Section.3
.. .

-the Communications Act
1

specffically, and the First Amendme t

more generally forbid censorship o. ver, broadcast med . The. Commis-\

sion itself...has attempted to airoid any charges that it. eg4ates

the content of broasicast programming.. Thus the Commission/has
.

stated its policy with regard to/progrämming in rathergeneral
..

\
.

terms and has not required specific programs to be shownilol for-

-"Aden the broadcast of other programs% Yet,if this hypothetical

agreement is enforced on the Commission's promise vs: pe formhnce

standard,.then the Commission will be inquiring into the decision

to broaacast a _specific program. Theresult would be th
1

t citizen
..- '

4

groupgYthrough suitably construCtedbagreebents, Could attempt_to
,

1.
l' '

exert c ntrol over broadcasters' prdgramming which th Commission

.itself w uld not exert,. i

. 1 3 ,.
i

To avoid this possibility, the ComMission ShOuld distinguish
, .

terms that fall within the Cbmmission's ambit from those that fa,11
. %
outside the Commission's mbit: It could enforce the former by

v7
..

the appropriate promise s. performance st dard and,ignore the

latter except As evidence of bad faith aris s. '.
11.

\

The term within the Commission's ambit refers to.broadcaster
i-

activity qver which the Commission exerts some control independent

of any citizen agreement; i.e., it is within the Commission's inde-
1.

'pendent juriadiction. Thbp_agreements relating to equal employment

opporttinity,.or to a general mix of news and public affair program-

ming, fall within the Commission's ambit because the Commission will_

examine these factors regardless of the existente of a citizen agree--

- ment. In thes areas citizen groups cannot maneuver_the Commission

147 U.S.C. 326 (1972).

2Amendments to the ConStitution.of the United States, Article I,
December 15, 179], .

3
An almost identical concern was voiced by the Commission in its

review of the 1(TTV agreement. See pp. 120-125 below.
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, .

into a position of4 enforcing a policY, for a third party which the

Commissionnot enforce,for itself. Thus application of a
, .

ptomise vs. performance standard in enforeement'is appiopriate.

The term "outside the Commission's ambit" refers to activities

that affect broadcastgr ferformenee in ways not particularly subject"

to-Commission control.: For examPle, the Commission does lot regu-

, late the broadcast of specific programs nor does it legulate tte

color of"carpets in new's directors' offices; any agreement con-

cerning the broadcast of specific programb drrthe color of news
4

directofS' carpetspwould therefoie fall ontdide the Commission's
, 4 *

ambit. To these'terms the Comniission Vould not even aRplY its bwn

.promise Vg: perforaMIce standard because it would'then be qcrutiniz-

.
ing aspects of broadcatter behavior that it would not examine on

its own initiative. , If the promise vs.,performance standard 'was

applyd, the Commission would then be in a positibn of attemPttng

to enforce agreements over!aspects of broadcasting in which the

Commission either has no intefest, qr in which it feejs that it
./

should not become involved.

Although terms of agreements that falloutside the Commission's
1

ambit should noi b; enforcedun4er the.promise vs:,Terformance stand-

ard, they should not be entirely ignored. .To.the extent that a

broadcaster faUls to adhere to such terms because of bad.faith and

failure to demonstrate concetafor.the public interest, any breach
. .

of those termb should'be treated as a reflection on the broadcaster's

chatacter and suitability,as a licensee. Thus a broadcaster who,
.

signs an agreement containing terms'outside the Commission's ambit

ltould not impervi6usly and willfully refuse to adhere to those terms
\-

simply.to spite the:citizen group--to do so would constitute bad

faith and reflect poorly on his chafacter qualifications as a

broadcaster.
1'

The Commission could limit'itt task in examining claims of bad t
faith by requiring.extrinsic evidence of bad faith of some'egregious

. circumstances indicating bad faith. By. r'aising .or lowering the

threshold level of evidence required to raise an issue of bad faith,
the Commissibn could regulate the extent to which it deals with .
issues falling outside-the ambit' of its review. I

1
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Similarly, penalties for brqadcasters who engage irrespon ible
.

delega tions Ingthe commercial sphere should be cOmiS ate with t e

pena4ties for,irresponsible delegations result ing.f om citizen a ree:-

ments.
1
Untortunately, the commission's policy tith regard to

"promise vs: perormance.And penalties-for irresponsible delegati

are vaguely stated in all areas of policymaking--not ju as.the

apply to citizen agreebents. Therefore, although itican be Argu

that consistency should apply, a clear referrant from whic a c

Sistent ?olicy.Can be drawn 'is knot available.

' The issue of enforeement has, to this point,been con'ired

only'as it affects elroadca-sters. But-in a typical agreement both

,broaacasters and citiien groups make representationsif.How will the

Commission enforce citizen group representations made.as part of
,y

cttizen Settlements?

The most common promise made by a.citizen gioup is that it

will withdraw its petition to' deny in return Eor the broadcaster's

agreement. The Proposed Agreemente Rulemaking seems to imply 'that Itr

there is some limit-on he extent to which a citizen group can lie

held to a promise not to file a petition, but_ihe form`of,the restri;c-

tion is vague. The PropoSed Agreements Rulemaking says that "neither

licensees nor citiZen-negotiators eould justifiably rely on any pro-

. vis.ion a an'agreement which purports,to preclude the filing of a

2etition to deny.
2

The CoMmission noLes that a broadcaster's sign=,

ing an agr nt might."obViate'any desire on the part of_citizenS

to file a petition, but that such a decision.must be left to the

discretion of the citizens involved. 1.
-Taken at face value, the Com-

,

mission'seems to be Amplying that it would ,eVe as much considetation
--

1
The Prbposed Agreements Memakirig, T15, n. 5; notes that

'.in cases whete,the licensee improperly has abdicated its responsl-

bility, it will be our obligation to consi-der the licensee's con-
tinued' fitness to, serve as a public trlisiee." See App. A.

,

2Proposed Agreements Rtaemaking; see App.. A, T15.
3
Ibid.
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o
to a petition filed by a citizen group the day after it reached an

A A.

agreement with a broadcaster as it would to a petltion filed against

a station that had no agreement'with the citizen group. If.this is

61

the Commission's intent, then ther would be little incentive for,a

tioadcastei to sigd
c1

an agreement: e receives no consideration from
,

a .

the citizen group because a new petition may be filed the.next
.

...*

morning. ":
. si,

, 4

Furthegmore, once a petition is filed.and once an issue is

brought to the Commission's attention, the Commission may deci'de to

pursue the matter on its own motion regardless.of the participati n
.

,

of citizen groups. Thus even the mpst well-intentioned citizen group .

may not truly be able to guarantee effective consideretibq in return 1'110

for a broadcaster's participation in a citizen settlement. Alterna-

fively, once an agreemen't is signed, a:totally independent citize . e,
group may file a new petitiori against the same broadcaster. The n w

petition may iestate many of the objections originally voiced hy the

citizen group that.settled with the broadcaster, but the new citiz%n

group may claim that it is not bound by the terms of-the first group'g

settlement.

It is evidently very difficUlt to insulate abroadcaster from

the petitioning process without either limiting he.Commission's own

power of review or poteAtially imposing severe restrictions on sdpa-
.

rate citizen groups' right'to file petzitions.

It seems_the best the 'Commission can do to protect,broadcasters

from iredundant petitioning is to restrict the opportunity for a

citizen group which is party to an agreement from filingea petition

that restates material previously contained in a petition that was

withdrawn as part of a settlement; unless, of course, there is Some

indidation of breach- on the broadcaster's. part. Although the filing
N.

cadnoc be forbidden; the Co7rission can.state that it will not treat

Vhese petitions,as seriously as.oth&matters coming before it. The
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citizeKI group should be alloged to file a new petition based on

original material, not addressed by t aireement, just as iE may

file a new petitioWbased on-allege breaches of an agreement.

But once an agieemeht is signeg,.the Commission coul4recOgnize

the responsibilities that exist:on bOth sides and allow broadr
. .

casters as well atcitizen'groups the benefit. of their.bargain.

Furtrermore, if the Commission finds that arcitizen agreement sub-

_

.stantially dispose* of issues raised in a petition to deny,.theft
1

the Commission may wish ,to accept that kgreement as dispositi.ve of '

1 .

similar ispues raised in future petitions by independenf citizen
Z . .

.groups.

COMMISSION SCRUTINY AND REVIEW

To this point, nothing has been said'about the procedures the

- Commission might follow,in scrutinizing agreements.. With over wo

hundred petitions to deny outstanding aod with each-bne of those

petitions a candidate for settlement, the task of reviewing settle-
. .

A

ments term by term and,Clause by clayse.could easily mushroom into ,

a sizable regulatory effort. Furthermore, a ?olicy of strict

scrutiny'opens the.Commission to.the role qf "a local mediatqr,

resolvingldifferenced and recommending agreements,°.'-whichthe Com-
.

mission wanti desperately to avoid.

.0ne approach would be to accept all settlements at face value

and apply the policy statement.only,if a party claims there has been

a breach of the agreement. Such a retrospettive approach would avoid
_

.interpreting all agreements and concentrate only on ones that cause

difficulty between the parties.
. . .

There.are a variety of reasons-why this approach could lead to

difficulties. Inthe firstyplace, it Would4permit agreements in

violation of CoMmission policy as long as no disputes.arose between

the patties. Secondly, it would.not be surpriding to find that mis-
....0"

9

understandings as to the nature of tfle duties and obligations arising
1

from,citizen settlements would be a major cause of disputes... Thus .

1Proposed Agreements PlAlemaking; see App. A, Tn.'
4
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the Gojnmission-would.find itself in the unfortunate position of'

me.dfating disputes that could..have(been.avoIded had.COmmission

4Follcies been cfearly'understood-av the ced.tset:

loinsequently, some degree of'COMmission scrutiny or involve-
.

ment seemS.desirablet. The problem is to structure the InvolveMent

-C) hat ,t.he COmmiasion tan avoid a careful exegesis.of all agreements,
(

yét remain' re'asonably certain that it'is not allowing dommission pplicy

tobe.v,tolst0:4.

'It'.:11a01.14eady been suggested that the. Commission.adopt"a
_

.

standardavfmgsT-Tiause-outlihing,the CommAasion's stance as to
-

delegation of broadcaster'responsibilities and that a copyOf.the

savings clause:be sept to. all parties ..to 'aR,Agreement for con4rma-
.

tion thatCommissionpolicy will. suPersede.any contradictOry p
.

Visions of the agreement.. efficient reviel:i ppliey Tight be t

expand'the. savings Clanise,,ao that.it alsotontains statementsof

CoMMiasion policy,with regard to tbe enIorcement.of agreements
.

through the promise vs:PetformanCe.criteriOn, the Cdmmission's

policy toward 'agreements outside Its anOoitI the"citizen group's

ability to fiie.further Vetitions_to deny against the same oad-

caster during the license period in question, ahd any er. caveats.

0.

or qualifications .he Commis§ion feels necessarY. Again this unddr-

stanaing would specifically supersede all contradictory provisions
- .

in the agreement. When An,agreemeni IA filed, a copy of _the notice

would be sent to all parties. The parties wolild.then specifically\
. '

affirm that they understand Commission poliFies as they relate to
...,

.

their agreement. If the parties have any questions as to the appli-
.

cation of, Commission policies to their agreement, the these ques-

t.tions may be raised before the CommiSsion. Once the u erstanding,..

is signed and returned to the Commission, the Comm,ission may discuss

thosecparts.of %petition resolved by the agreemen*.

By following such a piocedure, all parties to an agreeinent will

be given effective notice as to Commission policy, and the Commission

need pot review each and every_ term'Of the agreement for potential *

Violation of Commission policy.. Only whep a party raises a specific

b. 107
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question as rolothe Vnterpretation of a Provision'of the agreement,
.

or when a breach is claimed, will the .Commission's staff have t

engage An a careful review of the agreement. As to all other po -

tions of the agreement., the Commission'can then presume that its

policies Are not being violated.
.

.PROBLEM OF.LEVEkAGE AND THE POTENTIAIOR

ABUSE IN PETITION= AND SETMLF.MENT 2

'Broadcasters.often cOmplain they are at the mercy of citizen
AP

groups beoause aitizen group cant force a broadcaster to expend

large sums defending a license against a petition to deny% whereas

filing a petition is relatively inexpensive to the citizen group.

The alleged ability2of,ciezen groups to force large broadcaster

expenAitures as a result of a small citifzen group expenditure giVes

the grglups a form of financihl leverage in dealing with broadcasters.

Eithert.the broadcaster settaes, or he resigns himgelf to.a long,
4

expensive legal battle.
1

Furthermore, a citizen group can utilize this leverage without

Actually going through the process of petitioning. . Broadcasters

claim that a citizen group need only thre/ten to fil a petition to

deny in order to mount ,k credible threat and inIiately gain a

strong bargaining positibn. The threat of a petition alone may be

sufficient to convince the broadcaster to'enter into an agreeMent

with the citizen group..

To the extent citizen grolip leverage exists it springs ftom

two sources: (1) the possibility that the petition will succeed,

consequently forcing the broadcastel to lose his license and (2)

the'ability to force the broadcaster into la,Fge legal expenditures
. ,

in'attempts-Lsuccessful or not-l-to save his license. .

Historically the ComMission has.been loath.td.revoke.broad-

casters' licenses. From 1934 to 1973 the Commissidn has rviewed
4

tens of thougands of licenses, but'only sixty-five have,been'

.FOr a. more complete tteatment of many of the isgues raised
'in this section, see App,.C.
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revoked.
1

Unless the Commissinn's 'behavior changes drastically,
.

.

the probability of licgAle revocation as a result df petition'is-
4 .

l '
.

.
.,

minute
2 and thus is enlv-e,small component Of the keverage_,Owth,

_

. .'

citizen groUps can,e2tert over broadcaSters". .

- Therefore,
i.

a civizen group:s leverage mist stegli.14'rgely from

., ,

-
`-\its kipility to crediply threaten substantial'legal fees_and.costly

.. :

delaya. Unfortunately, a variety of factprs make it A1ffi6u1t to
.,..

. J
.

_ obtain ohjectivddatA regardg.the cost of litigating before the
.

:

FCC.".. There are.three'possihle data sournee--attorneys, broadcasterd,

and Citizen grotips--nd.there are seVere prObleMs -in collectingdata

'from each: AttorneyS have a confidential, relettonship with.their
. .

clierits and are reluitant to part with billin data. Broadcasters

are often confusedtot' uncertain ds:tothe amo t pf their-legal

bills and'the purpoQs fOr which, they were ineurred. Furthermore, ..

broadcastera.have.atrong inCentive to bias their expenditure reports

upward so.as to create.the impression that citizen groups have greater

leverage than is actlially the cage. Citizen groups, on the other

1 .hand, have an Arentive.to overstate their costi so that their lever-.
._

age will seem small4t. ':..Also,,citizen groups are often the recipients

of pro-bono legal advice and can make-pee of foundation-supported
.

legal 'aitfirms., Both these factors redUce the-outof-pocket.cost

of filing a petitioo to deny, while-leaving-the real cost of filing

a petition Unchanged. Thus the,value of free service given io a

.
citizen group filing a petition to'deny would have to be imputed

,

,in order to obtain vhe actual resource cost and not just the out-

of-pocket coet of ffling a petition.

. In spite of these real difficulties,-it is nevertheless possible

to obtafn some reasenable estimates of the cost, of litigating before

the ComMission.

-96-,
'so

Table 4 lists estimates of legal costs that have.appeared in

'the general and ,academic press. Spme of these estimates were made

1 39 FCC Annual Report 222 (1973).

2See pp. 61464 above for more detailed estimates of the probe-

bility.of license reliocations resulting from petitions,to deny.
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Table 4

THE COST OF LITIGATING BEFORE THE FCC:
ESTIMATES APPEARING'IN THE PRESS

Source Amount
. .

DescriPtion ,

roadcasting,
June 16, 1975,

. ,

p. 36

...,' .

'..''',
.

.

46,

. -

.$ 150,000

.

,. , -

I.-.

1.

..

Settlement between KRON-TV and
former employees hovering. 4

expenses of petitioning from
1968 to 1975. License was
designated for hearing in 1969,
and in 1973 the FCC affirmed
op AdMinistrative Law Judge's
decision in faiwor of the
station.

.

..

Wa4l Street Journal,
January 2, 1975,
p. 1 .

500,000

.

.

.

'.14 station may bd forced to
spend upto $500,000 in legal
.fees to defend.itself before
the FCC (the petitioners
usually get free legal aid
from Public interest law firms):

New York Times,
August 20,1975

Wall Street JoUrnal,
July 11, 1975

jIbLid..

New "York Temes,
SePtember 8, 1975
p. 55

120,000

100,000

500,000

200,000

Estimate of cOst io two peti-
tioners and one ticense chal-
lenger in opposing WNCN's .

switch to classical music.6
.

Minimal estimate of cost to
WNCN of defending its license

Maximal cost to WNCN if case
had gone to hearing.

William F. Buckley's estimate
of WNCN's actual legal costs.

.

,

New York Times,
April 1, 1975

1,500,000
. .

Estimate of Leavitt J. Tope,
WPIX executive, of WPIX's-
expenditures in defending
against a licenSe challenge.

11 0
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Table 4-:-(continued)

Amount

Hearings Before the
Committee on Com-

4
munications ol the
Committee on Com-
meree, '93d Cong.,
2d Sess., Part ls
p, 324'.

Tes.timony Of. Richard

- J. Stakes,jxecutive
Vice President of
Washington Star
Station Group:

200,000

00,000

Description

Cost to WMAL to prepare one set
of license applications that was
subject to a petition to 'deny.

.Cost to VMAL of proceeding "fuil
route tHrough.the'CoUrts,"

iotal.costof license litigation
' tO 4WMA11. from 1969 tO 1974 .,

.

E. Gellhorm, "Public
Participation in
Administrative Pro-
ceedings," 81 Y4le
Journal of Law, 359,
394 (1972)

100,000 Minimal cost-of a major licenSing
contest before the FCC.

Comment, "Publie
Participation in
Administrative
Proceedings," 120
University of
Pennsylvania Law
Rovivwf.702, 771
n. 466 (1972)

350,000
400,000

Cost Df a full-scale renewal
hearing.
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by partias to a dispute; therefore, they,may be biased. 116v/ever, a

series of informal interviews with other parties involved in some of

the cases revealed thatAhd estimates were by and-large accurate

thUs they were included in the table. As shbwn by the estimates in"

Täble.4, it is not difficult for.a citizen-broadcaster controVersy

to generate-legal fees greater than $100,000. At the upper extrem4-

an especially inbricate challenge and,defense may force a'broadcaster

into expenditures in the area of $1.5 million.
\,\\

'Other sources.of information as to legal fees are the Teim-

bursement arrangements listed in Table 5. Most. of the data in

table 4'pertain-to'the cost of defending a license--not of chal-

lenging one. .By Qontrast, Table.5 describes.costs inturred by non:-.
i

incumbent broadcasters. Unfortunately, only one reimbursement

request in Table 5 wasi in. the context of.a petition to deny. That

occurred.in the precedenr-setting K MC case. The'rest Were madeq\

to unsuccessful competing applicants: Since petitions to deny are.

almost certainly cheaperto prbsecute than a competing application

and since the amount of the reimbursement proposed seems closely

related' to the stage tbe litigation had reached, it is hard tb-draw

any firm generalizations as to the cost of petitioning. Peril? s.aIl
It\t ...

that can be Said is that it islossible for significant sums,to e

spent in petitioning and thallenging, but the amount spent in defend-

ing a license is generally larger.

By corbining the data in Tables,4 and 5, It is, however, possible

to generatt precise:est,imates of the.leverage in the. WNCN and WPIX
,>

controversies.
1

In the WNCN case the citiZen groups..spent toughly

$120,000, and WNCN spent about $290,000. The ratio of expenditures,'

'orleverage, was 1.67 to 1: for every dollar spent by the citizens',

'the incumbentIspent,$1.67. According to Tables .4 and 5, in the wpix

case the challenger'S expenditures amounted to $310,886 and,broad-

caster exPenditures Were $1,500,000. The ratio of expenditures, arid

thus the leverage, was on the order of 5 to_l.

. f

1
BOO) these cases are discussed in.greater deteail on pp. pw

137 below.
.-
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Table 5

THE COST OF LITIGATING BEFORE THE FCC:,

RECENT REIMBURSEMENT,REQUESTS
BEFORE THE COMMISSION

,1

.

'Source ' Amount
l

.

Description
-

.

Office of Communi-
cations of United
Chuich of Christ
v. FCC, 465 F.2d
519, 521 (1972)

[KCMC]

,

$.15,137.11

.

.

.

.

Cost incurred by the United
Church of Christ in aiding
.

Texarkana citizen groups in
filing a getition to deny and
in litigating thtough the Co14-
mission and courts.

WPIX, FCC 75-929 -

(August 12, 1975)

,

310,885.81

.

Expense's incurred by the tolóm
in challenging the license of
WPIX-TV in New York., An initial
decision had been issued prior
to the settlement.

.

PostsNewsweek Sta-'
tions, 26 F:C.C.2d 44
982 (197W

63,500.00
.

l..,

.
.

Cost to challenger of processing
a competing application up,to
the point of a comparative
hearing.

.

Areensboro TeZe-
dision Co. v. FCC,
502 F.2d 474 (DX,
Cit. 1974).

44,1§5.00

,

3

Cost of preparing a competing,/
application for a TV license
prior to the hearing stage.

Prairieland Broad-
casters, FCC 75M-
492 (1975)

8,400.00

_ - ,

Legitimate and prudent expenses
in preparing a competing TV
license application. Applica-
tion withdrawn prior to hearing.

Thunder Bay Broad-
casting Corp.,
FCC 74-782 (1974)

6,992.82 Expenses claimed for,preparation
of a competing application.
Application withdrawn prior to

hearing.
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here is a signiftgant difference between a leverage of 1.67

to 1 and one of 5 to 1, but.with only two observations it is impos-

sible to determine whether the WNCN or WPIX leverage ratio is more

Si

1%.

typical, or whether both are wide of the mark. Again, all that can

be safely said is that citizen groups can exert leverage, but its

degree is uncertain.
. u,

Another source of data as'to legal fees is a survy con-.

ducted in 1973 by ,the National Association of Broadcasters. The

NAB study polled 97 licensees who were subjected to petitions

I

to

deny and 22 licensees who were subject to competing applicati ns.

Forty-seven of the-petitioned licensees and nine of the challenged
-

licensees responded eo the questionnaire. The questionnaire, which
.

. .

..-

.
.

is reproduced as App. D, requested five pieces of ilformation:
; . ..

(1) the number of additional hours of labor spent responding to the

filing;,(2)-the additional but-of7pocket cost caused by the,filing;
. ,

-

(3) whether the challenge was resolved or not; and for all-Challenges

or petitions that were not resolved as of the date of the surveY,
ft

(3a) the additional hours of labof,. and (3h) the additional out-of-
.

-

pocket expenses expected to.be incurred as a result of.the

tion.

Figure 3 'depicts-the distribution of responses to questions 1,

2, 3b, and 3c for the 474icensees who, were subject to petitions to

deny and who responded to,the guestionnaire. The respondents were

almost equally diVided between those who had already resolvedtheir

petitions:(23 respondents) and those who still had unresolved

Petitions outstanding (24 respondents). On. the aVerage; the sta-
$

, tions spent 443 hours of personnel time and $11,539 in out-of-pocket

expenses in either resolving thecir petitions or in defending as yet

unresolved petitions. The maximum,enumber'of hours ,spent was 4,000, and

the maximum expenditure was $50,000. Among those stations facing

unresolved petitions it was esi a that an average of 618 hours

of personnel time and $15,800 tn ou -of-pocket expenses were yet to

be inturred. At the maximum, stations expected that it would take

another 2,160 hours and'$65,000 to resolve outstanding'petitions.
. .

11 4
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Per sonnel ihour s

Less than 100

100-199

200-499_

500-999
1,000 or More

spent,responding to rhe pet.ition, (Q.1).

a

1 1 T I T T . I I r 1 I

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8-9 10.11-12 13'14 15 16
Numlapr of stations

.Out-o.f-po'cket expenses incurred responding to the petitir (Q.2)

Less tha'n $1000

$1006-4999

' $5000-9999 I

' $10, 000- 19,.999

$20,000 or mare
0

I I T

1 2 3 4 5. 6 7 8
IITI'l
9. 10 11 12 13

Expected additional expenditure of personnel hours, if petition is not settled (Q.3b)
t

Less than 100 .

100-199,

200-499

500-999

1,000 or !bore
1 1 1 T

0 1 2 3 4 ,5

-

NOTE: See App. D for a`capy
of the questionoire.

t..
.0

eo

Expected ,additional. out-of-pocket, expses if petition is not settled (Q..3c)

Less than $1000

$1000-4999

$5000- 9999.

$10, 000- 19,999

$20,000 or more
,.0 2 3 4 5

Source: Nation& ;Association of Broadcasters)
-r

Fig. Results of the NAB survey
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When expetted costs are added to already incurred costs for

1

stations still defending against pettions, the total expected out-

lay in terms of station personnel time i's-865 hours and $28,6A in

out-of-pocket expenses. Stations that bave.already completed their

1 defense incurred personnel costs of 427 hours and out-of-pockee

costs .of $8,068. Thus, comparing averages, un5esolved petitions were

expected.to be more expensive by 438 hours and $20,548 than those
(

already resolved. And for the sample as a whole, the tOtAl.cosi

of defending against a petition when expected costs are added to

costs already incurred, aVeqies.to 651 hours of station labor and

$19,837.

Only niAe stations subject to Comp.eting applications.resfOnded

to the NAB survey. Of' tthe nine respondents,cfive had completely

resolved the c'hallenges, and feur expected to incur additional

expenses in'defending th ir licenses. The nine responding stations

had already spent an average oi 3,814 hours of station personnel

time and 4445,533 in xesolvingtor defending against challenges, and ,

I

the four stations that expected to incur additional expenses esti-

mated that an average of 8,650 additional hours of personnel time and

$1.215,000 would have to be spent defending against the challenge.

REIMBURSEMENT. AND LEV.kRAGE

In spite.of the'difficulty involved in arriving at.precise cost

estimates, there i4 vgeneral consensus among broadcasters as well

as citizen groups that citizens do have leverage over broadcasters--

an opinion supported by the preceding data. "The controversy is over

, the magnitude of the leverage, and more import9ntly, over the respon7

sibility with which citizen groups utilize that leverage. Broad-

caSters often clail that'leverage givei rise to improper pressure:

by citizen groups: it allows citizen groups to threaten broadcasters

with large legal,fees even though the citizen groups do not have
/

legitimate publit interest concerqs.
1

Citizen groups, On the other

1
See, for example,. Comments of Storer Broadcasting CompanY,

A

/n the Matter of Agreements Between Broadcast 4icensees ancllth
Public, Docket 20495 (July 25-, 1975).
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hand,.argUe that-they use their leverage responsibly'and in the public

interest and that iR 'any case,they Teallv do not have very strong

leverage over broapicasters.

The question of reimbursement of citizen youp legal fees is

raised in Office of Communication.of the United Church of Christ v. PCC1

(UCCIII) and'in Docket'19518 sand is closely relatedto the contro--
. 4 ,42

versy surrounding leverage: The effect of allowing-reimbursesent of *

". Certain citizen iroup expenses is to reduce the effective costto the

Citizen group prosecuting a petition to deny. At the same time, Teim- -J

bursement:raises the possibility of a further increase in litigation

costs to'broadcasters by the athount of legitimate and.prudent expenses

which may have to be reimbursed'to,citizen groups. ,The lecrease in
4

citizen group litigation 'costs and the concurrent increase in broad-

caster litigation costs resulting froM.reimbursemeni witl.Increase

,citizen group leverage over its present levels. Therefore, whatever

comillaints broadcasters have over leVerage andthe potentkal for

improper. citizen pressure can only'be magnified by the possibility

of CommIssion-appróved reimbursemeht.

Citizen group,leverage before the FCC is a fact af life, and

there is little the Commission can do to eliminate it. When a broad-.

caster is faced with a cfiallenge to his license, his livelibooid is

placed At stake, and the decision to spend more, defending against a

challenge than it.costs to mount a challenge will be the result of

a rational decisionmaking process on the broadcaster's part.
3 From

a purely economic standpoint, the broadcaster will be willing to pro-
.

tect hib inveStment in his license with legal expenditures as large

as the value of the economic reffetrassociated with his station opera--

tions. In Ole case of major marist VHF operations, these rents
,

easily run into ehe millions of dollars. These expenditures can

be forced by.citizen group expenditures which', though substantial

1465 F.2d 519 (D.C. Cir. 1972).
2 See pp. 42-43 above for a discussion of Docket 19518.

3 See App. C for a more complere analysis of this process.
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to the citizen groups, pale in comparison/with the size of broadcasters'

expenditures(

Only by severe* limiting the abillty of citizen groups to

or by dramatically increasing the evidentiary showing needed to support
,/

a petition can the Commission Cut deepl into the Citizen grouPs

leverage. But for a' variety' of reasons-.-political as.well as legal--

both of these alternatives are. largel'y unavailable to .the CommisSion-
1

The problem confronting the Commission, then, is how to limit the
'

potential for abuse of leverage. In UCC I the Court alfowed wide
4 ,

discretion to the Commission to oontrol "spurious petitione..

_concerned with thelquality of broadcast programming.- 'If the.Com-
-

mission could design procedures that would either effectively reduce'

the possibility of spurious petitions-or the cost involvea- in respond-,

ing.to Spurious petitions, then the leverage'that seems inevitable. in

.the petitioning process. Can largely be limited-to meritorious claims.

Since the leverage inherent in a spurious petition would decrease,'

the possibility of.using leverage'to exert improper pressure would

be sharply reduced. The following three procedures provide means
4._

foe reducing the chance of abuse of citizen groups' inherent lever-

age while not unduly restricting the rights Of citizen groups to

file bona fide petitions:

1. Allocation of Resources to Reduce the Backlog. of,Petitions

at the Commission.

With a backlog of over 1,000 renewal applications and 147 peti-

tions to deny, any party filing a petition--almost regardless of its,

substance-=can be sure of causing the broadcaster a period of uncer-
,

tainty and protracted legal fees. If the Commission,simply reduced

the backlog and turnaround time in the renewal and Petitioning

process; then the delay that can be caused by a petition would be

reduced. The effect will'be to.reduce the short-term leverage of

lAnd if the Commission does cut into leverage, it'may simply
cause citizetygroups to turn to.other form; of participation. See

pp.k6-29* above.

,

2
359 F.2d 994, 1004 (D.C. Cir. 1966).
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all petitions. But in the long run, it can be expected that peti-

tions that raise insubstantial issues or that fail to make a suffi-

cient showing will be disposed.of more quickly than petitions that

raist nbvel or substantial issues which will be retained for furfFier

review. Consequently,. the leverage inherent in relatively trivi

petitions will ))e reduced by : larger factorthan the leverage

inherent'in more substantial petitions. This.votId prbtect broad-

casters from heWng "nickel-and.dimed"-to death by insubstantial,

petitions. - /
The'Commission'is well aware'gf the'large backlog it face's and

_.has taken steps to reduce-delay in its'proceedings. Recently the

CommiSsion introduced a monthly "Peeition to Deny tay" designed to
.

eXpedite the prOcessing of petitions.
.1 Chairman RiChard E. Wiley

, .

has also attempted to speed up dispositions of petitions to.deny

by the Commission's staff. In spite of these efforts, the CommissiOn

continues,,ta ace a backlog'of cases which causes counterproductive

delays:,

.
More drastic in-house procedures at the-FCC would help to

further reduce-the petition backlog. !Additional staff assigned

to help dispose of the existing backlog, and additionAl,Petition

to beny days could be assigned till the backlog'is brought under

control. Once the backlog is reduced, the number of Petition to

Deny days can also be reduced, and resources Can be reallocated to

other furktions at the tommission.

2. Adoption of New Summary Judgment Proceedings.

Before designating a petition for hearing, the Commission. must

find that the petition raises "substantial and material questions of

1 If a petition does not raise a substantial and material

2

1 Por an example of 6re wholesale manner in which the Commission
iliglioses dOpetitions during a Petition to Reny Day, see Broadcasting,
27 (December 22, 1975)." .

.

2 Summary judgment procedures for casea*:ready designated for
'hearing are described in Summary DeCiSiOW Proctdures, 34 F.C.C.2d
485 (1972).

3
47 U.S.C. 309(d)(2) (1970).
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issue, then the Commission must'"issue a concpe statemdnt of the

reasons for denying the petition which-..,shall dispose of all sub-

stafttial issues raised by the petition. All petitions that com-

pose the Commission's backlog are presently being examined to-tee

whether they make a sufficient showing to.warrant designation for

hearing. Is there some way of speeding up the process so that

insubstantialetitions can be disposed of quidkly and petitions

that show promise of:raising substantial issues still receive' full
. .

and comprehensive Commission review? f

.The courts-have allowed the Commission Wide latitude in defin-

ing ehe standards necessary to_place a petition in hearing,
2

and

this latitude could-be put into profitable use by defining a set
. .

of sums*, prpcedures which could be applied to all petttiOns.

Thg sii'mmary procedures could be viewed as th;eshold levels-Of

eviOnce which a petition must meet in order to warrant further

ideration. Petitions containing unsubstantiated or 4eak factual

alretations could be immediately dismissed in whole or impart. The

Commission could also take-some first steps ioward defining the,lare

minima necessary for.a prima facie showing that granting the reneWal

would not be in thepublic interest. To a large extent these pro-

cedures would simply. amount to a more precise and prompt application

of the Commission's own. Rule 1.580.

By.articulately stating the, minimal criteria necessary to ratse

substantial and material questions of fact, the Commisbion could not

onl reduce its own workload but could also provide constructive

guidAnce tO .citizen groups in 'the preparation of.fu"enre petitions to denv.

Application of Sections 403 and-566 of the Communications Act.

Section 506
4
of the Communications Act is a criminal provision

1
Ibid.

2
See pp. 19-21.above ind 47 U.S.C. 3a961) (1970) hs-interpreted

in Stone v. FCC, 466 F.2d-316 (D.C. Cie; 1972).
3
47 C.F.R. 1.580 (1974).

447 US.C 506 (1970).
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. 0 F
/

declaring it unlawful "to cause, compel or-Constrain'a licens'ee by4

"the use ot expresS or implied threat of the use of...intiM id&tion

-----or devices" to°(1) "employ or agree toleriiploy...any. person Or persons

in excess of the.numliex of eMployees needed by such licensee to pe;.-.

*1'1
form actual services,'

,

or (2) "to pay[br give...any Money, or other

things Of value in lieu of giving.vmployment So any person or

persons...in excess of the number oflemployees ne eded...to perform

actual services,
u2

or (It "to pay or give...any money'or other thing

of value for services, in connection with the con'cluct of the broad-

casting business of .such licensees Which are not to be perfoiMed."
3
'

Anyond in-violation of these provisions is sulilect to. imprison--

ment for not more that, a year, or to a fine of not more than .$1,000,

both.

.Section 506 was added to the Act in 1946. It Originated as a bill

to "Prohibit Interference with the BroadcaSt of Non-Commercial Cultural
.

or Educational Programs," but its scope. was later expanded after

coercive practices relating to labor union behavior were Uncovered in
,

the-course of congressional hearings.
4

It seems thatno one has ever attempted to apply Section 506"-N

to the situation of a citiien group allegedly blackmailing a licen7

see. Under this provision of the Act, the licensee could claim that

a\threat to file a groundless, unmeritorious petition to deny unless

the broadcaster acc )1ed to certain citizen group demands constitutes

a coercive practice within the meaning of Section 506. If the demand

was that the broadcaster hire individuals or consultants, then the

broadcaster would seem eo have a stronger case under Section 5Q6.

Furthermore, a State Court has obse rved that Section 506 carries a

criminal saaction and does not define any civil remedies. There-11

Tore, the Court argued Oat any coercive-behavior on the part of

individuals against broadcasters would still be actibnable under'

1
47 U.S.C. 506(a)(1) (1970).

2
47 U.S.C. 506(i)(2).

3
47 U.S.C. 506ta)(4).

4
See 93 Congressional Record 2341 (1445).
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.state laws, and the brepadcdster'miiht be able to cldkm civil damages. 1

Since Section 506 carries a criminal penalty, it is ymder-.

sthndable why there might be reticenCe to.a0;ly the provision in `N\
_

citizen cases. Furthermore, the provision has never been applied
,

..ouCside the area of labor negotiations, and it,is'not certairi that
,

the'courts'would be willing to expand the applicable context of

Section 506 to citizen negotiations. A less; drastic step for the
# . .

.

kl.

Commission would'be to.initiate an inquiry 1:?Pto any alleged abuses

I:), invoking SeetIon 403.
9

'I.e threat-of investigation alone, should

/ ,' fje Commission °make it credible, would likely detet soma questfonable,
. .

or-Amproper pressures on broadcasters. Furthermore, if theTommission

discovers the'problem is-A.roniagand persistent, itcould, based on

its investigatvry findingS,:introducanew measures designed to limit

abuse.

Each of the above suggestions would reduce the leverage inher-

7-errin all petitions to deny, but the leverage of a weak i)etition

to deny would be reduced by a greater degree than would the lever-
1

age inherent in a stronger petition. Broadcasters would thus gain

greater protection from weak petitions would remain accountable

to substantial citizen group petitions In such ansenvironment,
. 1

where the threat of blackmail or abuse f Commission-process is ."

reduced, the argument in favor of allowing reimbursement for legit-
.

imate and prudent citizen grotip expenses becomes stronger,.

The Commission has long held fhat it, will allow reimburaement
e ge,

only for legitimate and prudent expenses, and that parties reporting

reimbursement'must document their expense for the Commission.
3

The

Commission has also suggested the possibility-of placing a dollar.

1 .

General Teleradio Ino. v. Manuti,'133 N.Y.S.2d 362, 365
(1954). The case found that picketing of a station constituted
coercive action within the meaning of the statute, and the Court
issued-an injuncEion ordering the picketing stopped. The Court
also'appointed a refefee to determine what damage had been suffered
by the broadcaster and ordered that the union pay those.damages to
the broadcaster. ;

2
47 U.S.C. 403 (1970).

3
See Seven (7) League Productions, Inc. (WIIC), 7 F.C.C.2d

513 (1967).
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limit on reimbursements .

1
If amade in the form of consultancies

dollar limit is to be imposed at all, an Interesting possibility

'the Commisscon7SeemS-io have oVerlooked is that of placing a dollar-

minimum on the,reimbursement arrhngements the Commission wotild allow.

Two distinct arguments can be made.in favor of placing 4

dollar minimum and not a maximum on allowable reimbursememts.

The first i8 an administrative rationale. By placing a dolla-V

floor on permistible reimbursement, the Commission will avoid the

task of scrutinizing.relatively small and unimportant reimburse-

ments.6 The dollar minimum would then act as a rationing device

controlling access to the Commission's regulatory resources so

that the 6ommission does not become iri*Idated with petty reimburse-

.ment requests.
2

The second rationale is policy oriented. If a.citizen group

knows that in order to be allowed reimbursement it will have to show-

legitimate and prudent expenses greater than a predetermined amount,

then the group will not undertake relatively minor, expenditures in

the hope of gaining reimbursement. If the cost involved in an actron

is relatively minor, the group can reasonably be expected to cover

its own costs without a need for reimbunsement. The broadcaster will

at the same time be protected from penny-ante attempts at abuse of

process where a group requests a relatively small reimbursement in

return for not filing a trivial petition. Thug reimbursement could

be limited to subStantial issues of concern.

Furthermore, since-a citizen group may expend a great deal of
1

time and money in a legitimate effort to vindicate its fights, and

since the expenditure may well be legitimate and prudent, it selpms

more difficult to find a valid rationale for setting:a ceiling to

reimbursement requests than setting a floor. TiLle effect of a ceiling

1FCC 72-473 (June 7, 1972), p. 2.

2See K. Scott, "Standing in the Supreme COUrt - A Functional

Analysis'," 86 Harvard Law Review 645 (1973) for an.anafysis of stand-

ing as a tationing device along these lines. Note that the federal

courts place a dollar minimum of $10,000 on sbme cases that they will

hear. 28 U.S.C. .1332 (1970),
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will be to limit the willingness of groups to prosecute major claims---

which are often likely to be infused with significent'public interest

\considerations. The effect of a floor will'be to exclude minor claimsr-

which are lesssignificant to the public inta.r4t and-which can probably

be-financed by the citizen group itself.. Since the objectiveof the

Commission should be to/Oomote the prosecution of valid claims In

the public interest and:discourage the filing of nuisance glaims

designed simply for the purpose of reimbursement, a minimal reim-

,bursement level seems more reasonable than.a mAxiinal level.

SUMMARY'OF RECOMMENDATIONS

The preceding analysis suggests a number of weaknesses in the

Proposed)4greements ademakirtg. The document is vague and potentially

contradictory in its substantive provisions, and procedurally it

offefs little hope of expeditiously dealing with a large backlog

petitions to deny and proposed citizen agreements. Furthermore, it ,

appears that many issues considered in the Plloposed Agreements Rzile-

making have either already bedn considered by the CombAssion ih other

areas or will arise again in various policymaking,contexts. Conse-

quently, there is the danger of the Commission adopting inconsistent

policy positions on virtually identical issues.

To deal with these problems, the following measures seem most

appropriate:

o The standard for broadcaster responsibility should be

defined 'consistently across commercial contract's and, \

citizen settlements. Thus the savings clauses which

operate effectively in commercial contracts should be

accepted in citizen agreements, and_.the issues Of broad-

caster responsibility raised in Docket 19743 sho be

resolved with the Proposed Agreements Rulemakin in mind.

The Commiss4 sUpuld, diStinguish between.agree ent terms

within the Commisgion's amb and_terms that fal outside.'

its ambit. It should enforce the former on a promise vs.

performance standard and enforcethe latter insofar as
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any breach may constitute evidence of bad faith._ By

relying-on this distinction, the Commission waqld not

have to reject agreements s*mply because they contain

terms'outside the Commission's ambit, nor would the

Commission have to fear being cast in the role of

censor through the enforcement of citizen agreements..

o Citizen groups who sign agreements should be

couraged by the Commission from_refiling petitions

that restate.the claims of previously withdrawn

petitions. Exception's should'be made in cases

where the citizen group alleges there has been a

breach of an agreement. The Purpose of this policy

is to ensure that broadcasters as well as citizen

groupg receive .the reasonable benefits of their

bargain.

o As a procedural device to cut down on the need for

careful review of all agreements and at the same

time to ensure that Commission policy is not being

violated, the Commission should draft a "Notice of

Understanding" which unambiguously outlines the Com-

mission's policies toward the acceptability and

enforceability of-agreements.and also contains all

appropriate savings clauses. The notice should be

drafted so that it supersedes all potentially con-

tradictory sections of an agreement. A copy of the

notice should.automatically be sent to all parties

to agreements for their signature. If the parties

accept the termsiof the notice; then, unless the-

agreement.raises unique problems,.there should be

no need for careful.revieN,f, the agreement itself..

o Net;i summary procedures are necessary for distinguish-

ing petitions that make'sufficient showings from.those

that are deficient. The Commission may.begin develop-

ing these procedures by simply.-applying various rules'

it has already adopted.
7
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o Section 506 of the Communications Act provides,for

sanctions against parties who attempt to coerce broad-

casters. This provision may be applicable to alleged
[

cases of citizen group extortion. Ibe Commission

might notify citizen groups as well as broadcasters

of the availability of this sanction.

o Given the availabil ty of sanctions against.'irre-

sponsible behavior, such as in Sections 403 and 506,

the Commission should adopt a more positive attitude

toward reimbursement in the context of petitions to

deny. When a reimbursement request is for prudent

and legitimate expenses and is made by a bona fide

citizen group w1.01 the approval of the broadCaster,
r

then-there is no reason to reject the reimbursement.

o 'If the Commission wishes to control the amount of

legitimate and prudent reimbursement that takes place,

then it seems more sensible to place a dollar minimum

on allowable reimbursements than a'dollar maximum.
. .,

. ,

From a procedural standpoint; this will focus the

CommissiOn's resources on more important reimburse-

ment issues. Rrom a policy standpoint, it will dis-
_..-,

courage minor, potentially nuisance attempts at

influencing broadcasters in the hopes of reim
11

urse-

ment and encourage more substantial attempts at-

influencing broadcasting. Furthermore, it is more
-/

/ reasonable to expect citizen groups to bear small
\ ekpenks without reimbursement than to bear legiti-

mate and prudent, but nevertheless substantial,

expenses greater than some dollar ceiling.
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V. COMMISSION EXPERIENCE FOLLOWING THE PROPOltD .

AGREEMENTS RULEMAKING: FIVE CASE STUDIES

When the Commission'adopted the Proposed.Agreements Rutemaking,

it made.it clear thai "all cognizable agreements entered into by

licensees and citizen groups subsequent to the issuance of the pro-

posal, even though it is not final-
"1 would be saject to the.pro=

posal's terms. In the weeks following the proposal's adoption, the

Commission had many opportunities to apply the Proposed Agreements
. ,

Rulemaksng. With each application, the Commission would have to

interpret it so as to fit an actual fact sifuation; thus the Com-

mission would no longer be able to hide behind broad and imprecise

principles which could easily draw a consensus. Specific agreements

raise well defined problems,.and as will be seen below, the unanimous

majority that adopted the Proposed Agreements Rul,making quickly fell

apart when it came to applying the rulemaking principles.

Following the adoption of the Proposed Agreements Rulemaking,
1,4:9

the Commission had the opportunity to apply the ftlemaking to at least

three agreements of the type to which the document was specifically ad-

dressed. Furthermore, two other events occurred which relate significantly

to the Commission's policy as to citizen group involvement in licensing

affairs. The first was the settlement of a challenge to the license..

of-WPIX-TV in New York. In that case the Commission touched on

questions dealing with reimbursement and the public interest which,

although not directly covered by the Proposed Agreements Rulemaking,

are closely related to problems encountered in the citizen settlement

area. The second event was a citizen agreement that resolved a chal-.

lenge to the license of radio station WNCN in New York. The WNCN

lase has not yet been considered by the Commission, but when it does

come up on the Agenda it will raise some npvel issues of reimburse-

ment, format change, and broadcaster flexibility.

1Propo8earAgreements Rulemaking; see App. A, ¶17.
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This chapter discusses three citizen.agreements that have been

interpreted under the Proposed Agreements ftlemakingl_and the Cot-

mission treatment of the WPIX agreement. In each case the agreement

itself is outli,ned, some of the history leading up to the agreement

is provided, and the COmmisSion's action is reported. The Commis-

sion's action is then considered in light of the analysis and recom-.

mendations.of'Cha IV. .A description of the'WNCN case and a afs-

cussion of possible CommissionjUlings Conclude .the chapter.

sAGREEKENTS.SUBJECT TO THE PROPOSED AGREEMENTS RULEMAKING

1. WAUD: Auburn, Alabama

On.March 11, 1973, the Human Relations Council of Alabama and

two individuals filed a petition to deny the license of WAUD in

Auburn, Alabama. Following the filing of the petition, the parties

negotiated a'settlement which was filed as an amendment to WAUD's

pending renewal application on October 12, 1973. Then on October 23,

the petitioners filed a motion for withdrawal of the petition to deny.

Almost two years later, the Commission notified the Parties that

it could not act upon the motion to withdraw because the motion was

predicated on an agreement which "taken as a whole is inconsistent

with the letter and spirit of the Proposed Policy Statement." The

Commission vote was 5 to 2, with Robinson and Hooks dissenting and

arguing in,favor of the agreement. Thus less than a month after the

unanimous adoption of the Proposed Agreements ftlemaking, dissension

as to its interpretation and application had already surfaced.

In the opinion of the majority, what made the WAUD agreement

inconsistent with the letter and spirit of the Policy Statement?

The agreement stipulated that "at least 35 percent-of all nonmusical

''programming will be locally produced and have Blacks dealing with

the interest, problems, and issues that are of concern to Blacks."

In the case of news, "at least two-fifths of the total news broaddast

1
Letter to Ellen S. Agress, FCC 75-781 (July 1, 1975).
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by the licensee will be.committed to state and local news." Further-

more, wi.th regard to hiring,.the station agreed that.."whenevet.a.

full-time vLanCy Occurs, a Black person will fill that.pOsition."

But.none of these specifit terms seemed to. botherthe Commis-7

iion,as much as the fact tha the contract did not concain sn ade-

\

.

quat\e savings clause and seemed to constrainbroa flexibility.

To.theCommission "the agreement appears to bind t ,,,licensees of
\

4NAUDto
\
fixed and unchangeable types and amounts of programming and .

to fixed nd unchangeSble employment poliCie.and, thus, improperly

infringes o the,licensee's responsibility in these areas. Suth'

provisions c n only be regarded as a potential abditation of licen7

see responsib ity."1

An attempt to incorporate a savings clause noting that the

licensee "retainS\full responsibility for broadcast over its'sir-
\

ways and...notbing herein abrogates that responsibility"
2

did not

greatly4impress the ommission. It still saw licensee responsibility

improperly curtailed, d therefore the agreement was deemed to have

"no force or effect bef re this Commission."3:

Thus in the opinion 'of the majority, the terms of the agreement

itself wer'e'.not as bothersome as is allegedly binding effect.

.
Commissioner Quello, in he majority, issued a separate state-

ment which distingu(shed his o ections to the terms,of the agree-

ment from his objection to thl,:b ding'effect of the agreement.
4

One of the terms of the agreement st bothersome to Quello was the
.

employment provision which he though "requires unlawful disCrimina-

tion in hiring." As to the binding effect of the agreement, Quello

-felt it "improperly places responsibility for,programming and/or

hiring in the hands of a party other than the licensee.' Quello

emphasized the broadcaster's duty to the entire community and

1
Ihid., p. 1.

2
Ibid., p. 2.

3
Ibid.

4Letter to.EZZen S. Agreis (Commissioner'Quello, concurring),

FCC 75-781 (July 1, 19.75). . k
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., argwed that a binding agreement might hinder broadCasters' ability

to respond to public needs. Broadcasters, argued Quello, Are CaSt

irCa "fiduciary role" and must realize that "In making firm commit-

ments to one party...the rights of other. parties within the CoM-
,

isunity can be affected.". Con n tseque tly, "great care must be aken

to insure thaejudgments are reasonably based mpon the factts at

hand rather than simply upon the pressures which are brought to.. ,

bear." '

...CoMmi ioner Robinson, who was joined by Commissioner Hooks

in the minority, issued a dissenting opinion.. Robinson was puzzled
. * ,

he Commission's reasoning. To Robinson, the Proposed Agreements .

lemaking Clearly determined that 11 agreemelits that surrendered

excessive broadcaster discretion w:uld be of no force or effect.
It just as clearly determined that "the obligation for determining

1
.

and serving the public interest is nondelegable.
",

Therefore, "if
(._

.-

a. broadcaster believes it to be in his'interest and the public

intereit to qgn an agreement with a citizen's group," Robinson

sees "no a priori reasdn to look over his shoulder and tell him to

do otherwise."2 -Any delegation running counter to the broadcaster's
_ -

sense of tile public interest would be unenforceable!regardlesS of

whether or not the delegation resulted from a citizen Agreement or

any other contract Or device. Robinson therefOre resisted the anotion
. ,

that the Commission should "supervise eitizen's agreements eitfler to

approve or disapprove theM."3
.

;

Robinson's reading -cif.the Proposed Agreements ailemaking woulA

have.the Commission get out of the buSiness of reviewing all agree-,

ments and would rely on all parties to an agreement to understand'

how their rights and duties were constrained by the Proposed Agree-

ments Ruleinaking. The other Commission s eitheredid not have

Robinson's faith in the ability of broa casters and citizen groups

1
1etter to Ellen S. Agress (Com issioner Robinson, dissenting)

FCC 7-781 (July 1, 1975), p. 1.
0

2
Ibid

3
Ibid.

1 11:\
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to Cor.cectly interpret the Proposed Agreements Rulemaking and apply

it consiatently to their own agreements, or they:simply wishe:ar to

keep the hammerlock of review on Che en ire. process.

In the case of WAUD it is likely tatt station and citizen

group will simply modify the agreement by adding'an appropriate
1

savings clause and then resubmit the agreement_for ComdisIkon

approval1, The new agreement will again be examined, and if the

savings clauseis adequate it will be approved. In such a pro-.

cedure, the Commission will be implicitly suggesting agreements

and will thus be assuming the role of-local Mediatortwo develop-
.

ments the Commission claims it wanted to avoid. At the saMe time

it will be adding to its backlog because rejected agreements may

be amended and Scrutinized again and again until the broadcaster

and citizen-group strike an agreement that meets with Commission

approval.,
%.

Rather.than accept the majority position that all agreements

be carefully scrutinized or Robinson's position that no review is

necessary and that because of the Proposed ,Agreements ademaking,

decla2htory rulings as.to the validity of agreements are superfluous,

the Commission could consider adopting an intermediate procedure

suggested in the preceding chapter. All parties to an"agreement

would,sign a C ssion-drafted memorandum of understanding
,

outlining Commission policy.and stating that the Commission policies

supersede all potentially contradictory portions of the agreement.

The Commission'ciould then largely avoid'a case--by-case Scrutiny of
/

original and re-filed agreements, but still remain confident that no

Commission policies are being violated by the agreement. -This pro-
.

i

cedure would seem to ans er the majority's concerns over the appro-

17priate wording of a say ngs clause and at the same.time Avoid the
c,

case-by-case review.that Commissioner Robinsen-feels is unneLessary.

..1 1This sequence would be similar to the Twin States cases
(described on pp. 50-51 above) where a rejected agreement was modi-

fied So as to overcome the Commission's objections.
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2. KMJ: Fresno, California

The same day the Commission reviewed the WAUD agreement, the Com-
,

mission.also considered an-agreement between the'Television Advisory

Committee of Mexican Americans (TACOMA) and KMJ-TV in Fresno, Cali-

fornia. But instead of rejecting the agreement as in the WAUD case,

)the Commission approve& it.

In terms of programming, the agreement called for.(l) daily pro-

gramming in English and Spanish between 6:15 and 6:30 a.M. to include

a job call, consumer informAion, and news; (2) the dedication'of one

program a month to minority subjects; (3) KMJ to produce and 'broad-

cast at least one half-hour special documentary on minority affairs

every 90 days; and (4) KMJ to air at 900 a.m, each Sunday MOrning

a half-houi program to be provtded by TACOMA wiih,the technical '

assistance of KMJ. In other areas KMU agreed to modify fts affirma-,

dye action plan, to have periodic meetings wiN TACOMA, and to

reexamine its ascertainment proCedures. 1 -

Although theeterms of the KMJ.agreeMent appear to.be at least

as specific as the terms of the WAUD agreement, the pavings clause

in the KNJ agreement seemecr.to allow more discretinn to the broad-
. -

caster, And the.Commission therefore approved the agreement.

The savings clause in the dgreement yeads as follows:

r.

TACOMA understands,that c mmunication law ana the iures
of the Federal Communications Commission require.that
the final responsibility tor all progrardecision Must
remain with station management and nothing contained in
the agreement shall be construed to be incOnsistent
with that requirement.

The Cqmmission was unanimous in Atkappreval. :Tbe only separte

statement came from Quella, who again Voiced a fear that unrapresenta-

tive citizen groups would abuse the agreement mechaniam and thus dis-

7'

tort prograMming and policies. Quello was "concerned that.,a,single,.

,highly vocal group, with an indeterminate conbtituency, can exert a r

1
Letter

1975).
Z Rivera, Chairman, TACOMA, FCC 75-780 -Ouly L,
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disproportionate' influence on programming for the entire community."

Quello believed that the licensee must determine the bona-fides of

the group with whom he is negotiating by "determining, first, the

.
representative nature and legitimacy of the.group he is dealing

with, and, second, the reasanableness oethe demands he.is being

asked to accede to."

When the KMO and WAUD agreements are considered in tandem;

it seems that the Commission is more concerned over the binding.

nature of agreements than their specificity. As long as agreements

do hot tightly bind broadcasters,.the specificity of the terms to
4

which the broadcaster is not tightly bound is virtually irrelevant.

...However, in-taking such a position the C6mmission appears to be

reverting to an,eirlier age in the law when terms of art and the

apprOptiste'seal on a contract were more significant than the sub-

stahce involved. The new term of art, or seal, in- the Commission's

'eyes,is the savings clause, and it must be worded "juet,so" for an

; agieement to garner Commission approval.

3. KTTV:\ Los Angeles, Califarnia

About two months after the ComMission considered the KNO and

WAUD agreements, the Commission was called on to review an agreement
8

between KTTV and a coalition of citizen groups.including the National

Assoctiation for Better BroadcaSting. The controversy first came to

the.,Commission'S attention on November 15, 1972, when the citizen

gfoups filed A petition to deny KTTV's license..'The ter,'the

parties filed numerous further pleadings while negotiations con-

tinued. The negotiations resulted in a citizen agreement, and on

October 1, 1973, the citizen graup filed a motion for withdrawal of

.its petition to deny and indicated that the withdrawal of the petition .

was contingent on KTTV's adherence, to the citizen settlement.

In this case, the terms of the agreement finally reached are

,pore interest ng than the process leading up to the agreement.

The agreem t was divided into.six parts: (1) children's program-
. .

ming, (2 )'cartoon prograiming, (3) other entertainment programming,,

(4) lodal Orogramming, (5) public service announcements, and (6)
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employment. The first four parts of the agreement are closely inter-

related and are intriguing because.of.the ndvel provisions they make

as to permissible and impermissible programming.

-Large parts of the agreement-stem from the.citizel co ern

over the effects of broadcast violence on younger viewers- Included

.in the agreement is a list of forty-two cartoons judged to.be "unsuit-

able for younger children because of excessive and/or, other possible,

harmful program content."
1

XTTV promised not to,televise or acquire

rights to any of the cartoons appearing on the "forbidden list."
.

Three of,the cartoon's on the list--"Batman," "Superman," and "Aqua-

man"-r-were being broadcast by KTTV, and as a result of the agreement

those programs were pulled off the air.
, , l

Along'with the list of forty-two cartoons not to be aired, there
woo'

was a list of eighty-one programs w 1 ch "because of excessive violence

and/or other possibly harmful content herein,"
2

must be preceded by

a broadcast caution to parents every time they are aired. Any other

program with content possibly harmful to children must also be pre-

ceded with a.caution.

KTTV also made an affirtative promise to televise a minimum of

six spetial programs from. May 1, 1973, through December 1, 1974. 4

These programs were to fill a "need for encouragement of local per-

formers and the development of 'cultural resources.'" The agreement

listed eight projects that would most probably be suited to the task,

including broa/cicasts of events such as an annual festival emphasizing-

black art, m sic and drama;q1isei Week, a celebration of-LOS Angeles'

oriental communities; and Tiatro. de Campesino, a presentation of the

Field Workers Theater.

The agreement contained the following savings clause, which can

be.segn to be different from the standardized clause noted by the
.

.

NAB,
3

and ithe one approved by the Commission in the KMJ agreement.
, . .

Commitment of KTTV, October 1, 1973, p.
-2
Ibid., p. 8.

3
See p. 85 above.
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(I)t is understood that nothing contained in this
Agreement shall be deemed to foreclose KTTV fromichang-
ing its prograb schedule, times of broadcast or vary_ing
the format of any of its programming, subject, of
course, to Metromedia's compliance with its obligations
referred to the preceding paragraphs. It is furthei
understood t at Metromedia, consistent with its responsi-
bilities to he total area served by Station KTTV, con-
tinues to re in solely responsible for deteiMining what

4 is to be broa cast over its facilities, subject as afore
saN. [Emphasia supplied.]

-,-7i( .

. .

When the agreeffient finally came up for Commission-review, two

provisions were fbund troublesome.
1

First was the by now familiar prob-,a,k.,---"

.lemof broadcaster delegation. The Commission did not find an -.

acceptable savings clause in the agreementand therefore felt that

'the agreement bound "the licensees of KTTV-TV to fixed and u change-

able types and amounts of progr;loming," and thUs improperly ?nfringed

on the licensee's responsibility in this area.
2

Again, the Commis-

sion failed to interpret the provisions of the agreement "in a manner

favorable to...iMplementation, If,3. presumably because the agreement's

provisions "clearly and improperly curtailed the licensee's funda-
,

u4
mental responsibility.

As a subsidiary.point, Ile Commission noted that the agreement

attempted to bind future assigiteps of KTTV's license. Tile Commission

claimed that Metromedia and theCitizen groups "have no right or
. i a

authority"5 to enter into.- uct* understanding because the assign-

ment of licenses is contr91 d by_the Commission:
6

The second difficulty tt:-Ccimmission had with the agreement

focused on KTTV's promise "not to broadcast certain programs because

of their allegedly harmful content.
117 Here the Commission feared

1Letter to. F1c4k Lloyd, FCC 75-1h28 (September 9, 1975).
2I id p. 3.

3Proposed'Agreements Rulemaking; see App. A, 18.

4
Ibid.

5
Letter to FradLloyd, p. 3:

6The Commission cited 47 U.S.C. 310 (1970).
7
Letter to Frank Lloyd, p. 3.
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that it waS being cast.in the role of a censor: that ComMission

process was being invoked to fdrbid the broadcast-W prograMs.

. The Commission said it was unwilling to permit. "licensing Irocedures

to become d vehicle for placing_the.Commission in.the role of a cen-

sor.
ul

The Commission saw "the inherent dangers" in permitting such

a practice to develop "as self-evident."
2.

Consequently; the Comffiission determined that the agreement ad

"novforce or effect." The Commission noted that the citizen group's

withdrawal of its petition to deny was predicated on acceptance of .

'the agreement; therefore, the COMmission decided it. couldPnot con-
.

sider the citizen group's.mption t4,,withdraw its p9kition to deny.

With the agreement rejected-and.the'Retition to deny still before

the Commissioh, the.Commission then referred the Matter lyack to the

citizen group and requested that "further action...be communicated

promptly to the Commission.

Again the Commission's decision was a 5-2 spltt with Robinson

and Hooks dissenting. Commissioner Robinson issued a separate dis-

senting statement in which he again .questioned the majority's pro-
_

cedural approaci; to the entire agreements problem. Echoing hj.s

WAUD dissent, Robinson exlyressed consternation at the Commission's

decision "to read, weigh, analyze, and Pass upon the validity of

each agreement entered into and submitted"
4

to the Commission.

Robinson felt that "it is unnecessary to disapprove individual

1agreements containing terms which apparently conflict' 5 with the

Proposed.Agreement,4 Rulemaking, and that

declare a general policy that insofar as

bind the licensee to the doing of things

1
,pp. 3-4.

2
Ibid.;

it would be sufficient "to

any agreement purports to

incons1st4t with its yieW'

3
Ibid...

. A ,

4
Letter to Frank Lloyd (Commissioner-Robinson., dissenting),

FCC 754028 (September 9, 1975).
5
Ibid.
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lo

.of the public interest, the agreement is without force and effect.
"1

Rather than review each and every term of an agreement, Robinson

would only note the agreements "as no more than memoranda of under-

standings...which We neither approve nor disapprove.
"2

A special case for Robinson is a licensee who signs an agreement'

whkch so clearly "relinquishes control over the station that questions

arise as to whether there has beep an abdication of responsibility as

a public trustee."3 For a licensee signing such an agreement;-Robinson

"woupontemplate some-appropriate disciplinary action.-
-4

-In Robinson's opinion it is paradoxical for the Commission to

disapprove of an agreement because of excessive abdication,of respon-

sibility, but at the same time not penalize the licensee for abdicat-

ing responsibili y. If an agreement is disapproved because it entails

excessive delegat on, then the licenaee should be censured. If it

does not "involve xcessive delegation, then it should merely be noted

and neither approved or disapproved. To disapprove an agreement with-

out censure is a non sequitur, according to Robinson's reading of the

Proposed Agreements Rulemaking.

Here again it seems that the recommendations of.Chap. IV of this

report coulkbe profitably applied in a case such as KTTV's.. The

parties could be asked to sign an understanding reaffirming the

broadcaster's ultimate responsibility foe programming. There would

then be do problem of an inflexibly bidding agreement, and the Com-

mission could avoid a case-by-case review of each clause of every

agreement. As to the second charge of the agreement being used as

a sub rosa instrument of censorship, the Commission could simply note

'

that any specific terms as to permissible or forbidden prog;amming

fail outside,the ambit of Commission review. AccoHing to. the recom-

mendations of the preceding chapter, these terms should not be enforced

on a promiSe vs. performance basis but should be considerdd by.the

1
Ibid.

2
Ibid., p. 2.

3
Ibid.

4
Ibid.
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Commission only insofar as there is reason,to believe that the broad-

caster( violated one of these terms in bad faith. With these two pro-

cedures in hand, the Commission could then have safely approved the

KTTV agreement, thus maintaining btoadcaster flexibility and refuaing

to allow citizen groups to use the Commission's process as a vehicle

for censorship.

4. Settling a License Challenge: WPIX in New York City

Although competing applications are not directly subject to the

Proposed Agreements Rulemaking, the settlement of a competing applica-

tion can raise issues closely related to the settlement of petitions

to deny. Such was the case in August 1975 when the Commission con-

sidered a settlement between WPIX and Forum, Inc.,'a challenger for

WPIX's license.

Forum leveled a series of charges against WPIX, including allega-

tions as to deceptive news programming,'vioiations of sponsor identi-

fication rules, and a series of other iriolations of Commission rules.

Subsequently, the mutually exclusive applications were designated for

hearing on October,28, 1969.
1 The hearings stretched on to January 11,

1973, when the record was closed. The Administrative Judge released

his initial decision on December 10, 1974.

The Initial Decision was not favorable to the challenger's case.

Aside from disposing of many of Forum's alle-gations against WPIX, the

Initial Decision found that Fvum was financially unqualified to

operate the station and that Forum's ascertainment study was deficient.

Inflation,had badly upset Forum's financial structure so that its cash

needs for operating the station were understaied by $900,000. The com--

munity leader survey and the correlation of proposed programming td

-ascertain cOmmunity problems were the weak links in Forum's ascertain-

ment study. Therefore, Forum was found doubly'disqualified to be a

licensee. The Initial Decision recommended that WPIX's license be

renewed.

1In re Application of WPIX, Inc., 20 F.C.C.2d 298 (1969).
2
FCC 74D-62 (December 10, 1974).
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Six years hadPassed from the date of designation to the Issuance

of aninitial decision, and the matter was not yet resolved.' Forum

'and WPIX could still.pursue their case to the Commission and then to

the courts. Illus if the parties intended to continue the controversy

through all available.channelsi anothersix.years could easily elapse

before reaching 4 final resolution. Instead,of continuing the legal

battle, the liarties sought a truce.

.WPIX's decision to Settle with the--challengerS and sign the

.agreement was described as "a straight economic-decision.-
"1

WPIX's

costs to the point of settlement were approximately $1.5 million.

The prospect of continuing the battle and possible doubling litigation

costs did' not appeal to WPIX. WPIX officials noted that defending

their license had cost them "5 to 10 times more"
2

than it cost Forum

to challenge that license. Also WPIX saw itself seriously, threatened

and.as "fighting for our life, while the offense has been in the

position of a gambler."

In the meantime, Forum was also growing weary of the battle and

eager for a settlement. It had spent over-$300,000 in pursuing a

challenge that,had been largely unsuccessful. For a group whose

financial capacities were questioned by the Initial Decision, $300,000

was most likely not a trivial sum. The president of Forum said that

Forum "could have pursued an appeal down the seemingly endless path

of litigation-through the FCC and the courts. Instead [itl chose to

accept a settlemerit that will enable WPIX to involve Forum's princi-

pals in the station's operations." 3

On March 31, 1974, Forum and WPIX filed a joint request that

the Commission approve an agreement that would effectively settle

their dispute. In the agreement Forum promised to dismiss its

1Leavitt Pope, President of-WPIX, as quoted in "WPIX Buys Out
Challenger, Will Keep Cbannel 11 irt New York," Broadcasting 74
(April 7, 1975).

. 2
Leavitt Pope, as quoted in "WPIX Will Accept Outside Director,"

New York Times ..(April 1, 1975).
3
Lawrence J. Grossman, President of Forum, as quoted in Broad-

casting 74 (April 7, 1975).

1 3'9
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application for a construction permit. °In consideration for the with-.

drawal, WPIX would (1) reimburse Forum for legitimate expenses incurred

in prosecuting Forum's application (the reimbUrsementyas not to exceed

$310,885.81); (2) elect Forum's managing partner, who .is also Forum's

single largest stockholder, to WPIX's board of directors; and (3) start

a $100,000 Program Development Fund to be dedicated to the development

. of programs and projects to benefit the New York area and to allow

these projects.to use WPIX's studio and personnel resources up to a
, I

value of $50,000. In the agreement WPIX did not oblige itselkuto
A

broadcast any program or accept any suggestion growing out of file

Program Development Fund.^.

Both Forum and WPIX characterized the.agreement'as being in the

public interest because the Program Development Fund would result in

1:immediate benefits to New York's viewers, and the involvement of a

Forum principal at a high policy'and programming level would give pre-

viously "outside" interests an effective "inside" voice in the sta-
,

tibn'tii management. Forum and WPIX also claimed that the public interest

would be served by terminating a long and drawn-out proctdure in which

an Igitial Decision'has already determined one of the applicant% to be

unqualified. Thus the licensing process wOuld beAuickly stabilized

because WPIX would no longer have a cloud hanging Ovef.its assignment,

and this, argued the parties, was Consonant with the 1970 Renewal Policy

Statement.
1

The Commission's Broadcast Bureau didn't see eye to eye with

WPIX and Forum on many aspects of their argument. The Bureau noted

that the agreement would remove Forum from contention for WPIX's

license and would therefore deprive the Commission of a choice of

applicants. Reducing the number of applicants for a license is not-

in the public interest, according to the Broadcast Bureau, and unless

122 F.C:C.2d 424 (1970). WPIX and Forum claimed that the 1970
statement later formed the basis for approva of aireements in
National Broadcasting Co., 24 F.C.C.2d 218 70) and Post-Newsweek
Stations Fla., Inc., 26 F.C.C.2d 982 (1970) nd that these cases
were relevant precedent supporting the approval'of theinagreement.
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there are countervaiking public interest considerations, such an

agreencent cannot be approved.
1

.

The Bureau rejected all of WPIX's and Forum's public interest

arguments supporting their agreement. The Bureau claimed that (1)

Forum's representative had no guarantee of a significant voice in

WPIX's olierations; (2) WPIX's veto.power over programs gave no

assurance that Forum will be allowed program input;.and (3) the

Buteau would file exceptions to the Initial Decision's conclusion

that WPIX is.qualified'to be a licensee and that Forum was therefore

a potentially qualified applicant.

It was in this curious posture that the issue finally came

,.before the Commission: On one side Were the two former antagonists,

.WPIX and Forum, now allies, who had reached a mutually acceptable

arrangebent and who wanted to resolve their controversy promptly.

ire%Opposing them was the C oits ion's Broadcast Bureau, which wanted

to see the battle continued ti 1 dither WPIX or.Forum'emerged

victorious.
.

The CommiSsion's decision was released on August 12, 1475.
1

Again by a vote of 5-2 the settlement was rejected. The Commission

first rejecttd all of WPIX's arguments based on the 1970 Renewal

PoZicy Statement.
2 ThgrCommission noted that the 1970 Renewal

Policy Statement was struck down by the Court.
3

Following that .

reversal the Commission claims to have returned to the policy

enunciated in its 1963 NBC, Inc. decision.
4

Under the older, doc-

trine, WPIX and Forum would have to demonstrate strong public.

interest benefits resulting from the agreement and cbuld not sig-
v

nificantly rely on the contention that the settlement of a dispute,

per se, was in the public interest.
5

1In the Matter of Application of WPIX, Inc., and Forum Cam-
municatifons, Inc:, Ecc 75-929 (August 12, 1975).

2
22 F.C.C.2d 424 (1970).

3Office of1Communication of the United Church of Christ v.

FCC, 447 F.2d 1201 (D.C. Cir. 1971).
4
25 R.R. 67 (1963).

5 The majority distinguished the two prior cases, where settle-
ment of competing applications was allowed, on the grounds that
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The Broadcast Bureau's position that the agreement contains

"no assurance that additional or improved public interest program-

ming will result" was accepted, and the public interest benefits of

the proposed agreement were characterized as "too vague and indefi-

nite."
1

Finally, the Commission rejected the argument that settle-

ment in this case was per se in the public interest. The Commission

noted that the Broadcast Bureau intended to pursue its position

against WPIX and that would prolong the hearings whether or not

Forum was'a party to the case. Since the settlement "would not

significantly shorten the proceeding,"2 the Commissidon concluded it

could not "find that the WPIX-Forum dismissal agreement assures

sufficient public interest benefit to counterbalance the detri-

mental loss of choice between applicant-S.'

Commissioners Robinson and Hooks took quite a different view

of the settlement. Their major difference with the majority was

over the application of the public interest test. Whereas the

majority would require a positive showing of defiAtte public

interest benefits, Robinsbn and Hooks would simply require.a show-.

ing that a'Troposed agreement does not harm the. Public interest.
4-

Nothing in the proposed agreement would harm the public interest;

therefore they concluded the agreement should be approved.

those cases involikd the formation of hew corporate entities in
which the challenger would have an equity interest. There the
Commission saw a public interest benefit in ptabilizing the sta7.
tion's finances that,it failed to find in the WPIX agreltment.
See Blue Island ComMunity Broadcasting Co., Inc., 1 F.C.C. 2d 629
(1965) and Seven (7) League Productions, Inc., (WIII), 7 F.C.C.2d
513 (1967).

1
FCC 75-929 (August 121 19.75),cp: 4.,

Ibid,
3
Ibid., p. 5. /

The,dissent pOints to 47 U.S.C. 311(c) (1970), iihich requires
the CommiSsion to find 'that a dismissal agreement is "consistent
with.the public interest." Robinson and Hooks read "consistent"
-in a neutral sense so as to imply the publiC.interest is not harmed.
The majority evidently.reads "consistent" in an affirmatiye sense
so as to require a demonstrable public.benefit.

r .
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But Robinson and Hdoks took their argument'a step further. They

contended that even if the Majority's.requirement oA an affirmative .

showing is accepted in the course of the argument, there is enough of

a public'benefit in settlement per se to support approval of the WPIX

-agreement. Obviously Robinson and.Hooks read .the 1963 NBC..,. Alp.

decision quite differently'from the -mijority.". To buttress their

position that Settlement is,in the public interest ? they point to

Office.of Communication of United Church of Christ v. FCC,
1
where

settlement is encouraged especially when the bona-fides of the
'

original objection are not, found questionable.
2

Since Forum's bond-

fides were no t. called into question, Robinson and Hooks saw a public

benefit.from the settlement of litigation sufficient to. meet even

the majority's positive-benefits standard.

Furthermore, Robinson.and Hooks argued that there Is precious

tittle common sense in the majority's-position that the public inter-

est could be served by maintaining a choice between WPIX and Forum

as applicants. The dissent points to the. Initial Decision's question-

( ing of the .financial capacities of Forum, as well as t(51 the fact that

Forum had already spent '$300,000.prosecuting its case and that seeing

the 2ioceeding,through to a final decisiOn "could conceivably double

that expense." For a party already in financial diffieulty, further

litigation costs are out of the question. Consequently, Robinson and'

Hooks believed thht there.was "substantial ieason to doubt that Forum

was 'a .viable.competitor,' "3 and that' the, majotity was being naive in

claiming that the.public interest was being served.

Finally,the dissenters touched on a point raised by the Broad-
,

cast_Bureau 4-t avoided by the majority: the possibility that apprOv4

ing tile agreement creates "imprbper inCentives for Strike applications

or. other unMeritorious Competing applications.
"4 To the dissenters,

1465 F.2d 519 (D.C. Cir. 1972.
2
Ibid., p. 527.

3Tn the Matter of WPIX (Commissioner RobinsOn, dissenting

4
Ibid.
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this is a "definite possibility!! which lOwever is "too remote and

specula5ive to worry about." And in any evenE, they point to the Com-
\

mission's power.to deal with strike applications invWving complaints

that are not bona fide as 4ufficient insurance against a spate of

nuisance applications desi ned to extract.settlepents.

The resoiution of the'4 WPIX case'raises many troublesome olscucs.

The Commission's position that t tees of public interest

benefits were too Iue is ficule to reconc with the Proposed

Agreements Rulemak-i.n's asis on 'broadcaster rhsi,iity . The

Cothmission rejected t e WPIX agreement because,the agreement ostensibly

was not a strong enough.guarantee. But if the agreemerit had been

phrased more emphatically, it could have drawn tommission disapproval

because of the potential for excessive and inflexible delegation of

the broadcaster's responsibility. Thus the Commission seems ready to .

strike down agreements because they are too weak just as it.strikes

down agreements because they are too strong without odering any

'-articulate explanation of what constitutes an appropriate degree of

delegation. It is as though the Commission is asking ail parties

to walk a legal tightrope and then not telling anyone where the

tightrope is hidden.

The Commission's attitude in denxing the reimbursement is also

troublesome. At no point does the Commission imply that Forum's

eXpenses were nofFprUdent and legitimate or that' Forum, Was not

aetually a bona fide applicant. Although fhe majority never clvrly

addresses the point, Robinson and Hooks imply.that the fear of stimu-

lating strike applications was at least partially responsible for the

Commission's decision to reject the agreement and deny any reimburse-

me4t. .But *hat sense does it make to deny prudent and legitimate

voluntary reimbursements because of a fear of stimulating speculative

extortionist demands? This is 4 logic that,punishes the innbcent

as,an example to the guilty. .'

With th reasoning, the Commission.-would cease to approve almost

all settlement If the Commission is to retain inte'grity in Its

cannot let the fear of illegitimate'approach to rikursement, I

petitions or appjications tote ly dominate the valid public policy
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...
considerations supporting reimbursement cited in Office of Communica-

1
tion of United Church of Christ v. FCC. At the minimum he 'Com-

mission must stand ready to approve legitimate reimbursement arrange-

ments. If there is reason to fear abuse of the process, the preceding

chapter outlines procedures that can be applied to limit the potential

for illicit payments, while allowing legitimate reimbursements to

cOntinue. The Solution-is noi to restrict all reimbursetents but to

distinguish the provident from the improvident and to discourage the

latter 101ile alloying the former:

5. A case Yet to.be Considered: ,Format Changes and WNCN, New York City

November 7, 1974, WNCN, New York City, segued out of Mozart's

Requiem and into Chuck' Berry's "Rollpver Beethoven." The move from

Mozart to. Berry signaled a shift in WNCN's programming from clatsical

music to rock and a thange in call letters from WNCN to WQIV. This

format change was the result of a long and carefully considered process

and occurred in spite of the atte4ls of-many citizen groups to save

WNCN's clsesical programming.

WNCN's owner, the Starr Broadcasting Group; decided to change to

a rock format because it saw continuing lOsses resulting from WNCN's

classical programming. The format change was planned and carried out ,0,T-.0

in spite of assurantes made to the FCC when Starr purchased the station

401
in 1972 that it would reTain WNCN's classical format.

Two listener groups quickly petitioned the FCC. to deny the renewal

of WQIV'S litense,
2

and a separate competing application for WQIV's'

frequency was filed.
3

\ .

Further complicating matters was the chairman of Starr'g own

A/Board of Directors, William F. Buckley, Jr. Mk. Bucey's.rondneps

classical music is somewhat stronger than his affeci=ion for rock,

1465 F.2d 519 (D.C. Cir. 1972)'. See pp. 41-42 above.

2Tbe two petitioning listener groups were the WNCN Listeners Guild

and Classical Radio for COnnecticut.
3

e
-)competing application was filed by a Chicago-b sed organiza-

tion, oncert Radio, Inc. Concert Radio pledged to return WNCN's for-

imat to classical Music if it obtained Starr's license.
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and he began a campaign to "Save WNCN." Buckley's plan was to rather

a half million dollars from public contributionS and donate the,fund'

to a'New York area noncommekdial radio station. Ihe noncommercial

station would then acquire WNCN's classical record library and

recreate WNCN's classical format while the new WQIV cont nued to-

program rock.

Mr. Buckley had an easier time raising a half million dollars

than selling his idea to local noncommercial station. The "money was

gathered in about ten days, but as time passed and no r lacement

station was found, support for Mr. Buckley's plan.waned. lassical

musia fans then shifted their energies from Buckley's plan to the

citizen groups-challenging Starr's license at the Commission.

The citizen groups' activities affected Starr botgb4by increas-
.

ing its leral costs before the Commission and by placing cloud

ovef the station's license--the two classic sources of c41zen group

tfwerage. Furthermore, the new rock format was not proving as prof-

itable as Starr had hoped.
1

Thus, Starr found iti'elf in the,unenvi--

able position of having to expend relatively large sums in order to
4

protect ap essentially unprofitable broadcast operation.

The stage was then set for Starr to attempt to back out of its

uncomfortable predicament. .Starr decided to solve its problem by

selling the station. In`may .1975 Starr and the GAF Corporation

announced they had reached an agreement in pri.nciple whereby GAF'

would purchase the station for $2.2 million, return WQIV to its old'

classical format, and resume its-old WNCN call qigni

Starr claimed that it was selling the Station xeluctantly

because'the petitioners and the challenger *led so much and

raised so many questions that it.became too time-consuming,and too

costay for the company to pursue this [controversy] to is resolu-

tion.
"2 The merits of the case were allegedly not in queition; i.

1Buckley stated that WQIV could not Nake A success of the for-

mat." D. Vidal, "Congtatulations Pour into S6tion WNCN," Nma York

Timea (August 27,/1975)..
2MichAl Starr, Executive Vice Prestclent of the Starr BrOad-

casting Group, as quoted in M. J. Connors "ClaSsical Nus,ic Likely
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'was simply the cost of iitigating the matter through to its conclusion

that prompted the sale: "We were never less than optimistic about

winning, but we simply can't afford the time and energy any more.
ul

.
OAF, on the other hand, took a philanthropic view of its

acquisition of WNCN. It didn't expect to profit from owning the-

station and saw its acquisition of WNCN as a service to New York's

classical music audience.

When the terms of the transaction were finalized On August 19,

1975, GAF and Starr were not,the only parties involved in the trans-..

action--the citizen groups had written themselves into the'transaction
4

so as to help insure WNtN'S classical format.. In the contraq CAF

ageed to the formati9n of a citizen advisory committee to-include

.members. of the two groups that filed petitions.to deny with the sta-

tion. .AF also gave aSsurances that it would make an efiort to hire
: .

'former WNCN.employees.whr restaffing the station for its, classiCal

for

_The contract includespa relatively complex xeimbursement plan ,. -

,wherein Starr, GAF; and a neutral group known as the.WNQN Advisory

'Committee undertake to compensatekthe two petitioninF groups and the
-

challenger for at least775 percent.Of their legitimate and prudent

exPenses. The total expenses qf the three citizen organizations

hakre been estimated at $120 090.
2

Appended to-the saie contract between Starr and GAF-is an option

contract between GAFand COncert Radioi, the challenger) which.includes

.some piovisions on which the'CoMmissioA never .befort had a chance to,

pass. Upder the opti,on agreement, Concert has -06 right..to purchase

WNCN for $2.2 miljlion, plug the cost of,!.any capital'iMprovetents, in

the eyent AF,either (a) decides to cease operatfhg.the station pri-,

marily as classical musie station; or 6i-decides WNCN.

to Return to FM Station in New York, Thanks to Llal Listenere
Fight," Wall Street Jourhal-(July 11, 1975).,

1 .

. Ibid.'

2J. J. O'Conger, "WNCN to Return as Classical.Music Station,"
New York Times (AUgunt 20, 1975).
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The purpose of these clauses is to ensure the availability of classi-

cal music over WNCN for the five-year life of the optioh contract.

The contract is, however, subject to approval by the FCC. The

Commission has never before considered a contract similar to the

Starr/GAF agreement, and it s interesting to eXSaile the policy

alternatives'available to the Commissiori.'

The most innovative section of the cqntract is the option

clause which allows Concert tO buy the station in t:WgVent of a

format change or in the event of a sale to a third party. .The

closest the Commission hatii ever come to cOnsidering such a question

is the Twin States controversy. 1.
In the Twin States cases, a broad-

caster wanted rO change the forMat of hii station but ejncountered
0 -

citizen oppositiOn. An agreement was finally reached whereby the

broadcaster promised to Conduct an audience surVey to *inform himh

of the Unsatisfied demand for his qld format.--Thili-rOadcaster was

not
04

however, bound by the results of the survey. Even.if the

survey showed a sizable Unsatisfied demand fdr-the broadcaster's

old form , he could still exercise his judgment and decide to

retain is new format and not return to the old.

In the present case, however, the broadcaster is bound to offer

.the station for sale at a fixed price.ehould the format change.

the Commission applies its reasoning froth the Twin States cases to

the present caseNhen at first glance it Uould seem an a'fortiori

argument that the option clause should be disapproved. When the

broadcaster was bound to the results of a survey to determine the

format of his station, the agreement was disapproved; so when the

broadcaster is bound to retain a format, irrespective of any survey

results; or.sell his station so the:format can be retained, surely

the agreement must be disapproved.

1
42 Y.C.C.2d 1076 (1973) and 45 FX.C.2&230 (1974). See

pp. 50-51 above.
.2

The ComMission initially disapproved of the agreement because
it seemed to bind the broadcaster to the results of the survey.

0)

The a reement was redrafted to'allow greater broadcaster flexi-
* . bilit and then resubmitted to the Commission.

. .
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'

Burid this extension from Twin sttel as straightforward

as it seems? There are,a variety of factora that Could act to set

WNCN apart from Twin States so as to Allow Commission approval of

# the-WNCN agreement. The first consider#ion is the facethat GAF

has made an explicit promise to retain,WNCN's,tlassical programming
.1c,\ .

anq has entered the transaction fully aware of the lIrlhood that

a clad-sical music WNCN may be an unp7fitable venture.-/GAlicould
, 7+1,

have decided not to promise to re1aitiaa44ica1 music, but the fact
\

that GAF did acquire WNCN ofrits Own free will', and voluntarily.

acceptedrthe option contract, acts tO set,2-the,WNW case apart.from

Twin States. In'Twio States the station .was'not under a firm commit-
.

Tent td maintain a specific type of progratming under any circum-

stances. fille- new owner acquired th station under a contingent

arrangement which required a demon ration that the old fOrmat

would be proOtable before'any format change would be made.

GAF's position therefore seems more imbued with ihe conscioud",--

and premeditated assumptidn of a duty to serve a specific da dience

than was Twin States'. Any shift from classical programm ng by

GAF would be a direct repudiation of all promises made on'WNCN's/,

acquisition, and could readily be interpreted as bad fhith on ZAF's

part. In Such a case the Commission could-argue that the option to
a

sell the sta on to Concert is allowable in light of GAF's strong

promises to maintain classic music and in light of the fact that

GAF acquired the station with full awareness of the special Com-

munity interest in classical music. The grounds for suct(a deci-

sion could be that GAF had,If its own volition evidenced.a desire

\to maintajm classical programming in'New York-and that the option

ontract is,merely inother'device for achieving GAF's primegoal.

Should GAF prove incapable or unwilling to continue providing

classica music, GAF would allow another group to attempt to serve

that audience. The important point in such an opinion would be
1 A

that GAF!s discretion is not being curtailed.because it was GAF's

choice to promote classical music, and the option lause in the

contract is simply another means,toward GAF's.g .

1

A change of circumstances inthe New York radio market-7such

as the entry of a new classical Music station generally accepted
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The second part of the WNCN agreement likely to cause controversy

Is the reimbursement clause. Citizen groups have been notably unsuc-
.

cessful in obtaining reimbursements from the Commission. It would be

possible for the Commission to borrow some of its reasoning from the

ARIX decision and disallow the WNCN reimburseMent out.of a fear of

promotingetrikepetitions. -But such a decision wouldj3e most
,

unfortunate. ,The more reasonable ApprOach.for the Commission would

be th-examipe,the arrangement and decide whether,it is prudent and
, .

legitimate. If the-reimbursement seems just, then.the Commission

should not be, paralyzed by the fear that it will be encouraging strike

petitionsit must approve the'reimbursement- The Commission could,'
, ,

however, easily couple its approval with warnings outlVinglts

position toward eny attempts to abuse the rahabursement process.

Finally; the entire area of, format change_has only recently

come under .careful consideration bythe courts and is one in which

tomassion policy is still unsettled.
I

Before the WNCN case is
_ .

decided, the courts May have further opportunitieti to review format

change controversies, and the Comaission may take some steps' toward

a more definite.policy in. ihe,area. If so, all these developments

must be weighed by the Commission, and it Must'avoid the danger of

deciding the WNCN case without carefuliponsidetatiOn of its place

ih a much larger policymaking framework;

CAPSULE.SUMMARY

Following the adofstion of the Proposed Agreements Rulemaking,

the Commission had the opportunity to apply the principles of the

Proposed*Agreements ftlemaking to a variety of concrete agreements..

The KMJ ind WD cases revealed that behind the unanimout vote of ,

the Commission there remained disagreement as to the treatMent of

citizen settlements. The WAUD and KMj cases also demonstrated the

.as A close substitute for WNCN's programmingcould, of course,
change the nature of GAF's commitment. In such a case, it could
be argued that GAF's special commitment to classical programming
'would no longer be critical.

1
S e p. 51, n.,5, above.
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Commission's concern over the wording.of savings.clauses and main-

taining broadcaster control over, station operations. The terms of

the KTTV agreement railed relatively novel issues, isti again the

issue was resolved largely in the context of Maintaining broad-

caster control. The Commission's, treatment of the WPIZr-Forum'

challenge reiterated the Commission's reluctance to allow reim-

bursempnt of citizen group.expensgs and highlighted the difficul-

ties that challengers and incumb2,t broadcasters Can expect in

obtaining Commission approval.of settlements. +he WNCN case intro-,

duces a novel et 9pf'considerations in broadcaAer-citizen group

relations i he context of_format changes._ The terms of the

WNCN agreement-do not seem to fail neatly intO any category.yet

treat6d by the dommission and may ev,entually force-the Commission

to expand its reasoning in new dirgctions.
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VI. FINAL COMMISSION DECISIONS

The period from October 1975 to January 1976 was ad activetime

for the Commission in the area of broddcaster-citizen relafions. The

Final Report and Order in the Matter of Agreements Between Broadcast
1 1

Licensees and the PuPtic (hereinafter, Agreements Report and Order)

vas adopted, as was the Final'Report and Order in the Notice of

Inquiry and Proposed RuZemaking in the Matter of Reimbursement fb

Legitimate and Prudent Expenses of a Public Interest Group for a

GonsU'Z'fancy to a Broadcaster in Certain Instances
2

(hereinafter

Reimbursement Report and Order). A final decision was also reached

in the Inquiry into Subscription Agreements between Radio Broadcast

Stations and ftsical Format Service Companies.3 Thus, three areas.

of Commission inquiry with widely divergent origins but all touching

on common policy issues of significant importance to citizen partici-

pation were resolved within two months of each other. The controversy,

generated as a result of expanded citizen petitioning and settlement

seema most responsible for stiMulating the Commission to finally

resolve inquiries as old as three 'and a half years.
4

THE AGREEMENTS REPORT AND ORDER

The'major topics originalAy'deal

Rulemuking
5

were again addressed in t

but this time they were approached in

Proposed Agreements.Rulemaking and wi

cases such as those discussed inThap

1
FCC-1359 (December

aneOrder are reproduced
2
FCC 76-5 (January

3
Report and Policy

See pp. 86-87.above.
4
Thc Peimbursement

t'with in the Proposed Agreements

he Agreements Report and Order,

light of public response to the

th the experience of Interim

. y.

19, 1975). Portions of the Agreements Report
in App. B below.

9, 1976). See pp'. 42-43 above.

Statement, FCC 75-1234 (November 7, 1975).

Inquiry dates from June 7, 1972.
5
See pp. 74-77 above.
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1. Standards for Broadcaster Responsibility, Delegation, and

Accountability

In the Agreemens-Report and Order,,the Commission focused on

broadcaster responsibility as the main consideration in determining

the validity of citizen agreements. This emphasis is consistent with

the Proposed.Agreemen4 ftlemaking and with the Commission's thinking

in reviewing agreements duringthe period between the issuance of

the Proposed Agreements Rtdemaking and the adoption of the Agreements

Report, and,Order.

The Commission, in no'uncertain terms, requires that "licensees

alone must assume and bear ultimate responsibility for the planning,_ ,

execution, and supervision of programmingand station operationt

Delegation'of this responsibility is forbidden, "and.a licensee

cannot (even unilateially) foreclose its discretion and continuous

duty to determine the public int rest And_tO operate:inibccOrdanee

with that determination.
"2

Various citizen groups
3 questioned the Commission's,fallure to

distinguish respOnsibility from delegation and accountability and

also raised the question Of treating citizen agreements in a manner

consistent with commercial agreements. In Many places these,coMments

closely parallel the analysis of Chap.:IV.
4

The CommisO.on responded

to the first pointthe disfinCtion between responsibility, delegation

and accountabilityby stating it has "long held that it is resnonsi-

1
bility, and not just accountability, hat is nondelegable, 115 Despite

the Commission's protestations.that t operates under a longstanding

lAgreements Report and Order, 118.
2
Ibid.

3Most notable are the Comments of the National Citizens Committee
for Broadcasting, In the Matter of Agreements Between Broadcast Licen-

sees and the P4blic, Docket 204.95 (July 29, 1975).

4

5
Agreements Report and Order, 119. To support its proposition,

the Commission cited United States Broadca4ting Corporation, 2 F.C.C.
208, 205 (1935),; and National Broadcasting Co., Inc. v. United States,

319 U.S. 190, 205-206, 218 (1943).

See pp. 82-84 above.
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policy, the fact remains that delegations of responSibility in commer-:

cial dealin% are,common in the broadcasting business. The Agreements

Report and Order attempts to deal with this argument by treating the

case of delegations of responsibility in the context of employer-

employee relations.
1

The COmmission clalms that "the employer-employee

relationship ,contains ample opportunitY for the direction of employees

and the supervision of their work, and the employer retains flexibility

to change or end the warrant of authority to act in its behalf.
n2

But

the separation of management and ownership, which is,not.uncommon in

broadcasting, and situations in which statiOn operators are not_sta=

tion employees
3

seriously undermine the argument t at the licensee

maintains active control Over'his employ . In theory the doctrine

of active responsibility may be appealing, butin practice many

licensees are little more than -absentee owners having little daily

contact with their'broadcast properties,. 'Thus delegations of respon-

sibility in the commercial sphere will occur such that if they were

subject to CommisSion review by the same.standards that are applied

to citizen agreements, the Commission would have little choice but to

find them irresponsible delegations of licensee authority. Conse-

quently, though the Commission claims that no double standard exists
-

between citizen agreements and commercial contracts,.the,very structure

of the broadcast industry indicates that greater delegations may

regu,larly occur in the Commercial sphere. .

In the Agreements Report and Order the Commtssion reiterates its

position that the broadcaster must retain the right to modify any

agreement, even 'after it is approved by the Commission, if.the modi-
4

fication is thought to serve the public interest. Again, the Com-
, ,

mission says majormodifications should be accomp-anied by notice to

1
Agreements Report and Order;, 523.

-2
Ibid.

3
The Commission itself cites two such instances: International

Good Music, F.C.C. 60-1340 (1960); and WSKP, Incorporated, 2 R.R.2d
1103 (1964). See Agreements Report and Orderl, 523.

. 4
Agreements Report and Order, TiI24, 38. See App. B for 9138.
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thAbmMission and the Commission reserves the right to ask for

explanation of "any deviations that appear'to be substantial. =

iThe question Of an agreement'sspecificity and its relation to

broaacaster.responsibility was not treated directly in the Proposed

.Agreements Memaking but was/considered in the Agreements Report .

and Order. The comments of the National'Organization of Women

(NOW)
2

and cases such as KTTV3 and KM.J4 seem most directly respon-

sible'for this development. In the Agreements Report and Order A

the Commission decided tht "speCificity pA, se is not.improper",

but when "detail may give rise to expectations of inflexibility

,which, if imposed, would be improper 115' [emphasis in original] the

specificit4 y of an agreement's terms may cause.difficulty before

the CommiSsion.

Again this principle raises the quest,ion of whether a double

standard ACtualfy exists bqtween commercial contracts and citizen

agreements. surely ,commerciai'cOntracts often "give r±se to expec-

tations of inflexibility which, if imposed,' Would be imProper."

But these contracts are allowed by the Commission providea they

contain the appropriate savings clause.
6 ,

2. Enforcement of Settlements

The Agreement's Report and Order proposes to treat "substantive

terms incorporated into an agreement" as "representations to the

Commission" and to treat heM identically with all other "promises

of future performance.
1,7 Thus, the Commission rejected a proposal

2

lIbid., 548.
2Comments of the liational Organization of Womefi, In the Matter

'of Agreements Between Broadcast Licensees and.the Public, Docket
20495 puly 25, 1975).

3ee pp. 120-125 above:
4
See Pp. 119-120 above,

5Agreements Report and Order, 1125.

6
See. pp. 84,85 above.

7Agreements Report and Order, 1124.
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by CBS that breaches of terms in citizen agreements be treated

differently than other representations made in the course f stand-

ard licensing procedures.
1

, Interestingly,:the concept Of distinguishing between terms

within the Commission's ambit from terms outside. the Commissibn's
.

ambit
2
which was largelY overlooked in the Proposed Agreements

Rulemaking did gain a cursory' mention in the Agreements Report and

Order. In the Agreements Report and Order .the Commission notes

that

in areas where licensees have public interest duties
cognizable by the Commission...[i.e., sxeas within
the ComMission's ambit] a licensee issobliged to
modify any prior practice or Oroposal when in the
reasonable exercise of,its good faith judgment it
believes that the public interest so requires. The
consequence of this principle is that no proposal
in such an 'area can,be immutable,.whether presented
unilaterally in an app ication or undertaken pursuant
to a commercial or ci0. en'agreement.3

It was previously'suggested that terms within,the Commission's

ambit be enforced by the Commission's promlbe vs. perforMance stand- ,

(

ard and that terms outside the ComMission's ambit be considered only

insofar as they reflect on the licensee's \haracter and qualifibg-
dons to continue as a public trustee. In e Agreements Report,and

. .

Order the Commission states Only that broadcasterg have an affirmS-._ .

tive duty to modify agreement terms within the Commission's ambit when

the licensee finds that a modification is in the public interest.

No specific mention is made of different enforcement policies for

terms within the Commission's ambit from those ontside its ambit,

but it seems reasonable to expect thatlAhe Commission will be'more'

vigorous in enforcing the,former than the latter.

1Comments of CBS, Inc., lh the Matter of Agreements Between
Broadcast Licensees and the Public, pocket 20495.(July 29, 1975).

2
See pp. 89-90 above.

3
Agreements Report and Order, f24.
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.
The Agreements Report and Order Also considers the question of penaliz7

ing licensees who'enter into improper:agreements which delegate exces-

sive authority. 03roadcaster condern over such penalties was probabfy

stimulated by the observations c4 Commissiondr Robinson who argued

that excessively inflexible delegations could be of no force or

effect and that their only probative value related to the fact that

the licensee was, willing to enter into such inappropriate delega-

'

.tion.
1 In the Agreements Report and Order the Commission reassures

licensees that it will not generally penalize broadcasters for enter-
,

in into inappropriate agreements but that "serious 'abdications of

licensee rewnsibility will raise a question about the licensee's

basic fitness.
1

I 6

"PKocedural Matters and the Strictness of Commission Scrutiny

!Administratively.and substantively the question of whe h Com-

mission will review a proposed agreement is an imporicant one. A:

wide-ranging.revie4 policy would add to the Commission's.administra-,

tive burden And...at the Same time inJect a large amount of government

oversight into-citizen-broadcaster dialogue, whereas a narrow review

policy deaves open the possibility that agreements counter to Com-

mission policy will come into effect. In the Agreements Report and

Order the Commission decided that becadse of its "determination not

:to east the.shadow of government over the process of local discnssion"

and because of "the Commiss on'S lin4ted reseurteS"3 the CoMmission.

will review agreements only "upon complaint,or'request for formal

ruling or review.
u4

All written agreements,,whether or not Commission review is.

requested, will bécome'part of the station's publie files.
5

The
, _

1See the diScusSion of RObiuson's opinion in the KTTV case;

pp. 121-124 above.
2
Agreements Report and Order, 911121, 39. See App. B fo'r 9139.

3
.

Agreements Report and Order, 1129.

4
Ibid.; see App. B, 1138.

5
Ibid , 911122, 41. See App. B for 1141. 47 C.F.R. 1.526 is

amended t at effect by the Agreements Report and Order.
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Commission feels that local filing of the agreement is stifficient

and that nQ publication of notice Commission filing is necessary.

. In the event a broadcaster wishes to bting an agreement direttly-to

the'Commission s attention, the Agreements Report and Order suggests

that the agreement be filed as an amendment to the station's mogt

recent broadcastappiication.
1

Oral agreements rais special problems for the Commission.

,Theiraexistence and precise contentyould be very difficult for the,

CoMmissian to discuss or nforce. The Commission recognizes that

"oral understandings and agreements may be a common practice,"
2
and

feels that "extending fil ng and other requirements to oral agree-

ments...may.inhibit info 1 d o e, contrary to our policy of

encouraging it.,3 Therefore, the mmission decided not to review

%O.

these agreements nor require that station files contain informa-

tion about oral agreements.
4

The suggestion that the Commission adopt a standardized savings

clause was rejected in the 40eements Report and Order. In reject-
,

ing the proposal the Commission stated that it was "not willing to

specify how citizen agreements should ensure that licensee responsi

bilities are not abridged, and preferred "to leave citizens and

licensees free to work out whatever-arrangements they believe appro-

priate in their circumstances." 5 At the same time the'Commission also

noted that in a case by case review ,of agreements it would not be

willing to "strain the:plain language of agreements to.construe away
6

provisions inflexibly binding licensees.

Thus it seems that the Commission will constinue the policies

set forth in the KMJ, WAUD and KTTV
7
cases and lealk it to the

,

1
Ibid., 522.

2
Ibid., 542. See App. B.

3
Ibid., 530.

4'
Ibid., 1/42. See App. B.

5
Ibid., ¶26.

6
Ibid.

7
See pp. 115-125 above.
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parttes to attempt to draft appropriate savings clauses.1

A major concern of broadcasters was that fhe Commission would

outline an affirmatiye duty to negotiate with citizen groups.
2

One

citizen group argued that "a broadcaster's refusal to meet [citizen

groups] without'ekplanation...should raise,an issue of an inadequate

ascertainment, and that the failure to engage, meaningfully in dis-

cussions of station performance should'be an issue cognizable by the'

Commission. u3 The Commission's policy in.this respect is clear-cut.

The Commission requires community ascertainment, but beyond ascertain-

ment "a licensee is not obliged to negotiate toward or to conclude

an agreement."
4 No .broadcaster will be penalized for'failure to

negotiate with a.citizen group.

The,issue of whether a citizen agreement can remtrict the

right of a citizen group to file a petition to deny was raised in
_ .

,

the Agreements Report and Order, and as OUtlinedlin the PPoposed

Agreements Rulemaking the Commission decided that.claudes restrict-

ing the right to file are improper. However, "a statement thalthe

agreement satisfies objectiona which otherwise might have generated

a petition to deny" would be accepted by the Comm4sion. More

specifically, the Commission notes that "complaints that a,licensee's

operating proposals are Inadequate might well be mooted by agreement

undertakings, and could be reSolved flore eaeify."5

Thus the Commission seems to be attempting to recognize the fact

that a citizen agreement may well have a positive influence on a

station's behArior and effeCtively,resolve a variety'Of potential

grounds for the filing or continuation of a petition to deny while

1
See IA.86 for n Outline o an argument supporting a standard-

ized savings clause in the context of citizen settlements.
.2
See the Comments of CBS, Storer Broadcasting, and Orion

Brd'adcasting, Inc., In the Matter of Agreements. Between Broadcast

Licensees and.the Public, Docket 20495 (July 25,
1

3Agreements Report and Order, 17,Cating the comments of the .

National Black Media Coalition, In the Matter of AOPeements Between
Broadcast Licensees and thoeublic, Docket .20495 (July 25, 1975).

4
Ibid., 120:1:

o

5
Ibid., 133. 1 5 9
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maintaining its reluctance to specifically limit anyone's right to

file. The compromise is a delicate one and the Commission's policy

will most likely be fleshed out on a case by case basis. But under-

lying the Commission's attitude in this area is the Commission's

duty to "consider the allegations of petitions to deny, once filed,

even if the petitions request their withdrawal."
1

Consequently,

broadcasters and citizen groups alike must remember that once an

issue is formally raised in a petition before the Commission it

may be exceedingly difficult to resolve the matter through a citizen

settlement. Therefore, there may be great advantages to broadcasters

and citizen groups alike to settle their differences without filing

a petition to deny with the Commission.
2

Closely related to the issue of refiling is the question of

whether a citizen settlement must be related to the particular

grievance of the petitioningiroup in order to be effective. Com-
,

missioner Quello at various points contended that nonrepresentative

groups might come to dominate the petitioning and agreements process.

The same concerns were shared by bro Aq casters in their filings. Most

notable was Metromedia for its suggest on that beffire approving an

agreement the Commission equire a showing that the citizen. group is

either representative of the community or "that the racial, sexual

or interest group involved was entitled to privileged treatment...

and that sual special treatment would not disadvantage the other
q
elements of the community.

"4
This suggestion was rejected by the

Commission for two reasons. First, and most significant, is the

Commission's opinion that "even a groug whose individual membership

appears non-representative ma raise views, concerns, or problems

1
Ibid.

2
.*10%1044,e the discussion of "pre-fiVng settlements," pp. 31-35 above.

C.

3

3
See, for example, the discussion of Quello's opinion in the

WAUD case, Op. 116-117 above, and in the KMJ case, Op. 119-120.

abovet'
4
Comments-of Metropedia, Inc., In the Matter ofAgreements

Between Broadca'st Licensees and the PubZic, Docket 20495 (July 25
1975). Cited in Agreements Report and Order, ¶11. .
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that should be dealt with. It is the proposals themselves--rather

than their proponents--which.the licensee ought to czonsider in rela-

tion to its public interest duties.
ul Second is the Commission's

consistently expressed desire to avoid excessive regulation of the

p agreements procedure.

THE REIMBURSEMENT REPORT AND ORDER
-.

When the Commission initiated the original Notice of Inquiry y
. ,
an4:Proposed RUlemaking dealing with the reimbursement of Citizen

group-expenses, it was rather expansive and detailed in its analysis

of possible Commission regulations. The Reimbursement Report and

Order stands in sharp contrast to the original Notice: it is short
.

(only four paragraphs long), adopts no specificrules regulating

reimbursements, makes no new policT=statements describing the Com-:

mission's attitude tbward reimbursements, and resolves all the

iSsues origknally raised in the reimbursements inquiry solely in

terms ok,the Agreenents Report and'Order'. In the Reimbursement

.
Reportvand ,Order, the. Commission specifically states that it does

t
"not believe that reimbursement for the fut e expenses of a cc:m-7

sultnt.require the adoption of separate ru es. The general princi-

ples set forth in our Report and Order in Docket 20495 apply with

equal force0 to reimbursement,
.

... ,

But are the principles expressed in the igreements Report and
.

Order, Docket 2049-5, adequate or even germane to the types of prob-
,

lems,likely to arise in the context of mbursement-,arrangements?

The Agreements Report and,Order is foun d primarily on the.Commis-

sion's view that-there can be no excessive delegation of-broadcaster

authority and that broadcasters must retain a final right to modify ,

'c agreements when they feel modification is in the public interest.

'These principles must be stretched to great lengths when applying

them to reimbursement agreements.

1
Ib d., ¶21.

b.,

2
dbid., ¶26.
3
Reimbursement Report and Order,

,

.

1
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Consider the hypothetical case of a relatively innocuous_reim-

bursement arrangement that calls for a broadcaster to pay e citizen

group $1,000 a year f r consulting services and community relations

work. Suppose then th broedcaster discovers that the citizen group

is engaging.in local ac ivitie's of which the broadcaster disapprove's.

Does the broadcaster's ight to modify agreements.ln the public

interest give him the ri ht to cut off or restrict funds flRing

to.the citizen group bec use he feels that they are not being used

in the public interest? f so, is there some obligation on the

broadcaster's part to actUally,monitor the activities of all citizen

groups receiving.reimbuisements So as to determine whether the funds

"are being used to serve the public interest?-.And'if thebroadcastef

has an active role to play in observing citizen 'group activities and

in continually deterMining whether reimbursement funds flow to the

citizen group, IA can'a citizen group receiving reimbUrsements main-
t. -

ta its independence from a broadcaster who has in the past typically

been the cItizen'group's adversary? The principles of the Agreements

Report and Order,geem out of place In this,context--much has to be

added to those

in regulating

principles before

imbursementg.

they can acquire iany operative effect

)

A slow case-by-case consideration of reimb sement arrangements

therefore seems inevitable before the Commissior eventually arrives

at an articulate policy toward reimburseMents. e rulemaking pro-
1

cedure that is supposed to obviate theredfor a,case-by-cage

approach to a problem thus seems to have failed in its major purpbse.

, The Commission 4licy toward reimbursements is now no clearer than

it was three and a half years ago whenthe reimbursements docket was-

just opened.
.

In such circumstances, it is difficult to predictihe evolution

of Commission policy. Theonly consistent theme'in the Commission's
.

-

thinking throughout its consideratiOn of the reimbursement issue has

been the fear of stimulating petitions and challenges, fueled by the

prospect Of eventual reimbursement of expenses by the broadcaster.-
1

1
\\ Th s history:extends from the original KCMC dedision (see '

pp. 39142 above) through to the recent WP1X decigion (pp; 125.-112
above).
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If this one consistent trend is extrapolated into the future, it

seems that the [Commission could have little trouble in construing-

the principle of the Agreements Report and Order'in such a way as

to tightly restrict the ability of citizen groups to gain reiM-

bursements.

''THE FPRMAT SERVICE STATEMENT

In May 1973 thetCammission nated the existence of contracts

between broadcasters and format service coMpanies providing broad-

casters with pre=packaged programming.
1

The Commission felt that

there lias a distindt possibilie(that these codtracts were exces-
.

sively inflexible and might involve,impropet delegations of broad-

caster responsibility. The Cqmmission closed its inquiry in

November 1915,
2
and then 4 explained that the principles of

. .

.broadcaster responsibility that apply 'to citizentagreements apply

equally to music format serviCe7contracts. Thus the Commission
.

claimed that it would stand ready to .crutinize music-service con

tracts when they'appeared in .renewal , transfer, assignment., or
. :

'complaint aations: and that "adequate means" were available for

.' dealing with the 'problem of licensees Wholviolate.their,publi.c
3

trust an sign excessively inflexible agreements:-
Nir

Alt ough on its face the_CommiSsion seems to be treating
,

akcitizen a reements and music service contradts on an equal footing,

a' basic an perhaps unavoidable distinction in fact remains: whenY
,.

(_,

an inflexible citizen agreement'comes to the Commission's attenti

the.entire agreeMent may be found of no force or effect, but when.

an inflexible commercialmusic format contract comes before the

ComMission it may not be able unilaterally to void,the commercial

agreement simply because of itS inflexibility.

lInquiry into Subscription Agreements'between Radio Broaddast
Stations and MUsical Format Service Comanies, Docket 19743, FCC
73-540 (May 23, 1973). See pp. 86-87 aboVe for a more complete
discussion.

2
Report and Policy/ Statm,en , FeC 75-12.-34 (November 7, l975)-. .

3'
Broadcasting 32 (November 10, 1975). \
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VII. CONCLUSIONS

RECOMMENDATIONS

From the beginning, the Commission has never taken the initia-.

tive in encouraging citizen participation.in broadcast licensing
1

.procedures. In UCC I the Court had-to overturn the Commission's

ruling in order to grant standing to citizen groups so that they

too could file petitions to deny. In UCC 14 the Court chastised

the COmmission far treating public interest intervenors as "inter-2
ropers-- and for exhibiting a "curious neutrality7in-favor-ofthe

,

licensee. The'Court also criticized the Commission for a "per-
4 4

vasive ithpatience--if not hostility" toward thepublic intervenors

and noted that the public intervenors in the case were actually

attempting-to aid the,Commission inA)efforming its mandated duties

to serve the public interest, but instead of welcoming their parti-

cipation, "an ally was regarded as an opponent."5 And in UCC ILL

the Court described a Commission policy which set an absolute bar

against reimbursement,in petition to deny situations as totally
"6

"ineXplicable.

Evidently, there was 4 time in the not toO distant past when

the Commission was-less than enthusiastic oyer the prospect of

citizen groups playing an active role in broadcast licensing pro-

. cedurev- Each step forward for citizen groups was won only,after

appeal to the courts for review of Coththission decisions. Follow-

ing each of thede decisions, the Commis'sion, had na choice..but to

1Office of Communication of United Church of Christ v. FCC,
359 F.2d 994 (D.C. Cir. 1966).

20rnce of Communication of United Church of Christ v. FCC,
.425 F.24.543, 546 (D.C. Cir. 1969).

3
Ibid., p. 547.

4Ibid., p. 548.
5
Ibid., p. 549

6
Office of Communication'of-United Church of.Christ v. FCC,

465 F.2d 519, 527 (D.C. Cir. 1972).
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abide by, the Court's ruling and graqt greater rights to citizen

groups.

Recent actions by ale Commission indicate that it has prog-
.

resed from its early staunch opposition to citizen participation'

and has adopted a less hostile attitude toward citizen groups.

The Agreements Report and.Order and the Commission's actions follow-
,

ing the issuance of the Proposed Agreements Rulemaking demonstrate

a Cautious willingness to at least experiment with some effective'

forms of citizen participation; provided that thetkitizen groUps

respect broadcasters' ultimate control over their stations.

The Agreeinents Report and Order outlInes a set of principl4s-

to be applied by the Commission in evaluating the validity of
.,

citizen agreements and in enforcing theirterms. Although these

principles.provide some rough guidance.as to the CommiSSion's

policy,.they, dre flexible enough to allow the Commission a great

deal of latitude in treating citizen agreements. the Commission'
I

could either take Significant steps toward greater,involvement of

.

citizen groups, or freeze ,citizen involvement at a low level, all

-,
the while'remaining within the bounds set by the Agreemento

heport.and Order. . Thus, a realistiC assessment of the Commission's

attitude toward citizen participation' must await additional experi-

ence with the application of the Agreements Report and Order.
,

Discerning the Commission's policy toward xeimbursement,of

citizen group expenses suffers from additional handicaps. The

Reimbursement Report and Order reaies entirely on' the policies

outlined in the Agreements Bepart and Order' and can therefore be
i .,

no more specific than the Agreements Report and Order.. But the

policies that' allOw great flexibility in applica on when con-

sidered in the context of citizen agreements, turn out to be even_,

.
,

less helpful when appfled to reimbursement.

Thus the.Commission seems to have con'cl.uded.two important

rulemaking probeegings, not bycissuing a set of firm rules, blit

by outlining a set,ofgenez41 principles Which will requlre a

great deal of application in practice,before.they can acquire real

substance. Although it can lie argued that*the issues raised by
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citizen participation are intricate and not generally amenable to a

rulemakingkapproach, it must be pointed out that the Commission's

history of indecision and delay ip only perpetuated by rule-

makings that outline general principles and do not firmly resolve

basic issues. In these proceedings, the Commission was faced with

a clear opportunity to break with its history and to take the

initiative in providing for citizen participation.. But instead

of following that path, the Commission has chosen a more conserva-

tive route which at least seems mindful of court decisions that

were instrumental in the growth of the citized movement.

Therels much that can be done by the ,Commission to promote

effective citizen participation while still protecting the rights

of broadcasters. First, it must be realized that although citizen

groups can exert great leverage against broadcasters, the two are

hardly evenly matched opponents in Commission proceedings. Broad-

casters are frequently better financed and are more likely to be

represented by large amounts of legal talent. A reasonable appli-

cation of the Reimbursement Report and Order so as to allow volun-

tary payment of legitimate and pruglent expenpes could prove extra-
.

ordinarily valuable in helping toright the balance.

A more'imaginative approach for the Commission to follow would

be to request legislation either allowing the Commission to award

costs, including attorney's fees, to citizen groups that h-ave con-

tributed.significantly to the resolution of a matter in the public

interest, or to request that a "citizen's legal funC,be set up,

from which the Commission itself could fund ci:tizen group efforts

designed to promote the public interest. The Commission has in the

past exhibited at least some interest in proposals to help defray the

legal expenses of parties involved in Commission proceedings. 1

Changes in internal Commission procedures could also provide

for more effective citizen participation. The Court has observed

that "challenging groups have limited resources and no procedural :

tools, since discovery is allowed only when a Petition to Deny is

'Closed Circuit," Broadcasting (October 7, 1974).
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set for hearing.
"1

Therefore, in many cases a petitioning citizen.group

is caught in a Catch-22: it cannot get a license designated for hearing

until it makes a sufficient evidentiary showing, but it cannot'make a

sufficient evidentiary showing until it gains the rights of discovery,

which come only after a license has been designated for hearing,. As

the Court observed, "new approaches are clearly necessary.
"2

The Court noted that "'providing challengers with the power to

take depositions13 might be one means of avoiding this procedure, in

which it finds that a petition raises sufficient questions about the

r licensee's capacity or operations so as to warrant a further investi-

gation but not so strong as to require a designation for hearing.

In such a case, the Cominission could grant the citizen grou various

powers of discovery and once the discovery process is complete

determine whether the, license should be set for blearing.

Lest it be thought that these measures promote irresponsible

behavior on the part of citizen groups, it should be emphasized that

they could all be made subject to strict Commission control. Citizen

groups that receive legal costs from the Commission or from a broad-
,.

caster could be held liable for at least'the amount of the award in

the event the Commission uncovers evidence of abuse. Strict rules

governing the use of information gained in the course of pre-hearing

discovery, and the possibility of imposing sanctions, could help

guarantee that discovery procesX7re not abused. Furthermore, th
.t

provisions of Chap. IV previously discussed coj44 be invoked in case

of the suspic on of an abuse.

In all, a variety of measures aee.availáble.to the Commission for

providing for more effective and constructive citizen participation in

1Batngual Bicultural Coalition of Mass Media, Inc. v. FCC, 492

F.2d 656, 659 (D.C. Cir. 1974). There the Court cited Report and

order, 11 F.C.C.2d 185, 187 (January 11, 1968): "These procedures

may be used for urposes of discqvery in any case of adjudication...

which has bee designated for hearing." The Court also cited "The

F.C.C.'s New iscovery Procedures," XXII FederaZ Communication BF

Journal 3 (19 8).
2
Ibid.

3
Ibid.
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licensing proceedings. Adopting these measures does not necessarily

imply that the Commission will be encouraging or promoting irrespon-
,

. sible citizen behavior. Legitimate broadcaster interests can and

should be vigorously protected by the Commission. 14it at present,

it appears the Commission is following a cautious course, wary of

'directly violating the Court orders that were instrumental in gain-
.

ing citizen groups their rights before the Commission, but not

actively seeking to help citizen groups expand or strenuously assert

those rights. This could well be a propitious time for the Commis-

sion to turn its back on its history of denying citizen par-

ticipation and of acting in an indecisive and dilatory,fashion and

instead to affirmatively promote responsible, effective citizen par-

ticigation fully respectful of broadcasters' legitimate rights.

, SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

Many aspects of citizen group involvement before the FCC, which

have not been 'adequately explored in this report, merit further

research.

A Follow-Up Study, of Citizen Group and Broadcaster BehaviOr After

the Signing of Agreements

Throughout this report attention has been focused on the process

leading up to the signing of agreements and the terms of agreements

that are finally signed. Nothing has been said about the effect of

agreements: How'well do agreements work out? Are citizen groups

satisfied with broadcaster behavior following the eigning of an

agreement? What are broadcasters' reactions and experiences follow7

ing the signing of agreements? How is broadcasting,changed by the

agreements process?

The after-effects of citizen agreements have not been ignored

because they are mnimportant, In fact, it is impossible to fully

assess the value and impact of the petitioning and settlement process

without considering the changes caused by citizen settlements. But -

data as to,the effects of settlement on broadcaster and citizen group

behavior are '4arse,and relatively unreliable. -At present it is

4
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therefore impossib).e to write'what would ideally be the final chapter

of this report: an examination'of agreements that have "succeeded,"

agreements,that 'have "failed," and an analysis of why some agreements

are more successful than others.

To collect the required information it will'iirobably be neces

sary to 4mple matched pairs of citizen groups and 'broadcasters who
-

have been involved in citizen settlements ancrto te't their reactions

to the effects of the settlements.to which'they ar parties. A

variety of questions can be asked of both broadcasters.and citizen

4 groups in order to gauge the postagreement experience. A sample

of'broadcasters relativ*y unaffected by the petition and settle

ment process could be used as a control.

If the agreement contains a quantitatively measurable term,

such as one concerning the hiring of minority groups, then data as

to minority group employment at the station can be collected and

compared with employment data at similarly situated stations to

test the hypothesis that signing a citizen settlemerit has a signi

ficant impact on minority employment. Comparable tests can be

constructed to measure the effects of other terms of agreements on

programming:community involvement, and station finances.

Subjective broadcaster, general audience, aid citizen-group

reactions would also be vluable measures of an agreeMent's success.

. An agreement that gives rise to a stronger, mutually tonstructive

and mutually satisfactory dialogue between broadcasters and citizens

will almost certainly be described differently by both citizens and

broadcasters than an agreement that has been followed by misunder

standings, suspicions of bad faith, and continued tensions on both

sides. Agreements that do not.,give rise to claims of breach are

also'likely to be more constructive and stable arrangements than

those marked by charges that a party has reneged on his promises.

Agreements leading to changes in broadcast operations that are

appreciated by the station's general audience are also likely to

be viewed as relatively beneficial and constructive.

Once such data as to the success or failure of-a citizen settle;

ment is collected, then research-can turn to the question of why some
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agreement ) are more successful than others. Is it a function of the

terms of the agreement? Of the atmosphere of the negotiations leading

up to the signing of the agreement? Of citizen group characteristics?

00f broadcaster characteristics? Of the characteristfcs of the com-

munity in which the station is located? Or of other factdrs that are

not readily explainable?

If these questions are answered, then citizen groups, broad-

casters, and the Commission alike all stand to benefit. Citiien

groups and-broadcasters might have abetter conception of how to

draft and implement agreements which are successful in that they

cause fewer brtladcaster-citizen fensions and result in more con-

structive improvements in hroadcast service, and the Commission

would at the same time hAve a more accurate sense 9f the effegis .of

citizen settlements on broadcas.ting and be better able to match its

policies to realities of the situation.

The Cost of Litigation

At various points in the analysis it became clear that the size

of fegal fees involved in appearing before the domrAssion is a major

factor in giving citizen groups leverage over broadcasters and in

the'decision to settle a.petition rather than see it through the

Commission's process. It became equally clear that accurate data

describing the cost of litigation before the Commission are largely

nonexistent.

The lack of such data places real and limiting restrictions on

the ability to analyze the settlement process. It is impossible to

estimate citizen group leverage with any precision, and it therefore

is impossible' to assess the impact of Policy thanges on citizen group

leverage. Similarly, without data as to the cost of litigation, it

is difficult to apply any model that describes settlement behavior.
1

Some of the problems involved_in collecting such data have been

described. To recap: lawyers are bound by confidentiality to their

clients and_would therefore be very reluctant to part wi h any

1
Such as the model described in App. C.
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specific billing information; citizens and broadcasters have incen-

tives to bias their estimates of legal fees, and often may not seem

to be fully informed of tine nature of the costs they have incurred

are likely to incur.

A promising solution to this problem is to construct a series

.
of hypothetical petitioning scenarios beginning with a simple ,

411!
petition and progressing through more intricate petitions and

challenges. These, scenarios could be submitted to.members of

the Communications Bar-and lawyers,who have experience in reprel=

senting citizen groups. These lawyers could then be asked to rely

on their past experience in order to estimate the costs of prosecut-

ing and/or defending each'of the hypothetical cases. This procedure

will not requirethe violation,of any confidentiality requirements

and has the.further ailvantage of.providing a set of estimates of the

cost of prosecuting cenparable, although admittedly hypothetical,

cases.

s. The data generated by suck a procedure would be of most imme-

diate value to studies qf FCC operations; the methodology, however,

could conceivably be extended to studi6 of other federal, state,

anemunicipal agencies. At eacil level of government the cost of

appearing before regulatbry blies exerts a significant effect on

the behavior of parties with standing before, the agency. By quanti-

. fying the costs of appearing before agencies and systematically

relating thbse costs to the beilavior of regulated firms and indi-

viduals, regulatory bodies would gain more effective insight into
1

their own ability to controt the industries they are supposed to

regulate.,

Internal Management at the FCC

Delay seems inevitable in most proceedings before the FCC.
1

To somb extent this delay may simply be the result of a large work-

load at the Commission, but it is also likely that 'management

1
See pp. 64-68 above.
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efficiencies could make significant inroads and help clear many of
4k

t.he Commission's bottlenecks. To approach this problem coherently,
; 4
an overallanalysis of the tasks confronting ehe Commission, the

costs Of completing each of those tasks, and the benefits resulting

from-the completion of each of the tasks would be required. With

such data an efficient allocion of resources at the Commission

could be attempted.

Doubtless the most difficult part of such a study would be

detevmining the benefits resulting from each of the Commission's

activities. Among the Commissioners themselves there can be sharp

differences of opinion as to, say,,.the value of close.regulation

of cable systems and their operators, as opposed to.increased moni-

toring in the area of telecommunications; Although it is unlikely

that a universally acceptable, set of priorities exists, it should

nevertheless be possible to match outcomes of Commiesion regulation

to their corresponding costs in an organizedjaslif that will at

.least help pinpoint areas where there seem to be overlysconcentrated

alloca.tions of resources as opposed to areas with relatively light \

allocations of.i-esources-.

By,reallocating its own resources, the Commisslon could change

the costs faced by parties appearing before it. Thus, should the 9

Commission decide to focus more energy on reviewing agreements
. .

and to reduce the res6urces devoted to cable regulation, then thin,

. cop of appearing befo,pehe Commission can be expected to rise
2,

for cable operators d decline for parties to agreements. This
-

would proba3'bl increase the number Of agreement cases coming before

the Commcson and reduce the number of.Cable television cases.l- ,

The courts have recognized the ability of agencies t6 restrict or

expand access to their own process th ough the device of changing,

ost of appearing before the Comm ssion. For example, in UCC I

the Court observed that "the expense of partfcipation-in the admin-

Astrative prOcess" is "an ecOnomic reality which wtll opeYate to
.

limit the number of those who will seek participation."1 By
,

),

Office of CommUnication Of United Church of Christ v. FCC,
359 F2d 994, 1006 (D.C. Cir. 1966).
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undertaking a broad study of its own internal' management procedures

by_developing an ability to reallocate regources among its vary-

)1
.ing tasks, the Commission would.be better able to ug6.tfie "economic

reality" cited by the Court as a policy-related means of controlling.

access to the Commission's services.

Citizen Group Organization and Fundireg

Data describing broadAasters and broadcasting are relatively
A

easy to c ome by. The FCC's file cabinet's are packed with formP

and applications describing most aspects of every broadcast sta-

tioq's operations. Libraries are also filled with materikls ana-

lyzing broadcasting, its economics, its effects on society, and

a host of other brqadcasting-related topics. But almost nothing

has been written about the phenomenon citi en group involvement

before the FCC: Who aretthese groups? How ar they organized?

How lsrge are their memberghips? What are their goals and prior-

ities? How are they funded?

Since the petitioning process is relatively young and since

the people's growing concern over the control of broadcasting is

also a relatively naw development, it is likely that many citizen

groups have only recently been formed and that many new groups

will emerge in the future. At the same time, more established

groups are continually shifting their priorities, reassessing their

strategies, and engaging in new activities. These groups may grow

to become powerful force in broadcast regulation, and an under- -

standing of their operation would be valuable in .constructing-
_

appropriate policy at the-Commission.

The, first problem that should be addressed by a study should
s

be.an ident ification-of citizen groups and a description of their'

organization, membership, prioritieg, and financing: a citizens'

census. Once the census is completed, a subsample can be studiea

in greater depth. For each citizeh group in.the Agilimple,-the
_

study can e xamine the group's Pagt experienCes in dealing with

broadcasters, the Commission, and other comthunity organizatlona,,

and atteMpt to clarify them as "failures" or "succeeseg" alcing.a
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variety of dimensions,/ Hopefully, by studying enough citizen

groups, patterns of failure or success will emerge so that con:-

clusions can be drawn about the factors leading to effective and

responsible citizen group participation in broadcast regtilation.

to
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Appendix A

PROPOSED POLICY STATEMENT AND NOTICE OF PROPOSED RULEMAKING

RE: AGREEMENTS BETWEEN BROADCAST LICENWES

AND THE PUBLIC 4

* Adopted: May 29, 1975; Released: June 10, 1975

By'the Cdmmission: Commissioners Hooks and Quello concurring and

issuing a saatement.

51. .Thdommission has under consideration its policies and prac-

tices with respect to agreements entered into by broadcast,licensees

and tile public relating to the program service and operation of the
,

(licensees' stations.
4

.1 ..1'

52. It has long been'the policy of this Commission to encourage
]..

affirmative dialogue between broadcast licensees and members orthe
%

N\ssyblic served by the licensees' stations. We haVe advocated this pos1.7

tion in the belief that such activity "should prove to be more'effective

in improving local service than would be the imposition of strict guide-

lines by the Commission." KCMC, Inc., 19 FCC 2d 109 (1969). To say

that these broadcaster-citizen contaCts should codtinue throughout the

license terM--even in untroubled times--is simply to reaffirm the-inher-'
..4--

ent public orientation of broadcasting, with the.14,censee as a regponsible
.

trustee on behalf of his fellow citizens. In,the event of disagreement

and dispute, the'value of sustained communication "to promote local zeso-

lution of complaints as they, arise" is all Ate more apparent. Final

Report and Order, Docket 19153,.38 Fed. Reg. 28762, 28764 (1973).

5,3. Even then,,not all complaints concerning broadcast service

or operation lend themselves to easy or rapid solution. Particularly

in therrecent'past, large increases in the'numbers of formal petitions

, to deny rene*tais of licenSes have testified not only to general social

discontents.but to deep-seated.differences between broadcastets and

their criticsand among various groups of cithens themselvesOver

7 5
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the role and the control of this coun ry's electronic media. Not

surprisingly, the local broadcaster itizen dialogue has begun to

adjust itself to this qualitative$ different state of affairs. Con-

tacts.are leading to informal neiotiations and, upon occasion, to

more or less formal understSridings between the broadcaster and mem-

4 bers of the public in his coMmunity. It behooves the Commission, at

this time, to speak to these developments, and to seek comments in

response.

14. We have mentioned.the advantage that local broadcaster- ,

citizen discussions have over the imposition, from above, of strict

guidelines by the F.C.C. Another salutary Aspect of the discussion

,process should be its recognition.of the licensee's broad discretion--

under the First Amendment, the Communications Act and the.Commission's

rules--to program.and-operate his station accord,Og to his reasonable,

good-faith determination of the public interest. oiebroadcaster there-,

fore Jias discretion to enter into agreements with'othertircOncerning

the programming and operation of hiS station in the public interest.

Certainly the Commission, constrained by the very charters %Mich

grant the broadcaster'his freedom, cannot itself mediate every local

diapute.

15 The difficulty with some b adcastet-citizen agreements

that recentl have come to tt* Co mission's attention lies in the

attempt to hol the licensee-accountable to essentially private

interestsr'u2 the basic scheme of the Communications Act is other-
-

wise; fárithder it the licensee alone must assume and bear ultimate

responsibility for the planning, selection and-supervision of all

matter broadcast. And his standard of service4must be the public

interest.

16. Agreements which spring from any contrary premise cannot

:endure and, indeed, their fundamental unsoundness threatens the entire

process of Local broadcaster-citizen dialogue w ch the Commission has

sodght to encourage. Xccordingly, we have determined to set forth at

this time--and to.seek comment.upon--some tentative views regarding

:e7 6
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the place.of broadcaster-citizen agreements in improving and maintain-

ing service to the public interest.

17. The key assumption in the discussion which follows the

"good faith" of the parties engaging in dialogue. We reiterate our

recognition of the danger that "broadcasters-may ieel compelleti

yield to organized pressure groups without regard to the meritgTof

their complaints." 38 Fed. Reg. at28,764. There is no way for the

government to eliminate such threats entirely, without becoming so

heavily involved in the.business and the.freedoms of the broadcaster

and the citizen as to constitute, itself, a greater threat. However,

on a showing of-reasonable ause to believerthat either party has

abused.the process of community dialogue, we will seek to ascertain .

whether action by the CommipsiOn would be appropriate. For the pur-

poses of this document, let it be clearly stated fhat we express

neither favor nor disfavor for broadcaster-citizen,agreements, a

such. Certainly no lilensee need feel, as a result of this proposed

policy statement, any greater need to conclude agreements on matters

of citizen interest. What we ha:/e encouraged, and reg4ffirm here, is

local discussion and dialogue. Whether the procesgoof dialogue'

results in express undertakings by the broadcaster and citizen par-

ties is a matter for the partieg to decide, in light of the additional

discussion.herein.

r 18. Agreements and und standings between broidcasters and

citizens.groups have arisen in diff ring contexts and varying forms'.
, .4.

Some have been rendered in lieu oVformal petitionsrto deny., Others
,

have heen fi/ed to resolve-matters set forth in pending protests.
1

1
Where the agreement is the quid pro quo for the withdrawal of

a pending petition to deny, we )-tave also carefully exAmined--and will
continue to examine--the.allegations set fotth by.peiitioner, to
determine if any substantial'and ma'terial question-of fact has been

, raised as to whether a grant of the charlehged.application would
°serve lig public interest, conveniewe and necessity. Moreover, as
discuqgTnitn Paragraph 15,.infra, we caution parties against viewing
an agreement as protection or fnsullation against future challenge.

.17 7
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Whert-Ver possibley'We have construed the grovisionsof these accords

in a manner favorable to their implementation. .Even where under-

standings have been susceptible to differing interpretations, we

generally have declined to have the parties redraft.their agreemehs.

We did not.wish by dispell,ing ambiguities in language, to inhibit

,rhe deVelopment of the local discussion process. In'several instances,

however, we _have been constrained to reject agreements.whose provisions
,r

clearly.and improperly curtailed the licensee's fundamental responsi-

bility over the programming and operafion of its station. SeelOin'

States.Broadcasting, Inc., 42 FCC. 2d 1091 (1973) and 45 FCC'2d 230

. N41974).

10. TheAlit'imate responsibilitywith re t to programming

and station operation leests uPon the indivi al licensee. This

dqty cannot be delegated and,a annot, even unilaterally,
.

foreclOse its discretion and dohtinuous responsibility to determine

the public intirest and to operate in accordance with that deter-..

tion. Indeed, the Communications Act of 1934, as amended., holds

licensees alone accountable for the operaOmd of theirjtations,,r
.;

the public interest. Accountability denotes responsibility. As

we stated ii1 the 1941 Report on Chain.Broadcastilig, later.-,epproved

in Nattonal roadcaSting-Co. v. United States, 319 U.S. 190, 205-

206 (1943):

The.licenSe .hasthe, uty of deterMining what:programs
ahall be .hrOadcatat over his stationist facilities, and

cannof,114fu-lly delegate thiy duty or transfer the
tly to the network or
agency., He tannot-law-

control of his,station:dire
indirectly to an advertisin
fully bind-himself to accePt. programs in every cas
where he -cannot,usfain the burden of proof that he

has a better. prOgram. The licena& is obligated,
reserve to himself the final decision as to wha pro-

beistserve.the'public interest. We con- '
-

clude that a:Iidensee is not fulfilling h14 obliga-

tion to oPeraie.fWthe public intereat, a is not
operating in 'ecdO'rdan.c.ewith the express r quirements
of the ZomMungiitiOns Act,'if he agrees to acdept

9
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programs on any basis other than his own reasonable
decision'that the programs are satisfactory.4 .

1J10. Were the Commission io permit lidens es td bargain away
I.

parts of their discretion for commercial reasons in order to obtain

the "dismissal of a petition to deny or for any other reason,.this

fundaMental doctrine oflicensee responsibility would be emascuiated.

For this reason the Commission has uniformly reiected agreements which

would operate to restrict the right of a licedsee 'to make and imple-

ment dEtisions respecting station operations. For example, we have
2

.
proscribed network agreements which unduly restrict thescarriageof

programs of any other netWork (Section 73.658(a)(b))i and trade

agreements which impair a licensee's obligation to rei--encontrO1'

over progr4 Matter at all timesw(Filing of. Agreements, 331 FCC 2d 653'
_

(1972); WGOK, Inc., 2 FCC 2d 245 (1965); United Broadcasting Co. of

New York, Inc., 4 RR 2d 167 (1965)). We have also pointed out that

"private agreements cannot be construed to limit a broadcaster's

i%responsibilities and obli tions imposed by the Communications Act ..."

CoZden West Broadcasters, 8 CC 2d 987 (1967).. There is,- of course,

n .rule of law or policy which prohibits a dicjIllee, in ,the exer ise
_

.

o its dilretion, from determining not to broadcast.,certain prog

of to broadcast other programs which,it believes better.serve the
\

1
i

public interest. It is the fixeddetermination, b'indifi'vand unchangei-

able, which runS afoul of the requirement of.licensee responsibeity.

To the extent that any agreemeNit surrenders this discretion tb blhers,
...,

.

.

it cannot be considered by this Commission as having any force or
. It

effect.
3

4

1111. How the Commission implements these principles in an

environment where broadcaster-citizen agreements are becoming more

See also Report and Statement of PolicY' -CommisPion En
2

Banc Programming Inquiry, -25 Fed. Reg. 7291-, 7295 (1960), Fairness
Report in Docket No,. 19260, 39 Fed. Reg,. 26372,26375; 48 FCC 2cL1
(1974):

3
See Letter to-Public Communications,. Inc., regarding KCS\T(TV),

San Diego, California, September 30,..1974. FCC,74-1041,
*
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frequent is a matter of considerable importance. Clearly, we cannot

allow' ourselves to:be cast in the role of a..local mediator, resolving

differences and recommending,agreements affecting each aspect of
7..

'station .operation. jie have neither the Staff nor file financial

,resources to assume such.a herculean task. More importantly, the

COmmisSion is neither authorized nor willing to become a program.

, censor, mediating a dispute as to whether a particular program or
,

announcelpent should be presented'at some specified time in-the

future. .The dange c inherent in permitting ourselves to be drawn

through our licensing procedures into such a role are self-evidevt.

Some have suggested we might seek to adopt specific rules governing
1.

the local agreement'sProcess, defining the issues and matters that ..
, ,

could be discussed And the persons or groups qualified to participate

in these discussions. 'However, we question not only the practicability

oflashioning such an inclusive set of regulations, but also the desira-
_

bility of such pervasive governmental intrusion in this area. We
, . (

shun, for example, ..any suggestion that the CommisSion "certify'.' indi-

viduals or groups as bargainers on behalf of the public.
4

Moreover,

' we dre concerned.that any rules which might be devised would 'be so

detailed and cumbersome as tikdistract the parties froth focusing their

efforts on resolving their legitimate differences:

.'1112. Balancing our_cOncerfox-Ihg.preserVatil of the _broadcast

licensee's non-delegable accountabilitY to the, whole public against.

. our determination not to'cast the Shadow of government over the Process

of local discussion--and in the realistic light of the Commissioh's
m.0 A

4 limited resourceS==ve prdpdSe'tO4take,cognizance,of amments between

licensees and-members of the public only to the following

(a) Where such agreements result in,a written.amend-
ment to, or entry within, a past or current '(pending)

renewal or other broadcast license application, we will

4At the same time,- we do expect the licensee to consider the

extent towhich the demandSof a particular group reflect general .

ptiblic,' and not'merely private,. intereets.

A
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treat that amendmett or entry as we would any other
information in such.an application7-namely as a repre-
sentation by the licensee upon which the Commission-
can rely. As in the case of a renewal applicant's
proposals for fueure levels of non-entertainment pro-
gramming, for example, we would leave the licensee
free to modify the representations, asking only that
the Commission be informed if the modifications are
significant. Upon our own motion, we may ask for
explanation of any deviations that appear to be
substantial.

(b) Where we are asked to determine whether a
particular agreement is contrary to law, Commission
policy or our rules, we shall review it in conformity
with the principles of this proposed policy statement.

513- It should be'noted that both'sbbsections of Paragraph 12

above refer to accollis which have been reduced to writing. We can-

not and will not allow oursel3Its to become embroiled in disputes as

to the existence Or the terms of oral agreements between licensees

and citizen groups.. Accordingly, where the parties have declined

to formalize their understandings in writing,' we propose to give no

consideration whatever to those pnderstandings. Moreover, we wish

to make it dear that the writing referred to in Paragrapil 12(a) is

the expression that appears in the renewal applIcation itself, as

amended if thaE be the case. Ordinarily, Eherefare, we would take'

no aognizance of an agreementeven' if reduced to writing--that is
_

the basis for, or represents the gi nesis of, an reewa orll'entry In a nl
. J

oeher.lttense application, For us, he best evidence of.any commit-

ments alleged to rest upon a broadcaster-citizen agreement will be,
.

the licensee's understanding of that accord as reflected in ills

application representing it to the>grmission.,

514. Except as contained in such an applicatip, we would not

expect agreements betWeen licensees and the public to be filed with

us unless ,accompanyinva complaint or other request for specific and.

formal action. We propose, however, that the significance and he

wide citizen interest in such.ac.cords, be recognized.hrrequiring their

, 181
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deposit in the publiC files of broadcast stations which enter into

them. Accordingly, we propos'e an appropriate amendment to Section
1

1.526 of.our rules,,and invite suggestions as to itS content.

¶15. Assuming there is placed'before Us a writingof which

we intend to take cognizance under, the terms of Paragraph 12, Our

'scrutiny will be careful and thorough in light-of the principles

set out above. We want to ensure that its provisions do not con-L

stitute an abdicationr.of licensee responsibility or are othapaise

incompatible with the Communications Act, the Commission's policies

and regulations, and- other applicable federal statutes, d.g., 18

.
U.S.C. 1304, 1343, 1464. For examele, agreements whose provisions

bind,the licensee to broadcast a fixed amount of programming
. ,

directed.to a particular segment of the community or a particulas- .

,

number of citizen-initiated or issue-oriented messages at stated

periods of.time would improperly infringe upon-the liCenS.ee's dis-

creton in matters of programming and program scheduling and, thus,

would be regarded as an abdication of licensee responsibility.
5

Similarly, a requirement that the licenee hire an indivi4ual from
1

a list of candidates supplied by a citizen group or that the lictn- '

see's selection of a'particular program host be,subject to the

approval of a citizen group would-constituil a Curtailment of the

licensee's ultimate responsibility over its station's employment

practices. Proposals relating to a station's lorogram service and -

employment policies and.practices, whichrare agreed to bi licensees,

and citizen groups, must not.bind licepsees=inflexibly. Licensees
..,

must retain the right--indeed, phey have ere Obligation--subsepently
to modify these proposals when in the reasonable exercise of their

goOd faith judgmenti they believe the publiC inierest requires it.
1The licensee'S Obligation, on the other hand, is to make only those

agreements which he genuinely belileves to be'in the public interest.

5In cases where the'licensee improperly has abdicated,its
responsibility, it will be our obligation to consider the licensee's

continued fitness td serve'as a public trustee.
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1

An agreement properly should be based on an honest acceptance of the
,

merits of aproposal and not on any desire on the part of the licensee

to.further his own private interestsor to avoid Commission scrutimi

ofhis trusteeship. For this reason, neither licensees nor citizen-
A

_negotiators could justifiably rely on any provision of an agreement
,

which purports to preclude the filing of a petition to deny. It may
..

be that an agreement would oblhate any desiu.T.....on-4he part%of citizens
.

to file a petition, but a decision with regard to such filing must

be .left to the discretion of the_citizens itiolved.
*

T16.., 'Our previous comments have focused on the licensee's'
....to

responsibilipic in matters of programm
1

ing and employment, which areas

ar. most frequently the subject of licensee-citizen agreements. Our

decision to proceed in this manner should not be misconstrued as a

/limitation on the cope of agreements coming under our scrutinl.

Indeed, we have specifically declined to limit these accords by

defining the matters that can be discussed and assented to by licen-

sees and members.of the public. However, there are activities which

areklearly extraneous to the Commission's tegulat ry functions. See

Tqaok Identity tgeociation; FCC -71-378, 21 RR 2d 146 (194). However

laudable such activities may be, we prefer neither to uprove nor

disapprove, agreements covering, matters of this sort.

T17. It is .the judgment of the Commission that the principles

and practices set forth in this proposed policy statement shoufd be

, applied to all cognizable agreements entered into-by:licensees and

citizen groups subsequent to issuance of the proposal, even though c

it is not final. In'the same vein, pending which, have
.

been submitted as the quid pro quo for the withdrawal of an unresolved

petition to deny will also be evaluated in addordance with the afore-

noted principles and practics. 'Agreements, hetetofore either im-
-:.

plieitly accepted or expliciely considered by-the Commission in dis-

posing of a petition to deny,Or similar:protest, need not be revised

by the---Krties or,re-examined by the Commission,. Instead, me will

interpret these existing agreements in a manner consist t with our

17
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announced rble.and.with the fundamental principle'that the licensee

has a non-delegable responsibility over the'programmingtand operation

ofIlits station. :Of course, provisions of existing agreementa which
.

.

k

may operate to improperly,curtail this fundament 1 responsibility,
., . t

will have no force or effect before this CommissiOn. Finally, we

.

believe that our announced course Of action can and should be

applied to any pending complaint concerning the licensee's impld-v.

p:Ientation of a previously filed agreement.
<,

7

.o

1118. This act ion is taken pursuant to Section 403 of the Com-

munications Act,of 1934, as amended. Interested parties responding

to this Notice of InqUiry may file comMents on br before July 25,

1975. Reply cOmments may be filed on or before' August4t975.

An'original and eleven copies- of each formal response*must'bifiled

.in accordance with the provisions of Sections 1..49 and 1.51 of the.

CommTssion's.rules. However, in an effort to obtain the widest .

possible reeponse in this.proceeding from licensees and members of

the public, informal coMments (without extra copies) will be accepted.
-,/

Copies-of all pleadings ,filed in this matter will be available,

.public inspecti:on, during regwlar business hours in t Comtassion's

Public Reference Room at its headquarters in Washin ton, D.C,

it g
N.

#
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Appendix B /

/AN EXCERPT FROM THE FINAL REPORT AND ORDER IN THE

MATTEk OF AGREEMENTS BETWEEN BROADCAST

LICENSEES AND THE PUBLIC

SUMMARYOF POLICY

34, Finally, the key assumption in suocessful dialogue and

possible. agreement is the good faith,of the parties. We reiterate

our recogni4ion of the dan er that "broadcaster's may feel dompelled .

to yield to organized pres groups without regard to the merits

of their complaints."' Final Report 'and Order: Docke 19153, 38 Fed..

Reg. 28762, 287641. There is no way for the government.to eliminate

such threats entilely, without becoming so heavily'involved,in the ,
,-, 1

business and the freedoms of broadcaster and,citizen as to congtitute,

However, on a showing that either:party

has abuse procé t. of coMmunity dialogue, we will seek to ascer--

tain wh thfr Commission action wouldo.be appropriate. 14/

itself, a greater threat.

35. Our consideration of the comments in this,docket, as well
,

as examples'of c tizen'a'greements that have come before us, has led

us to the followi g conclusions.. Citizens in a station's service

area can make va uable contributions to broadcasting by communicating

to the stationjicenSee their perceptiOns of what the public interest

requires. Licensees, fo'5(their part, have an obligation to-seek nut

'citizens' views, weigh them, and propose programming and operating

practices to serve the public interest. The Commission's role is.to

establish procedures to facilitate these processes?* and 'to determine

whether licensees have, in fact, reasonabAir servEd the public.

36. 'One recent result of the dialogue between citizens and

b oadcasters Ilas been more or less formal agreements, in, which licen-
-,-/.

see updertake to operate in certain ways perceived by the parties

. 4

14/ See Northwestern Indiana Broadca ting Corporation, FCc 75-1085
:(i975).

185'
4v.

1 \
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to the agreement as servIng the public,interest. 'While we encourage

community dialogue, a licensee is not obliged to undertake negotia-.

tions or agreements. Howell , if a licensee does enter an agreement,

the following policies will-apply.

37, The obligation to determine how to serve.the public interest

'is personal to eech licensee and may not be delegated, even if the'

licensee wishes to. TherefOre, agreements must npi take responsibility

for making public interest decisions out of.the hands of a licensee.

Nor may they prevent it from changing the way the station serves the

public interest aS the licensee's perceptions change. -.We .Ccamlission,

. however,- does not want to intrude unnecessarily fnto the processes of

local dialogue and the exercise of licensee discretion. Therefore,

cOnsiderable deference will be given a licensee's 'determinations of how

to-serve the public interest, And the Commission will not prescribe ot

prohibit any particular agreement terms, so long as they are not unlaw-
:

,ful Pr violative of particular Commission rules.

38. To avoid unnecessary government interference, we will examine.

only written agreementS, which either al5e incotporated in the licensee's

renewal or other application,, or which come to us upon complaint or

request for formal ruling or review. Such agreements will,be considered

to the following extent:

(a)' We will review them to determine whether they impropelly

delegate nondelegable'licensee responsibilities, whether

they improperly bind future exercise of the licensee's

nondelegable discretion, and whether they otherwise

IlkComply with plicable statutes; rules, and policies.'

(b) Substantiv agreement terms constituting proposals of

future per ormance will assume the Istatits of representa-
.

tion1:91ethe Commission, if. made in an application sub-
,

mitted to us, and will be treated ty elle Commission as

are all promises of future performance.. The licensee

will bd free to modify the reftesentations later2.225

We would ask to be informed if the changes. are

18.6
. t..
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. advige-the parties, 'who mar wi7§-h-bb-torrect the defects., Pr ions of,

any agreement that'rely on invalid' terms will have'no force and eifeci.

before the Commission. SfriOug abdications of licensee responsibilify

-175-

4

s 41/

significant. We may io'ask for explanatn of any devia7

tiqns that appear to be ubstantial.

1

S9. If the Commission finds an agreement improper, it. wkll so.

will raise a question about th licensee's basic fitness.

40. The success'of t e dialoglie and agreement processes depends

on ehe good faith of citizens and licensees, The Commission will-con-

sider appropriate action if'there is evidence any party abused the

procesSes or acted in .ad faith.

) 1

41., Because citizen agreedents may be of interest to members of

the public in the statiOn's.service area, written citizen agreem%dit-

must be placed in the station's-Public file, as sPecified by the6gmend=
0

ment to .Section 1.526 set forth in Appendix B.

42. The Commission recognizes that oral understandings and agre -

ments may be a common practice. H er, becau of inherent problems

in establishing the existence and t ms of such agreements the Com-
,

eement is

.the bas1s for a license application representation, the C mmission

would treat that representation like any other, without reaching the

underlying agreement.) The Commission, likewise, will not require

mission will not consider them:* (Of course, i an oral a

-

that sfation public files contain'information about oral agreements
.- .

.

43. Finally, the CommiSsion will accept a statement that an agree-

414ment satisfies objections which otherwise might have generated a tition

to deny, but 'we cannot give effect to an agredMent purporting to preclude.

tIN'tiling of a petition to deny. The parties' basis for theif agreement

should be a good faith determination that it promises to serve the public

interest. %/I

44. Once'a .petition to deny Ifs Filed, the Commission iS bound to

consider its merits, even if the'petitioner rique'sts its dismissal:- A
. -

petitioner is free to withdraw his challenge at any time, but such an

action would'not necessarily dispose of the,issues raised.
. 1
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.
For the foregoing reasons, the policy set forth above is

ADOP D; and Section 1.566 of our Rules IS AMENDED as shown in

Appendix B. '[Appendix,B is not reproduced.' Authority for these

actions is found in S ctions 4(i), 303 and 307, of the Communications

Act of 1934, as amende effective January 22, 1976.

46. ITIS FURTI3R RDERED., That tlie proceedings in Docket 20495 .

dre terminated.

Attachmen-ts

NOTE: Rule'2hanges

FEDERAL CoMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

4
11/4.

Vincent J.
Secretary

in will be covered by T.S. I (74)-4.

N,4

a

I.
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Appendix C

WHY SETT NTS-OCCUR--AN ECONOMIC APPACH
. 4

_

Note: The basic purpose of ads appendix is to provide a
nontechnical description of some of'the economic factors
operating .in the petitioning and settlement proc ss. The
material is organized and 'gresented in a manner hich will
hopefully be of.use to readers with little or n prior
exp sure to economics. Therefore,.at some poifits in the

sentation it ts necessaxy to gloss over fundamental but
relatively technical aspects of the analysis. Readers
interested in a more complete and rigorousdiscussion
the economics of litigation and settlemeht should refek
to: J. G. Cretss, The Economics of Bargaining, Basic Batiks,
New York City (1969); J. P. Gould, "The Economoics of Legal

, '"An Economic Analysis of the Courts," 14 journal
Conflit".2 Journal of Legal Studies 279 0.,9/3); W. M.
Landes

*

of Law.and Economics 61 (197141 R. A. Posner, "The Behavior
of AiDinistrative Agencies," 1 Journal of L4al Studies 305
p9721; R. AA-Posner, Economic Analysis of Law, Little,
Brown & Co., Waltham, Massachusetts (1973),-especIally

to Legal Prdelure and. Judicial Administration," 2 Journal

Chapters 2,3 e24; anR. A. Posner, "An Economic Approach

of Legal Studies 399 (1973).,

...--\

, Why do partie deCide to settle out otcourt rather than continue

' lfAigating? Altho h the questio ig a.complex One,- as an initial ,

proposition it is safe to assume that a pry w no seatill t ttle if he
._

. .

' feels M has something.to gain,by litigating. More precisely, the

. utility a-party expects tpaerive from a settlement must be greater 9

than the utility he expects to derive from litigation if a party 16

to Consider settjement. And since a gettlement requises an agreement

between both parties, it stands to reason that both parties must*feel

that their respective lierefits from settlement would be greater tha

or at least equalto, 'their-expected benefits from litigation.if a

sirfement is eveltto occur.
1

e requirement.that both partieS view a settlement. aseing
. .

-More fitable;thn litigation is a necessary but insufficient con-
dition .for the settlement of a.case.' It is conceivableithat both

S,,, parties may agree4that,settlemeq.is in their'mutual be t interests
but cann4 agree on the.termS of the set ement.

- 04 . .4
J

.
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.
Therefore,44in order to gain some insitht into cOnditions that

. lead some cases to be seettled immediately, others tAbe settled after

part of th litigation process has beencompleted,'and still otilers

to go thr ugh the entire litigation procedure, itA is necessary to com-
0.

pare the broadcaster's expected losses from litigation with the peti-

tioners expected gains., If the broaddster believes he'stands to

lose mire from continuing litigation (han ihe cost of a seetlement,

and if the citizen goup believes it standOto,gain more from settle-
.

ment than from continuing litlgation,'then the foundation for a ,

settlement exists.

The Four Phases of Litigation

For purposes of this anSysis the litigation process i4ivb1ved

in prosecuting a petition to deny dr a 6ompeting applitati

divided into four distindt phase The first .phase involves the

infelal citizen group filing and the brOadcaster's respOnse. The

second phase enddinpassir4the Commission's internal heartng and dc1k4--

Olonmaking process. The third phase begins' when the issue is appealed

from the CohissiOn to ihe cou4ts. The final phase Is not-a-proceduiat,

uridi cal phase in the sense df th st three phases, but describes

the outTome of ,the litigatIon process. For example, if t the enA of
.

,

the fir)st three phases the broadcaster i equ*red to pass is license
.

.

to the.challengpr, the fourth phase describs. the.effeceof that

.

t4nsaction on the broadcaster anddhallenger.l'-

The.Degision to File

The Aedision'to filso petitionto deni is XII 'the,hands of the

citizen group, not of the broadcaster. In deciding wather to file a'
A .-->4

'Vttition to deny o whether Co approach aja-Nadcaster in soMe other
c .

1Cases often skip,badi and f6rth between phases. A case may,

for example, go from .the Commission.6';the Court, be remandedAo the ,

- Commission, and ..r.shen*.pass to.theSourt again fpr a final resolOtion,
4 The analysis conld.be expanded to accoent for such ppstibilipieq, but

the exposition wodld beimAph more CoriPleX and the underlying mod'e1

would not be affectei./Mreforea simpler four stage'model is used.

v.



fashion, a citizen group will estiMate thebenefits it stands to gain

from filing a petition and compare those benefits against the:be :Nts

that wbuld result from attefflOt-ing to influence braodcasting throu h

alternate means. If '11** formal petition to deny process seems th

most effective route; then the citiiroup will file ihe petition.

But if other procedures promise to be-more ructiVe,.for example,

informal.negotiations with the.breadcaster or a petition for rulemaking
,,

through the Commission, then citizen groups can bd expected to engage

in theseiother aCtivities before embarking on the, formal yefitioning .

process.. ..
.

. ,
-:,.:

,
,

For putposesof the model presented in this appendix, it is

assumedrhat a.citizen'group has alteadTdecided to file a petition
-

to deny'. Thus any agreement reached wotild, as described,ip
?
Chap. III

be a "nost,filing" agreement. The model begins with a consiaeration of

11. the alternatives facing a,broadcasrer once he learns his renewal appli7

cation has been challenged by a petitfon.
2

t-
,

--
The Costs of Lirigaton to the Broadcaster

An,,,incUmbent, litensee has nothing to, gain froM a 11tende Challenge'

oepetition tddeny. 3 ,11e*cad.on147. ose the licenge he ..al*say has;

plus the costs 3f attempting to end that pcense.laefdreale Commis-

sioU,end in the ecurts: ,

Once.apetition or cilallenge is filed,.the broadcaster finds him-
,

-self in yhase one Of the litigariOn process.!! lie realistically hascno-

*choice bat to'incuis some legal fes responding, and he, will Incur'

these osts. with a probabflity of. one--theiTere a certainty._

1
Chapter. II of this report contains A mere,complete description

s

of the alternatiyes evailae to citoizepgroups; as 'well as a "diecus-
sion of.thq alocation of consumer group tpsoui.ceS.

2
_ . The modelcould be exPanded.tO,1 clude the poSai il.ity of "pre-'

filing" settlements'' but.again t'be not
- .

and the.'substantive results would he

The smAll Aeability of-the b
valuable Ptecedent.serengtheningilis
lenges is discusSed. on pp. 189-190 beloW.. . , .

ionyoUld be m de.mote.compl$*
naffec,ted. .

;

oadci4ter beneiltting.from...a

15osition againgr-future..chal-

L. . 1 9' 1 -

4
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Let the costs of 141gation in .general he denoted by.X ena. double

Subscrigted to indicate: (1) the patty who Will.incur those Copts With ,

t e subscript b. indicating the cost wilI be tvrne.by,the broadcaster;,

and (2) the stage at which the costs are incurrea with the sUbscapt 1

indicating the costs are associated\ with the first stage in the

tion process, the subscript 2 indicating the'costs'are aSsociated:with

the seZond stage, etc. Thus the_litigation costs expected to be incur-

red by the broadcasterjrk replying to the citizen group in phase one

can be written as X./31. These costs can be interpreted as.t,he_sum of
. .

legal fees plus management and station personnel time consumed during

the first phase
.1

X
bl,

can'also be interpreted as-incldding the'cdst of

any programming thange which the broadcaster makes as a result of being

Wir

, .
7

placed in phase one of the litigation princess.
2

v

.
If e matter continues to the second stage and'goes.to 4learing,

then the pected costs to be.inclrred. by the broadcaster are X110.

But when- he citizen group files its initial' documents, the brOad-

caster i

hearing.

sion

-

certkin whether the m'atter will ever get as far as,a
r

e petition or cliallenme-may he dismissed b'y the Commis=
:X-

f r. a variety of,reaSci0K. It is.also posihle that the citizen

group ikl withdraw from the proceeding. .But if the citi1en group

wIthdraws, the b.roadcaSter mUst also cOnsider the possib ity that

the Commission's staff will enter the case'and prosecute in place of

the'ciVien group. Let the broadtaster's estimate Of the.probability

of the complaini ever reaching Phase two, including the probability.

that the Commission's Staff

own init tive s described

ill enter, the case and propecute on its

2'

For an attempt At estimatfhg "these Costs, see pp. 93-103..above._ .

2The amount the citizerk, group decides tO spend in proseiuting its

case May well affect'theamount the broadcaSter:decides to Spend in .

defending hiS case. Thus X may also include a factor senSitiVe.4to the

strength of the citizen group challenee.; Fora more complete tredtment

cf.this. "interaction': effect, see pp. 191-192 helow.
-3

For present purposes, these.probabilitiesare measured as of the'

\moifierkt the citizen'group files tts first.motieri, The probabilities ,

change with time as thecase pfdgreAses aosi. more.informatioh Is .

gathered :This complicaten is dealt with at.pp.,183=1,84

?

,

192.
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Beyond the seco d stage, fhe hearing:stage, Is the pcissibili y o

a coUrt appgal and urther litigation outside ihe .Commission. Th
,

broadcaster's eXpec ed litigation costs if the controversy ever r aches

stage three are Xb3, 4nd las estimate of Ole probability Of- the ontro-'

versy ever reaching Stage three are.Pb3..

Finally1 tfter.the controyersy has passed through all thre

stages'of litigation, there, is the possibility that the broadca ter

will lose .his,Iicense as, a result of the petition,or challenge. The.A

broadcasteet,petCeived probability of this event occurring is
b/C

If the license is' lost; the cOst'to the' broadcaster is the value of
. .

his sttfion!S frequency rents.plus 'whatever value the broadcaster

: places en'his being.a:broadcaster owning,the 1icene0in confrOversy,

'ThiS lo$S. AS:denoted by
. Xb4::

at'the moment a cifizen group\files a petition to deny, .

a'broadcaster can estimate the cost of detending his.license as
. ,

(1) the sum of the legal:fees, statidn persbnnel fime, and the 'cost

of'programming ch4nges to be incurred at eaCh stage.in litigation,

multiplied by the probability of the controversy ever reaching tilat

Stage-of litigation; plus (2) the probability of eventually .losing

his license multiplied by the'value he placei.on fhe license he may

lose.
2

Denoting this expected cost to the broadctster as
D

(1) Cb 7. X11
Pb2)(b pb3)%3 Pbe%

This is.not to be confused with the market value of the sta-
b

Themarket value can be conSidered as the absolute minimum
value that cap be placed on NA. The broadcaster must value.his
station at a price equal to or greater than it$ market price or
else .he would sell the station. For a discussion of the problems
Created by evaluating property at its'market value in the. legal
process, especially in eminent domain'proceedings,.see POsner,
An Economic Analysid of Law, op. cit., pp. ?1-24. .4,

2Sin e the litigation process is spread over time, th4lbrOad-
. 4 caster will discount the actual costs he.expects to'incut to yield

estimares of.Xb2,. Xb3, and Xb4.,..Thus, it is implicit that the
.broadctster is also m4Ing an estimate of how long it will take to
reach each stage'of litigation in ordtr to arrive af an eXpression

v such as Eq. 1.

)

l
14.
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Tvidently, if the 'eitizen group .ts'will:ing,tO:Se
. :

tha
..: ,

-amount less
.,

ot, equal to -CI), : then the broaj dCaster,will 14 interi-
. .,

. - ,

ested In negoti tin add not liti,gating,,,',, Bui lot a-eltIzeti roup,lo

:accept A Settl ent:With,a.yalue.less.than pp equal to Cb, ittiupt

: believe that the value'bf the settleMentAs greater than the:

of litigation. T erefotg; 'if the..percelved Valuetothe citi en

group df litiliat g is.denoted as:V , and ifth4'bost-of'a'rra

a.settlement is ero,. then,there will:be no,Settlemeni unless .

.
. . . . .

Vc < Cb,' i.e, u less the valueof litigatiOn.to.the citizen rbuP

is le'ss than- or equal to,thecoSt:ofiitigation.to.the ,brpadcaster.
. .

The determinant of C
b

haveAleen described'in Eq..(1)i but what are

4 .
the determinant of V

C.
,

The Benefits-o Petitionin
-

for=the Citiien Grou

Whet a el izen group initially embarke on a petition to deny,

it must value, the benefits that it belieVes will result from the

petition morethan it values the associated costs. Thus, if ttiq

sum of costs and benefits to/te citizen'group at each sta.ge is 4

denoted as Xrcl, Xa, Xa,-and Xc4(Fhere X:c4 is defined as the value

to.the citizen group orprevailing in i,es'ipetition and having the

Commission depose the broadcas5?t from his,frequency), and if the

citizen group's perceived p obabilities of . reaehidg each st.ge of

litigatIon are denoted pa, and p then,

(2)
Pc2Xe2 P-c3Xc3 Pc4Xc4

r -

the total expected value'of the petitioning process,

than zero.
1

1,It is; how vei, posSible for the met benefits pertain

:stage-to be neg ive. In that case the net positive:ben 4ts,at -
,some other gag (s) must:be large enough to offset. those!negailve

benefits. Should,the benefits ever drop below zero; it, would

in the citizen group's.best interest:to siMply abandbn ;thepetltion.

Again, since the' Various costs and benefits will qccur.,at%futurre:.
stages, the citizen group will have to..discount expeotededsts:apd
benefits so as tb express them ih ter s Of present values..

must be gteater

a'
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Th0, the necessety

A

,

Xcl t.Pc2Xc2
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condition' that V ".c.C, can also, -
. \

:

ettlement at VariOus Phases oi Liti etion

pe

zen

EquatiOn (3) dedcr1b4

ceived by the parties at

p's filing (4 a pe
4.

t at which a'settlement

it

Pb2Xk;

be written I

is

;P133Xh3 .Pb41(b4

I

/

necessary.condition settltMent as

elnstant immediately. preceding the citi-

n or challenge. But that is n t the.only.

poi occiii. The parties may sett e during.

any ihase or on the completion of ady phase. ,In the WPIX Settlement,
.

lor'eXamPle, th parties reached an agreement after a heering was com-

pletecF\but beforr.a final Commission decision was entered. 1
In terms

. of the,Model,th settlement took place duting,phase,two..

-1,411y may a s ttlement occuf after the partieS have embarked

litigation'but n
/

reassess tht meri

the yrobability o

for example, caus

come'..and may thus

t lefore/'

on/

dtion runs its course, eath partY will revalue and

of its case, its interests in the outcome, and'

preVailing:at paCh stage. A loes at a hearing may;
,

a party. to decrease his estimate of a favorable out-

\ma him willing to offer More In a settlement.ifilb

is a broadcaster.o accept less in a settlement if he is a citizen

group.' Thus the p rties' estimates of p and X'at the beginning of

litigation may be ery different froMtheir estimates of p and X
4

made on completion of the first or second stages of litigation.

'In ordet t0.in icate that tariable6 in Eq. (3) describe the'

parties! estimates s of the MeMept litigation begins, the superscript

1 is added to each variable: Equation (3) Can. then be rewtitten as

Eq. (3a).

).

11 11,11
(3a) X

1 +pX +pX +pX
cl, c2 c2 c3 c3 c4 c4

1
See pp. 125-126 adk
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-1
At the end of the first star of litigation, X

i
...andX..bl will

c

reld'Y haVe'beenjncUrredAg the-beginning nf the second:phaeq,

t ese are' sunk;costs and neitherigarty can recover them. SinCe tb4
C

'outcome of the first etage may haVe altered each party-s estimatet,

. of p2, p3, p4, X2,. X3, and X4 when.the time cbmes to consider a

setYlement at the end of 'the firet etage of litigation, the.necessery
7

condition changes frnm.thatdescribed -in (3a) the'one.descriVed

I'

(3b) X
2

c2-
+ p

c3
X
c3

+ p,c
4
X
c4 -Xb Pb3vb3 ± Pb41)

in Eq. (3b):

i

.
Note that ach variable is superscripted with 2 toAlidiCate4i

is an ektiMate made ai the time of entering the second stage, ofjiti-

getion. Note a1edfthatn
b2

ana p 2
2

havebeen omitted since they'.nar.
c. .

.

10
,

equal one:: if:the parties decide:to continue litigation-,:then entert

ing phase two s a:certainty, since' that is the next ste0 in the
.

_

litigative prooe.s.
.

§'imilarly, theneceesary condition' for settlement. at the begin-
. ,

ningof the third phase ie.:

a . 3 3 3
(3c) X3 + pd4X1c4 pb43(b4

And.upon the close of the litigative process, if the citizen group:

has prevailed, there still rejiains the possibilitY-that some side

a"rrangement May be worked oUt between the parties.. The necessary eon,

dition for a settlement at that late'stage is

(34) )Cc4 Xb4

Pius the four-equatibn eystm of Eqs. (3a), (31:0; (3c), and (3d)

desCribes some necessary conditions for, reaching a.settlement at each

step Of the processyind.it can be seen why a settleMent may be possible

at a late stage :but impossible at an early stage.

* .

1 9 6
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The Circumstances that Give Rise to:Settlements: A Simpre.M6del

pciiht:,the 'necessary conditiOns fOr settlemeht have°.

.--lpeen-deScribed.only in general termS. When Will,the'conditions :of

; Eq -s. (3a)-(3d).-be satisfied so,that a settlement actually rtsults?

One means of approacilling ihis question is to examine Eq§.1(3a)-

(3d) nd Consider iohat happensas each party's estimates of p change"

whi1 e. the estimates of all other variables remain fixed., Suppose
11' ' 1 1

.that in Eq; (3a), Xel =
Xt2 -b2,

yl Y
and )C.it )S54.

!Then at each.stage eaCh Party expects his owniC:ostS of litigating

to be:equal to his opponent'scosts of 'litigating. ThefOnly'factor

that can differ between the parties now is their estimates

If'each party's estimates'of p equal his opponen 's

then Eq. (3a) will beat each stage, of. the ?rotes

ddentfty. The parties will

add settling.
2

of

titates

satisfied

p.

of p

as An.

then be indtfferent'lpetween..litigating

If the citizerl group is relatively pessimistic of i s chances

of prevailing, then its estimates of p will decline.
3 jf the

broadcaster is relatively pessimistic as to his chances of psevail-

ing, then his estimates of pb will increase. Tn tither.case, the

effect is to dedrease the value assigned to
c
as compared to the

value1 asSigned to.Cb; thus the inequality of Eq. (3a) will more

likely be stisfied,.

Consequently it t aJri be seen that-when two parties either, agree

as to the probability of the outcome of their suit or when each party

is relatively pessimistic'as to his chanCes.of prevailing, if all

other factors are ileld constant,.the ppasibility of a settlement
, . . 4

- f

exists:

. It is not necessary for the equality to hold at each stage.
The assumptiod is made only for the sake of expositional Convenience

2
Implici.t in,this statement is an ass'uMption .a:s to the risk

aversity of,the parties. The effect of attitudes toward risk is
discuSSed on pp. 187-188 below..

3
This must hold for'estimates of p.'assOciated ath stages

wh4re ehe citizen poup expects net posTtive-benefits:4
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If instead.of each'party's agreeing ,on,their estimates of p or

being relatively pessimistic as to theirestimates of p,-e h party_

is Xelatively optimistic as to his chanc'l of prevailing, t en Eq:',(3a)

will not be satisfied. Instead, Vc Cb, and the broadcas er would not

be willing to offer the citizen group as much as the c

feels it could galby litigating. No settlement would r sult b*cause

each.party.feels.that litigation is in its best interests

Precigelythe same analysis can te aPplied XO.Eq. (6), (3c) and
/.

,

(3d)i and the results would be idaptidal. Jf%at-any.stage of,the

'procesS, the partiesagree as,to their estimates of 4), i each
1..

..relatiVely pessimistic as to his estimate of p, then the foundation
\- ,

for a settlement exists.

When can,the patties' estimatesof p'be expe4ed o conform to

a pattern that woulA give rise to settlements?
1

,One w y,of answering
.

this question.ls to.begin'by asautring that both broaddaSters and .

citizen groups initially have thesame information available tO them,

,
-Most of this infermationis in the forth,of past:decisions,on siMilar'

'cases, i.e., relevant precedent; .If both parties axe also.equally '

capable in interpretingxelevant precedent, thenany disagreement

between the parties would be attributable to vagueness in the. pre-

cedent, When-precedent IS. an uncertain guide, there will be room

for,reasonable men to differ'as to the outcome of a ,case; but when

precedent is firm and unambiguous, reasonable men will genet'ally

agrge on the outcome.
2 Since there is no a priori reason to believe

that disputants will tend to have either mutually optimistic dr

mutually'pessimistic estimates of p, the.only.possible generalization

is that a solid-body of precedent wall lead to equality in. the'parties'

estimates of p. Since All other things,Are constant,.eguality in the

parties' estimates'of p will leali to settlements. Thereforelitseems

1
See Posner, "An Economic Approach to Legal Procedure and .Judi4---1.

cial Administration," 2 J.ournal of Legal-Studies 399, 421-427, for .

a disliSsion of a similartopic. p'

.

2Afirm bOdy of precedent can be thought of as generating.a

distribution of p's with a low variance from which p
b

and 0
c

are

drawn. 4A vague body of precedent can be thought of as generating

a distribution of p having a large variance. .
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that a firm, well-egtablished body ot precedent would promote settle-7

.ments, whet'eas vaguenes4 or uncertainty.ineceddnts would ilromote

/litigation.
1

Now, instead of considering the effect of changes in p.as X

remains constant, consider the-effect.of ghanges in X as p remains

fixed, and when all.broadcaster p's are equal.to all cittzen p's.
2

, If X = X , = ,.=-Xi.and X. then the equali!ty
X132,X J J b4 Xc4",

Of Eq. (3a) will be fulfilled.' Thus, when citizen groups feel they
-

StAnd to,gain only as much as broadcasters stand to-lose, both sides

are'indifferent between settlement and litigation.. .

,
..If X

b
is consistently greater than X , meaning that the broad-.

. c

caster has More to lose than the Citizen group stand's to gain, then

will tend-to be smaller than Cb,and ihe inequality of'Eq. (3a)

-
111 be satisfied. But 4.f the 'stakes arelarger for the citizen'

group than for the broadcas&r, then settlement will be imposaible

since the broadcaster will not.be Willing;to-make.a large enough

. offer to the citizen group to convincetheM to forego their liti-

The analysis can be repeated at each stage of:,the litigative

'process with;the identical result: If both Sides have the same
.

amount at stake, the parties will be indifferent between litigation

andgitlement. If the broadcaster has more at stake than the citi-
. .

zen group, then he will be willing to exiter into a settlement. But
.0

.

if the citizen group hasmore at stake than the broadcaster, then

no settlement will be possible:

The Effect of 'Attitudes Toward Risk

A
Engaging AI litigation is 'a risky prOposition: no matter how i

. .

:
1
See:pp; 56-60 above for a disclission of similar points in the

.

context .of the caseload'cbange.theory. ,k
1.. .

2
Again, it is not necessary to assume all p's on one side Of

.-.

the equatiOnlvt_g_tg_eqUaL,--to- the .correaponding p v s on.the other.side
:.______,-,

of the_equation, but'it is a useful assumption for expositional
'purposes and.does not change the analysis% .

3
Again this indifference depends on attitudes towar i k. See

below.
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confident a party is,.there is,always the ppssibility'that the outcome
,

of trial will prove that all prior expectations were incbrrect. Since

litigation is always a risky affair and since-the alternative--
. .

Settlementis a relatiyely riskless.propoSition, the parties' atti-

.
tudes toward risk play'an 'important role.in their decision whether

to settle.dT litigate.'
.

Suppose an individual has a choice between a. 50 percent chance
1

of winning.Ne000 anda certain 'payment of $5,000. .The expecteA

value,of .the 50'percent chance.of winning $10,000is $5,p0 arid thils

.isequal to the expected value of the certain payment. But there is

always the unattractiVe chance of winning nothing,, and the much more

appealing chance of winning $10,000. Whether an individual prefers

the gamble to the "sure thing" dependd on hiS attitude toward risk.

If an individual always prefers the certain payment Of the :

expected value of a gamble to the gamble itselfithat is, in the . 4

1

preceding example, it the certain payniellt of $5,000 is preferred to,.

the 50 percent Chanc.of winning $1p,00o, then the individual is

said to-be risk averse. Risk aversity is an important factor to

...
tonsider in anal)(zing the lieigation-settlement choiae. Since'a

risk-averse party prefers a Certain paymetit to a risky'payment, he
\

.--lerrrh, effect be willing to pay some amount in order to avoid risk:
.

. In tiims of Ei4e example, a risk aVert'e Party may prefet a tertain

)3ayrilent of $4,900 to a 50 percent chance
otl winning $10,000. The

$100 the party Loregoes is similar to an insurance premit\rii is
,

.

related to the degree of, the party!s risk-aversity. In the context
. _

of litigation where there is tome risk associated with the expected

value of litigation and no risk associated with a settlement, a

risk-averse arty May well be willi(ng to accept a settlement smaller
-/

than .xpected benefits of litigation, or offet a settlement

greater.than.the expected cost of litigation, simply to avoid the

risk associated with litigating. %pus, if the parties are risk

averse, there,is,an additional.stimulus to avoid litigation and set-
.

tle out of court.

1
Fo an analysis of the effects of a positive affinity for

risk--that is, litigants who are gamblers at heart--see J. P. Gould,
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The Precedent.gffect and Deterrence.

Few lawsult.s are prosecuted. in a legal vacuum.. There is generally

some body.of law that is.at least tanOntially relemant tO the case et
,

issue and those-..precedents, through the power of stare'decisiS;;.may

influence the Outcome of the case.-

4

jtist.as parties .to an active caSe look_to tbe past for relevant..

precedent, they also consider the possibility that tht case_at

will set some new precedent or:strengthen a weak, bld.precedent.and

thereby affedt coptroversies yetto aris Since an active case may
-

set a valuable precedent for use in controverss in which a party

expecto.to be,involved, a party who is considering the long Tun

implications of a lawsuit, ma'y decide to.see it through litigation,

even though a cheap immediate settlement may be possible, simply to
4

cut doOn his expected future outlays in litigation or. settlement.

In effect, a.party who follows this' strategy has decided to "make

an.example" ef an eaTly case in the hope of deterring similar casesi
.;

in the future.:

In the context of petitions tcr deny and settlAnts, broadcasters

havAndicated a concern that agreement with citizen grou0s will lead

to escalating numbers of threatened petitions and a continuous stream.

of-settlements. Broadcasters recognize that they are setting pre-
.

cedents by either settling or litigating. If the broadcaster feels

there is a real danger that a settlement in .a given case will lead

to.an increased number of petitions to deny, he may wish to, litigate

in spite of the fact that in the case at hand it would be cheaper. for

him to settle with the citizen group.

.

Perhaps the most effective means of including this effect in the

model is to reduce X,° , the cost of litigation for thel,roadcaster, at

each stage by the value Of future litigation and settlement payments

which the broadcaster feels he has deterred by litigating up to that..

point and not settling earlAer, and adjust Xc correspondingly. Thus,

if the brnadcaster feels.that immediate liVigation will have a strong

detergent effect on future citizen challenges by placing citizen groups

"The Economics of Legal Conflicts," 2 Journal of Legal Studies 279,

291.293
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on notice thae.a settlement cannot be cheaply'bought, the trueCoat

of litigating the present controversy is reduced by'the.amount cfi

future litigatiOnand settlement costs that are deterred. COrise-

cidently, Ctf'declines. .Theh if V remains fixed, the chaiices Of. a-
. . Aiojo, . .. c' . .

settlement declihe as the broadcaster's peiceived-deterrenteffect

increases.
1

.

Interaction Effects Between the Cost of Lftigation (X)-and the

Piobability of Reaching a Phase of Litigation -

The amount of 'money 4.11iroadcastei or ;citizen grouP 'Spends at'
Z

one stage of the litigation process is not independent of the,proba=
_ . .

bility of reaching the next stage in litigation'or,of.eventually

prevailing. Far example, a citizen group that-Spends a,relatiyely

large sum in preparing and arguing the early phases of.a petition --

to deny may have a 8etter chance of making the)substantial and

material showing of fact neceesary to put a broadcaster's license

in hearing. Thus'.a relatively large expenditure on Xcl will. increase

Pc2
ConYersely, a relatively large expenditure by a..4oadcaster.in

defending av early phase of litigation may.reduce the.chances of the

caae advancing to a more advanced phase. Thus an inc'ease.in X
bl

'

would decrea!se D 132

The interaction between earlier X's and later p's for the same

party does not give rise to serious analytical difficulties in the

model. All that is neOessary is the reasonable aaSumpt.ion that-at '

any point in the litigative'process each party will allocate his

resource's so as tcrplade himself in the best possible position. The

citizen group will strive to maximize c and the broadcaster will

attempt to minimize Cb. Each party's expenditures on X will'there-

foie be computed with effects on p in mind. :

1
The value to a party f strong precedents may also be related

.to'the party's risk prefe,xide. .A riak-averse party wh0s willing
tapay for a reduction in uncertainty may actuallylbe Willing to

undertake some very pisky and.uncertain litigation simply because
.the outcome of that litigation will clear some muddy legal waters
and hopefully reduce.future risks.

.202
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Interaction'Effects. BetWeen theParties!, Legal ExpeWsés .(t,, end X ).
D.

1 A party:a .expenditufe ,on7 legal services ,at any stage- of litigation

liconiy.influences,the probability,ofthe cease advancing to a later

.'Stage,andthe probabilityof the party eVentually prevailing,-bytnmay
1-

, also influence the optimal egal expenditures Of bis opponent., Thus,

'a -decisionbya citizenlro p to mount'a strong petition-to deny.

'A...backed by oreful monitorinitof station prOgraMming and telatimely

latge...expendithres,on-legal services"may for a;differtnt strategy
.

.-onhe'broadcaSGe. t's part than a Aecision by a citizen group GO mount
,

.

a.moremodest"Monitoring and 1egall'ef4rt suppoyting theinpetitiOn'to

deny.

It isthereforeentirelyplatpiblethaL each party's optiMal

exonditur4Oh litigative services is -iiHfunction of the. otber-,party's

.$ expenditure'on litigative serv ces. If We assnee that both parties

.are continually adlustingLthe levels of their own expenditures In
.

response to changes )41 their opponent's e*penditures, then there,.may
6.

not be a stable ekuilibriuM level of'expendiGU'res-on X.4 The values

associated with V
c

and-C
b may:be'contlnuallylflucttating and analyti-

1 .

.

tally unpredictable.
%

A variety of assumptiont_can be added'to the model- akto

eliminate this difficulty. One assumption-is that one of tAe parties
.

'doe's not.change his own behavior in response.to.changes in his oppo--;

nent's strategy. A etableleyel of expenditures will,then result.2

This assumption may welt be realistic ih the.context

settlements.. Citizen groupsjgenerally operak on f

lack the financial abillty.to make a ignificant res

of citizen..

ed liUdgets and

nse in their

1
..

. The problem is'analogous to the one faced)Ay 4 daoPOlist in
determining his optimal production and/or marketing strategy. :Id
the case of a duopolyi eath firm's ptoductiOn decision may.affect
the-oplimal produFtion decision of his competitor.juat asoin this

-case.one litigant'slecithion to change his expenditures On legal
( :talent may affect his opponent's optihal stritegy. Nash ot tournOt

type blargaining solutions can be applied in_iuch contexts..
2 "

This AssuMption has teen made.in W. K. Landes., "An Economic
Anarysis of the Courts,"14 Journba ofLaw and Economics 61 (1971),
and R. A. Posner, "The Behavior of Administrative Agenciea,P 1
Jaurnal Oftegat 6tudies 305 (1972). ' .
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Ownflitigatite expenditureSin respOnse to a .change in.broadVaiter

:expenditures. Thus., citizen groups semstrategically fixed w4th

riespect?to the maximuelamount'ihe.can spend onj4.4gaticin. .Wi
.1

the citizen group's budgetlargely fixed and with:the broadcaster
,

free to ManiRulate Was.oWnexpemditures,:. an equiLibrium camienerally

'be found,,and:the processdegcribed by the model wilIbe. stable.

-Policy Implications of the-M.641:
_

. Much Of 'the Commission's IF
Concern ..12,ver citizen agreetienteCentere

- .

on brOadcaStersYapparentA41-1i4gnesvto Sign.agreements that Seem.tO
, .

include Substaptial COncesSiond'to cititen greugb, The CommisSiom
,.

fearsthese concessions impinge on:broadcaster responsibiJity.'. ,But

WhyNfo broadcasteis.agree :to:settlements that:have the potential.for

eroAng'theb-roadcester's,fird'ContrOl Over hie.Own Station?

As-outlined in themcidel,:.when,the.cost of each:stage of the :

litig&tive procedure for the broadcaster.Wightedby the broadcaster's'

probability oi reach nithat'stage,-suMs toAnemount greater than the:

citizen 's benefitS a 'each.stegeiyeighted-by ttie probability of reacb-.'

ing that stage, hene necessary condition for settlement exists..

/. . 4 .

Under these'circumstancesy.the expected cost f he citizen group

is s4btratte'd froilthe expected cost-for the roadcaster,Ahe.differ'-.1
.

ence, say, Z, is the maximuM value ofthe:Settlement.the broaddaStet

will,offeethe citizen grew.- When the Comndssion objects to_ the

large.concessions.,:being made by broadCasterS, it is in effect.coM-',
.e

.

,plaining over the allocatiOn of Z between broadgestere and Citizens

and 'tomplaining thdt thellialue of Z offered td citizen grouPs is

'actually,too large.
-,-

:J.Infortunateh for, the.Commiss1on, this.problem iS largely-of :'.
.,.... ..

-...

-

its oWn making.and is not the fault of brOadcasterS Or citizens As.'

,

14

was demOnstrated in the body-of -this report,,the.costs of litigation
. .. 4

for'broadcasterS cambe fairly large and-aregenerally greater than.
... -. .

. ... - .
. -.-

',the-equivalent costs for citizen groups.- In the MOdel.'s terMino ,
_ .. . -

. .. i.',

.. this implies that Xb >.X.c. and'that, 411 otherlactors equal,.

essary condition for settlement exists. 'The Amountby whitivXb
.. . - y ..

. .. ...

exceeds,Xc partially determines the sizebf.Z.: Iiiit'sinoethe.:
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Commission itself exerts a great,deaf of influence over the magnitude

ofic aince the Commission'is in large part resPonsike:fot.:.
.

the..high cosi of using:its own.legal,proceasea, when the Commiasion,
.v.

.

objeci to the size_of a settlement, it is actually ritiCizing,

itself 'for al.lowilig tHe conditionato ariseln whib buck settlements
- -

.<ematie possible.

Thia point deserveS emphasis. It id tot the weakness of broad-

ca$ters or the aFarice.of citizen' grçups that-alloW large settlementa

to'arise. If broadcasters and citizen groups simply act as ratidnal

optimiiers, then kt is.the nature of.the Orodess in which.they are-

4 IIIirolved that generates large settlements--not any irresponsible.
.

behaviorion their'part. It is.the Commission that is responsible .

'for the nature.Of its.legalrowses.' If the Commission took steps

to reduce the cost of defe51ding,and prosecuting petitidns-to deny,

*the. size of settlementa coupti_be expected to decrease.'

More fundamentally,' the iodel demonstrates that for litigation

to develop _there must'be.a'differehte,Of opinion,between parties.

If two parties are certaik of the outcge of a case, then either a

settlement will be reathed or the issue will never be raised through

litigation. Thus, when precenen iwell Litablished, the law can
. ,

fend for itself and doesn't peilrasive care aking by adminis;

trative Or judicial in4les. t'when tbe law is vague, reasonable

,differences oflrinion abo , andthe volume of litigation will

increase.Thtcua, the C ission's own ingbility to firmly resolve cases :

4v-,snd Set forth Art ulats.poliny statements can be seen iNa major
_

--lector contributing to the volUme of lftigation and settlement.

Furthermore, uncertainty in Commission behavior generates risk for

Iti.VOlved, and if broadcasters afe risk averae, then they

have a further atimblus to chOode a settlement' with a certaill outcome

over litigatton with an uncertain result.

In all,-the model demOnstratea that much.of the perceived

e;t1eMent behavior by broadcasters and citiZen groups tan be '

,

explained_in terms of rational optimizing behavior in a world of

complicated; expensive litigation with uncertain outcomes. po
,
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untoward abuse of COmmission process by citizen groups or irrespon-,

sible living-in by broadcasters to-citizen group demands is neCessary

in order to explain the magnitude and frequency of settlement. If

the magnitude and frequency of settlement is viewed as a problem,

responsibility for that problem should be placed'on thOse who have

,created a complex and indecisive system of litfgation-not on citi-

zen groups and lhoadcasters who have no Choice but to operate in

that world. If the CommIssion-does not.like what it sees occurring

.in the *.settleMent)iirocess, it might be more profitable to turn its

energies' inward and examine'means of reducing the cost and under-
,

tainty of its own litigation procedures than to criticiie Tarties
4

appearing beforevit.
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Appendix D

THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BROADCASTERS

LICSNSE RENEWAL SURVEY

The purpose.af this questionnaire is to determine how mu h.extra

time and money stations are forced tb.spend to defend.,t emsefves

against challenges to their licenseseither petitions o deny', or
4

competing applications.. The questions below,.refer to expendituras

in addition to thosethat were made,as part Of tit! rev At applica-
.

tiOn,for licenge renewal.

I. Toridate, approximately how much extra iime"haVe sta An'personnel.
speht-in,connectiOn with.the challenge, to ypur lfce se?

' man ra
°

2. To date, approximately how.much extra out-of-pocke expense
(attorney's fees,_trial,:etc.) has your station n.urred as'a'
result of the challenge.to your license?,

1

3. Has the Challenge.to yo r license been resolved?

.

yes ...

IF not: Olease estimate the total out-af-pOcket osts and
expenditures of station personnel time that will e incurred
before ihe challenge to your renewal is settled.

Station personnel

Out-of-pocket expenses 1:11

man hours

Thank you very much for you
r

help. Please return th s que'stionnaire

to:

4
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